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ABSTRACT 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A 
MICROCOMPUTE:R CONTROLLED HAND 
ASSESSMENT SYSTEt-1 FOR QUANTITATIVE 
CLINICAL MEASUREMENT 
by 
Alan Robert Jones B.Sc., M.Sc. 
Quantitative hand assessments are necessarv in order to not only 
accurately monitor the disease progress and the effect of therapy, 
but in the formulation of the therapy and as an aid to a closer 
understanding of the disease process. Current assessments are very 
subjective, being based on observations of everyday activities 
e.g. button f~stening or using a knife and fork. Any measurements 
that are taken, e.g. grip 'strength' using an inflated cuff, are 
generally inaccurate. 
An objective assessment was formulated and constructed using 
strain-gauged measuring devices that were a blend of functional and 
strength tasks. The functional tasks included the measurement of the 
handle grip and lifting forces in pan and kettle lifting and the 
measurement of torque in key turning and cloth wringing out tasks. 
Strength measurements included power grip strength, which also gave 
the individual finger contribution, pulp and lateral pinch and the 
extension force. 
For ease of operation, the measurement devices were al~ linked 
via necessary electronic circuitry to a microcomputer. This was 
used to automatically select the required device, collect the data 
and calculate, display and store the results. The software provided 
a user friendly interaction to permit operation by non-technical 
staff without the need for excessive tr~ining. 
~ preliminary investiqation, which involved measuring patients 
at requlnr int~rvals, indicated the system's rapahility of 
monitoring rhnnaes in patiPnt performance. Ch~npes were most 
evident in results pr~- and po~t-injection, pre- and post-operative 
and in between hands in patients with unilateral disorders. 
The svstem also enables a closer insnPction of fin~er 
contribution and in the techniques userl in pan anrl kettle lifting. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
INTRODUCTION 
The hand is arguably one of the most important features of the 
human body. It is an interface hy which information is transferred 
from the body to the environment and vice versa. The hand is 
connected to the trunk of the body via the wrist, elbow and shoulder 
joints. This articular network ensures that the hand can be placed 
with great accuracy and stahility into any part of a large volume 
around the body. This enables many diverse functions to be performed 
including feeding, sensing, using and mnking tools, grooming, 
gesture, attack and defence. 
The complex structure of the hand and wrist is indicated by the 
outline drawing, in Figure 1.1., of the hand and wrist in which the 
bones and joints are detailed. In total there are twenty seven 
bones, eight of which are fou~d in the wrist. Seven of these are 
packed together in two rows to form the intercarpal joint. This 
joint allows a small amount of sliding movement between adjacent 
bones, but primarily it allows movement between the two rows. This 
movement plays a large part in the flexion and abduction (radial 
deviation) of the wrist. 
The carpometacarpal joint of the thumb, being a saddle joint, 
allows flexion, extension, adduction, abduction and rotation of the 
thumb. It is this range of movement that makes possible thumb 
opposition, the contact between the pad of the thumb and the pads of 
the fingers. The carpometacarpal joints of the fingers allow only 
limited movement. 
The metacarpophalangeal joints are almost spherical and allow 
flexion, extension, adduction, abduction and circumduction of the 
fingers. The interphalangeal joints are hinge joints only allowing 
flexion and extension. 
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FIGURE 1.1. Skeleton of the hand 
KEY:-
FINGERS 
1,2,3,4,5-Thumb,Index,Middle,Ring,Little 
BONES 
D-Distal Phalanges 
M-Medial Phalanges 
P-Proximal Phalanges 
MC-Metacarpals 
P-Pisiform 
TQ-Tr:hquetrum 
H-Hamate 
C-Capitate 
T-Trapezoid 
TP-Trapezium 
S-Scaphoid 
L-Lunate 
JOINTS 
Carpal Bones 
DIP-Distal Interphalangeal 
PIP-Proximal Interphalangeal 
MCP-Metacarpophalangeal 
CMC-Carpometacarpal 
MC-Midcarpal 
In order to achieve full control of these articulations, an even 
more complex arrangement of muscles is required. In total, there are 
thirty four muscles which are responsible for the movement of the 
joints in the hand and wrist. Just under half of these, the 
extrinsic muscles, originate from the forearm. The others, the 
intrinsic muscles, originate from within the hand and wrist 
structure. 
The combination of bones, joints and muscles gives a very 
versatile prehensile (gripping) organ. The joints and musculature 
allow the hand to mould itself to an object and to move objects, 
using a variety of handling grips. These range from a simple finger 
pinch to a power grip in which the hand envelopes the object. 
Napier (1963) classified the prehensile movement of the hands into 
power grip and precision grip. Power grip is where an object is 
clamped into the palm of the hand by flexed fingers and the thumb. 
Precision grip is where an object is held between the pulps of the 
fingers and thumb in a pinch type posture. Napier also stated that 
it is the nature of the task to be performed that determines the hand 
posture and not the shape of the object to be held. 
Power grip is a clinical term, power being used as an adjective 
to indicate the presence of large forces. The scientific definition 
of power is the rate of doing work, where work is equal to the force 
applied to an object multiplied by the distance the object is moved 
in the direction of the force. However, since most hand grips are 
static, no movement is involved, therefore no work is done and hence 
there can be no power. Therefore, power grip is a misnomer unless it 
applies to a dynamic situation. Since it is widely used clinically, 
we shall continue to use it here, though its clinical definition 
should not be confused with the scientific one. 
The great versatility of the hand can be attributed to the 
ahility of the thumb to oppose the pulps of each finger. The thumb 
provides the mobility necessary for precise movements while in power 
movements it provides one jaw of a vice, the fingers providing 
the other. 
Providing such a versatile organ mPans that there is a large 
interdependence between different hand parts. For instance, no 
joint can actively move in isolation. Each movement causes the 
flexion or extension of other joints thereby forming a chain of 
articulation. This interdependence is the result of the combination 
of muscles required to execute a movement. Only the index finger has 
any independence because it is the only finger to have any 
independent muscles. Even simple flexion and extension of the 
fingers involve a combination of muscle activity. Basically, this is 
the synergistic effect of the flexor and extensor muscles. To flex 
the finger the extensor must extend as the flexor contracts and 
vice versa if extension is required. 
The complexity and versatility of the hand make it very 
~ susceptable to injury, the most minor of which can result in a large 
reduction in the hands' functional capability. For instance, even a 
slight scratch is instantly noticeable, and if it happens to be on 
the touch sensitive parts of the finger pulps, feels like a large cut 
and makes any grip much more difficult and awkward. This also 
introduces another aspect of the hand, its unconscious control. Most 
of the time the hand is used without effort as no conscious thought 
needs to be applied to achieve its chosen task. For example, how 
often are objects misplaced because their actual placement cannot be 
remembered? 
Unfortunately, external injuries are not the only source of 
problems to the hand. There are several systemic diseases that 
affect the whole hand. Rheumatoid arthritis is one of these. This 
is an insiduous chronic disease which starts in the peripheral 
joints as a general weakness with aching and stiffness. This l~ads 
to joint inflammation with accompanyin9 pain, redness, warmth and 
tenderness. The disease spreads to other body joints e.g. the wrists, 
elbows, hips, knees and ankles. The progress of the disease is not 
steady, but punctuated with remissions and exacerbations of 
indefinate periods, over perhaps many years. There are also other 
systemic manifestations of the disease such as small areas of 
necrosis on the fin9er tips, chronic leg ulcers, anaemia, enlargement 
of lymph nodes etc. 
Chronic joint inflammation can lead to destruction of the 
articular cartilage leaving bare bone. Connective tissue, either 
fibrous or bony, can then develop between the bare surfaces leading 
to a solid bridging (ankylosis) and joint immobility. The 
inflammation also leads to joint instability by weakening the 
supporting structures (i.e. tendons and ligaments). This can 
sometimes lead to joint dislocation or subluxation as the muscles 
change their line of action. 
Degenerative joint disease (osteoarthrosis) is another disease 
which can affect hands. It is the destruction of joint cartilage and 
the formation of bony projections in the joint, causing discomfort, 
pain and loss of movement. The cause of the disease is not fully 
understood. Traditionally it was thought to be a mechanical 
condition affecting the joints subject to most stresses and an 
inherant aspect of the ageing process. However, recent findings 
(Huskisson et al. 1979) suggest a metabolic abnormality causing a 
degradation of the cartilage, with a mineral deposition in the 
joint and inflammation. 
Treatment of these diseases can only ease the pain and reduce 
the inflammation. In some instances surgical intervention can help 
to restore some degree of function. No cure has been found for 
rheumatoicl arthritis and ns yet its cause is unknown. Treatment in 
most cases involves analgesic and anti-inflammatory medication 
to~ether with physical therapy. Physical therapy involves exercise 
and splinting to attempt to reduce the effect of joint instability. 
Education is also p<~rt of physical therapy, showing patients how to 
use their hancls defensively. Several daily activities use hand 
positions or forces that can encoura~e deformity. The patients are 
shown other methods of using the hand to rlo the same ~ask, thus 
slowinq rlown the rate of deformation. For any treatment to be 
successful, an accurate assessment of the body or organ being 
treated is rf'quired at regular intervals. If functional changes are 
observed, the treatmf>nt can he modified accordingly. The assessment 
must he capable of use for all hand injuries and disease. The 
diseases above arP only mentioned because they form the larger 
proportion of cases. There are still a sinnificant proportion of 
industrial and all the other types of injuries that reCJuire a 
continual assessm~nt to monitor recovery. 
The versatility of the hand makes the classification of an 
assessment routine difficult. Since the hand is used in so many 
different ways, with so many orientations, it would be impossible to 
test every position. Even individual muscles cannot be assessed 
because a number of muscles are involved in each movement. The 
purpose of an assessment would be to evaluate the condition of a 
patient's hand. Primarily, this must be concerned with how that hand 
is functioning. Therefore, a means of quantifying hand function is 
ref1_uirPd. The assessment should also be capable of mPasuring 
localisPd dysfunction and to ~ive an indication of the cause of the 
rlysfunctinn. Another nec~ssary attribute is objectivity. 
Heasurement of any parameter should be performed in such a way that 
subjective factors are reduced as much as nossible, thus minimising 
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inter-observer variation. 
Hand function it~Plf is subjective. Every person would dPscribe 
'- their haml function oifferently, dependino on their occupation and 
daily activitiPs. In this respect a hand assessment shoulrl be 
flexible enou~h to accommodate different activities of daily living 
(ADL). However, there must be some limit. Purely subjective 
assessment of ADL's, hy observing subjects while they perform the 
task, would reveal only that the patient had difficulty in performing 
the task. No accurate measure of the difficulty would be obtained. 
Careful observation mi11ht reveal the cause of any dysfunction, but 
qenerally it is only the effect of the dysfunction that is assessed. 
To be ohjPctive, an assessment task must involve some 
measurable parameter. This mnst he measured accurately using a 
specially rlesigned tran<;rlucer and must not rely upon observable 
phenomena. The most obvious parameter is the force applied by the 
hand, in performing various tasks. Other parameters could be joint 
stiffness or the range of joint motion. Because of the number of 
joints, these would provide a lot of data, the consequences of which 
would not be instantly obvious. They would not give a measure of 
function, but would mPasure the disease progress. 
Grip 'strength' has regularly been assessed using inflated 
sphygmomanometer cuffs. However, as discussed later, these only 
measure a change of pressure and not the applied force. This could 
be improved and extended to encompass a blend of strength and function 
tasks such as pinch force me~surPment and the measurement of the 
torque applied to turn a key. 
With an objPctive assessmPnt, if the measurements obtained 
proved suitable, i.e. they proved sensitive to changes in patient 
performance, an accurate monitor of the patient's capability would be 
obtained. An objective assessment would give a greater confidence in 
the selection of treatment whether medical 9 surgical or physical. 
Regular monitoring would ensure a quicker realisation of the disease 
process and the effect of the treatment given. Depending on the 
results, the treatment could then be altered to allow a more 
effective recovery of function. In some cases this would speed up 
patient recovery making for a quicker return to everyday activities 
e.g. work. 
Based on these criteria an assessment routine was formulated, 
and measuring devices, that were a blend of functional and strength 
tasks were built. The functional tasks included were pan and kettle 
lifting, key turning and wringing out a cloth. Total grip strength, 
including the strength of the individual fingers, pulp pinch, lateral 
pinch and extension force were the strength tasks. These were all 
chosen for their relative simplicity as well as their functional 
differences. The functional tasks involved three different handling 
technique using the full hand. In the tasks using the pan and kettle 
it would be possible to measure the force applied by the hand during 
the lift and to measure the lifting force itself. The strength 
tasks could be used to identify isolated dysfunction. For example 9 
finger problems could be highli~hted by the power grip 9 pulp ninch or 
extension tasks, while the lateral pinch could highlight 
thumb problems. 
All the measurements need to involve maximal effort so that the 
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full capability of the natient is mPasured. This is not tvpical of 
ADL's, but it would not be jlractical to supgest that the subject 
apjllierl a similar effort to th~t they would apply at home. 
Finally, the measurinq devices were linked to a microcomputer 
which displaved all the necessary results. This removed the Peed for 
dials and '11'1Hqrs for the obsPrver to read and rP.duced the time of 
each task thereby rerlucinr~ patif'nt fatiqtH'. l'sinr~ the r.icroc0mputer 
the only variahle in operation became the subject, therefore the 
system was Ojlerator indenendent. 
This thesis describes the assessment routine and gives the 
results of a pn~l iminary investiqation into its capahi li ty as a 
monitor of hand f•mct inn. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
LITERATURE REVIEW' 
The literature could be divided conveniently into 
four sections:-
i) General comments on hand assessment 
ii) Functional assessment routines 
iii) Grip measurement 
iv) Miscellaneous hand assessments 
2. L General Background 
Dumont (1968) gave a description of the treatment given to a 
rheumatoid hand when referred to occupational therapy. Grip was 
tested using an aneroid sphygmomanometer and gripping ability was 
assessed by how the patient managed with everyday objects e.g. knife 
and tumbler of liquid. The treatment given depended on the grip 
test and involved different activities, from cord knotting to 
weaving, for the natient to carry out. 
Ansell (1968) stated the importance of assessing individual 
joints at regular intervals and to consider the function of the hand, 
as a whole, in order to see the effect of the disease process. An 
assessment was described that involved a full clinical examination 
with measurements of range of joint motion and grip. A ruler was 
used to measure the former, distance from pulp of finger to palm 9 
and a sphygmomanometer cuff, inflated to 20 mrn of mercury, for the 
latter. The use of photography, cinematography and radiological 
appraisal were also included. Functional tests, such as picking up 
objects or unfastening jam jar lids, were also performed, but these 
were tailored to the needs of the patient. It was required that the 
assessment be carried out pre-operative, pre-, six and twelve months 
post-discharge with an annual follow up thereafter. 
General guidelines to hand function assessment were given by 
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Cantrell (1q75). The need for an accurate description of the hand 9 
especially in diagnosis and the transfer of information ~as stressed. 
This was to enable more accurate comparisons between follow up 
assessments and so that the patient could see their pronress. In 
addition there should he an accurate method of describing how the 
hand functions. The noint was stressed that it was more important 
to know '"hat the patient uas capable of rather than the physical 
appearance of the hand and how this differed from the classical 
medical description. An assessment was described involving clinical 
examination such as joint movement and grip testing (using an 
inflated cuff). An occupational functional assessment was also 
included to see how the patient coped with everyday activities. 
Cantrell (1976) also described an assessment which used 
measurements of nulp pinch force and a functional assessment 
questionnaire. The questionnaire was based on the patients ability 
to tackle activities of daily living (ADL). The patients 
subjectively grade themselves on how they find an activity - easy, 
difficult or impossible to do, while the therapists check for any 
specific reasons why there should be any difficulty. The pulp pinch 
results showed a marked difference between weak patients and strong 
healthy subjects. Analysis of all the results indicated that all 
patients with arthritis are weak and that this ~eakness is not just 
an effect of pain or physical deformity. This led to the conclusion 
that muscular weakness was a primary part of the disease and a 
cause of functional disability. 
Unsworth (1977) stressed the same points as Cantrell above 9 
but ~ent on to describe specific cases to reinforce the point that 
functional integrity is preferred to physical integrity. The cases 
cited showed a patient with a lot of hand deformity 9 who was 
functionally better off than a second patient with no deformity. 
Cantrell (1977) reiterated his earlier papers, but added the 
importance of follow up assessment to monitor the disease progress 
and to give a better understanding of the underlying proc~ss. This 
led to the points that to be of any value, measurement systems must 
be more objective to reduce the inter-observ~r error and to meet the 
need to demonstrate small changes, in the hand, over a period of 
time. Cantrell also described the use of wiregrams to record the 
range of joint movement. These consisted of tracings of metal wire 
bent to the shape of the flexed or extended finger. 
The above papers have only indicated guidelines and the need 
for carrying out accurate quantitative functional hand assessmPnts 
at requl~r intervals so as to monitor small changes. They do not 
provide a standardised functional assessment routine to be followed 
for every patient. 
2.2. Functional Assessment Routines 
These have been described by Carthum et al. (1969), Jebsen 
et al. (1969) 9 MacBain (1970), Kellor et al. (1971), Clawson et al. 
(1971), Smith (1973), Peskett (1973 and 1977) 9 Green (1974) 9 Bell 
et al. (1976) and Walker (1978). Table 2.1. gives a summary of these 
assessments showing the measurements taken and the activities carried 
out by the patients. The work by Carthum was a follow up to the 
earlier work by Clawson but this time using only five of the original 
tasks and measurPments. Each assessment can be divided into two 
parts, •strength' measurement and functional assessment. Only Jebsen 
omitted the former, concentrating on the functional tasks. 
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AUTHOR = 
TASK 
STRENGTH 
Grip 
Pulp pinch 
Lateral pinch 
Cylindrical grip 
Finger flexion 
Spherical grip 
Chuck pinch 
Extensor force 
Hook grip 
FUNCTIONAL 
Safety pin 
Button fastening 
Scissors 
Knife and fork 
Shoelace tying 
Writing 
Card turning 
Pick up paper clips 
Spoon 
Stacking checkers 
Pick up empty cans 
Pick up full cans 
Jug pouring 
Kettle pouring 
Door knob 
Coin pick up 
Hoving blocks 
Hoving nails 
Inserting pegs 
Belt buckle 
Zip 
Double knot 
Bow tying 
Pins into cushion 
Nut and bolt 
Assemble blocks 
Hand tools 
Door bolt 
Pile plates 
OTHERS 
Pain and tenderness 
Range of motion 
Photographs 
c 
c 
c 
w 
D 
T2 
c 
c 
D 
T2 TB 
T2 
Tl3 TB 
T3 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
c 
c 
w 
TB 
T2 
TB 
TB 
2 
2 
T2 
T2 
D 
I 
I 
I 
J 
/ 
I 
I 
D 
TB 
TB 
TB 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
TB 
TB 
TB 
TB 
j) 
J 
D 
D 
T2 
w 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
T2 
D 
TB 
2 
T2 
2 
T2 
TB 
TB 
:c 
D 
:c 
D 
D 
T2 
PESKETT also included, pencil pick up, button sewing, match 
striking, opening an electric plug, taking lid off pan, 
using a clothes peg, cups and saucers, winding up a watch, 
screw lid, screwdriver, mixing, wringing, taps, cooker knobs, 
keys, aids, putting peper into an envelope and picking up 
marbles. 
TABLE 2.1: 
KEY: 
Summary of functional assessments 
C - cuff; D - dynamometer; W - weights; 
T ~ timed task; B ~ bilateral task; 
2 - both hands used separately 
2.2.1. 'Strength' measurements 
a) Grip 
This was measured in all assessments except Jebs~n and Green. 
Sphygmomanometer cuffs were used by Carthum and Clawson (folded and 
inflated to 20 mm of mercury) and MacBain (rolled and inflated to 
40 mm of mercury). 
b) Pulp pinch 
Again Carthum, Clawson and ~1acBain used inflated cuffs to 
measure this. MacBain used a smaller diameter cuff while Carthum 
and Clawson used the same cuff but enclosed it between two metal 
sheets hinged at one end. The patient applying the pulp pinch on the 
opposite end. A small diameter dowel was used by Green. The patient 
held this vertically in a pinch nrip while the weights hung from the 
dowel were increased. The pinch force being defined as the maximum 
sustainable weight. Kellor used a propriet~ry dynamometer while 
walker had two strain gauged cantilevers that were pinched together. 
c) Lateral pinch 
This was measured by Carthum, Kellor 1 Green and Walker. All 
four used the same device as for pulp pinch measurement. 
d) Cylindrical grip 
Carthum and Green both used the same method of hanging weights 
from a dowel, held vertically, and gripped until the dowel could not 
be held against the weight. 
e) Others 
Carthum and Clawson measured finger flexion force by letting the 
finger, with the palm supported, press down onto a transducer whose 
output registered on a dial gauge. Spherical grip was measured by 
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Green, who hung weights from a snhere hf'ld hy the natient. ~lacBain 
measured hook {]rip hy adrlino weiqhts to a bucket held with a 
pronated arm resting on a table. ~alker measured chuck pinch using 
the pinch transducer described above. He also measured finqPr 
flexion and extension force usin{l a horizontal strain gauged heam. 
2.2.2. Func-tional assessment 
Th~sP consistPd of sevPral activities desiqned to test a 
patiPnt's maninulative ability. Tn the majoritv of cases they 
consisted of timinq the natinnt to see how long thev took to 
accomplish a prescribed task. Green stonped Pach tas~ after fifteen 
or th i rtv seC'onds and thPn assessed how mnch of the task harl hP.en 
complPted. ,\ fP.w tasks involv<>d countinq or wPiohinQ, the rPsults 
hPino thf' numbPr of ohiPc-ts ~nvPrl in a nivP.n timP (e.q. RPll, block 
anti "in movement) or the maximum weiqht at whic-h a task coulcl he 
sust<linerl (e.g. ~1ac:nain, jug ann kPttle pouring). 
Gener<'~lly, a ll'ixture of uni li'!teral and hi lateral tasks werP. us0d 
with hoth hands heinq measured unilaterally. Jehsen used only 
unilateral tasks while RPll rPpPated some unilatPra] tasks, 
bilaterallv. PP.skPtt did not makP it clear whether the tasks WPre 
pPrformPd uni- or bilaterally. 
The majnritv of the assessmPnts were desiqned for pntiPnts with 
rheumatoid arthritis. However, Jehsen also testerl patiPnts with 
unilntPri'!l hP"'ipnrPsis i'!'1cl C6-7 i.r<'~um<'~tic: nu:>rlrinlPoi?, 1inr1i'1n that 
h0~ltl-ty Sll'',i~'rt ro'l'1oe to 'un,'h]e to rn!"tplrte' the t:'!f"k. The hPalthv 
suh,iPC't rangP was ohtainf"rl fro!"' three hundred snbjpcts. 
Re]] w~s s~ncifically roncer'1Pd with nnra- ancl hemi~ln0 ia. The 
rcS11lts from thef"e pati0nts werp rnmnArnd to a normal vnlup ohtAinPd 
fro, fi ftv hc>Al thv SlJh.ir-rt!". 'l'hp rPstd t~ w"'re st.,nrlarcii SPrl hy 
sPttinq the hf'i1 1 thy subirrt rPnn result to 1()(). EiCJhty patients with 
nssPssment rannPd from 77 to Q6. Forty ~our patiPnts with right 
he~iplegia harl a rnn~P of 60 to 7~ while fiftv natiPnts with lPft 
heninlrgiR had an 11 to 6n ranne. All the patients were right 
hnnderl and it was not rlear whv patiPnts with lPft hPmiplPgia han a 
score much lowpr than the other patiPnts. 
Clawson assessed six natirnts with rhPumatoid arthritis over a 
tPn WPek rPriod usinq the tPsts first ~esrrihed hy Carthum. Carthu~ 
had evaluat<>d the use of a large SPriPs of measurPments including 
grip, ninch, ranqe of wotion, deformity, pain and ADL's. From this 
sPriPs Clawson extracted five tests that were assessed to be the 
most reliable and indepen~ent of Pach othPr, so that thPy measurPd 
differPnt aspPcts of hand function. The tPsts were grip, threP point 
pinch, finf1Pr fJPxion po'·'Pr (descrihPd above) and two functional 
tasks, using a knife and fork and the fastening/unfastening 
of buttons. 
Using the five tests, thirty nine healthy subjects were 
measured to obtain a range of normal values. Using these results a 
1 to 20 scaling (poor to good) was given to each task's rPsults. By 
summing the individual test grades a functional index was obtained. 
One hundred and six patients with arthritis were also tested. Their 
rPsults produced a much lower index than the healthy subjPcts• and 
that there was a tendency for the index to decrease as the 
disease progressed. 
Sixty four of the patients were followed up to a year and forty 
two in excess of three years from their initial treatment. After one 
year, 42% had improvPd while 23% had deteriorated. After three years 
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the figures were 4("")0ft, and ll4% respectively. Of twenty five hands that 
underwent various types of sur~ery, 649w were shown to have improved 
and 4o/<. to haVf~ a deterioration in the functional inrlex. 
MacBain tested a qroup of healthy subjects to obtain a range of 
values so that individual test results could be graded as 'normal', 
'good', 'fair' or 'poor' for comoarison purposes. 
Smith and Walker also test~n hPalthy subjects to obtain a base 
line. ~alker also tested six natients with arthritis and showed that 
they were much weaker in all tests than the healthy subjPcts. 
Carthum, Peskett and Green gave no details of any results 
obtained. To establish 'norms', Kellar tested between 246 and 274 
healthy subjects. He found a linear relationship between age and all 
the test results for male and female, left and right hand. The 
strength resultB all ~howed a decrease with age while the functional 
tasks increased. 
Most of the above assessments were clearly complex in that they 
involved lots of tasks for the patient to perform. By subjecting 
patients to such a battery of tasks, patient fatigue becomes a major 
problem. This would cause poorer results to be obtained, esnecially 
towards the end of an assessment. This would be particularly so in 
those tasks which aimed to find the maximum sustainable weight that 
could be held and lifted. These were not very well thought out 
tasks. Even healthy subjects show muscle fatigue after a short time 
and their sustainable weight limit would decrease the longer they had 
to hold the weights. This would be even more so in patient~ 
with arthritis. 
With so many tasks to assess, a complete assessment took a long 
time, Smith quoting forty five to sixty minutes. This length of 
assessment would not only cause fatigue but it would be difficult to 
kPep up a patient's motivation and it is also an inefficient UPe of 
the therapist's time. Only Carthum attempted to reduce tasks to a 
minimum while WalkPr used strain gauged dynamometers \V"hich only took 
a short time to measure a force. 
The functional tasks also lacked objectivity. Since they only 
contained timed tasks they could really only indicate whether a 
patient could accomplish a task slowly or speedily. If the patient 
were assessed regularly there would be a learning process, causing an 
apparent improvPment unrelated to any improvement caused by 
the therapy. 
The most objective assessments were obviously those that measured 
a particular hand parameter e.g. the force applied by the hand in 
gripping and pinching. For this dynamometers were necessary since 
they actually measure the applied force. Inflated cuffs do not 
measure a force (or grip strength) since they only measure the 
(ll"~~-~ change, of the enclosed fluid, caused by the gripping action 
of the hand. This ~t-~'!0~ change depends on the inflated pressure of 
the cuff 1 the size of the cuff, the area of contact between the hand 
and the cuff and the method of gripping. Cuffs were also inaccurate 
since they were highly susceptable to finger jerking. During a grip 
any slight finger movement could cause a large increase in pressure. 
Since only maximum readings were recorded a jerky finger could easily 
give an excessively high value for the grip test. (Appendix 1.) 
Kirkpatrick (1957) in his conclusions of the 'Sub committee for 
the Study of Grasping Power' of the California !>ledical AssQciation, 
also pointed out these inaccuracies of the sphyqmomanometer. 
Kirkpatrick quoted Sanderson (personal communication) in explaining 
the difference between force and pressure. He used the illustration 
of standing on one foot, then on a marble and then a nail. Since 
pressure equals force djvided by area, standing on a nail produces 
the highest pressures (stresses) with a dramatic effect in this 
example. Also stated was the need for any grip measuring device to 
respond to the applied force and not be influenced by any other 
parameter such as the area of contact. 
Robertson et al. (1982) stated that grip measurement using a 
cuff lacked a standardised method, that even patients with arthritis 
could exceed the normal maximum value of 300 mm of mercury for a 
clinical sphygmomanometer. This maximum also ensured the absence of 
normal values from healthy subjects which would make interpretation 
difficult. 
Therefore, it appeared that none of the above assessments could 
be used to monitor accurately hand function through the disease 
process or course of treatment. However, none appeared to be used 
for this purpose. In the main, the results appeared to be used to 
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form a set of 'norms' for patients to be compared with. Any monitoring 
that was performed was long term and not concerned with a specific 
treatment, but rather to evaluate course changes in t :,e 
disease progress. 
As the assessments consisted of a series of functional tasks, 
they allowed the therapist to carry out a subjective analysis of 
patient at the same time and to observe where the patient had 
difficulties. The therapist then decided how best to treat the 
patient. However, this was mainly subjective and no quantifiable 
measurements were available to test the treatment given. 
2.3. Grip Measurement 
Mainly because of its convenience, grip testing has consistPntly 
been u~ed as a measure of hand ability. Clinical studies have used 
it to asfless the rehahi litation of the hanrl aftf>r traumatic inury., 
operation and in assessmf>nts of disease activitv. Grip strength has 
also been used to determine the muscular strenpth and physical 
fitness of athletf>s. 
1-lany instruments have been desi\lnf'rl to mr>asure 9rip strength. 
They fall into the two qenporal cate9ories of oynamic and isometric. 
The latter consists of devices using hyrlraulic or strain gauged 
svstems, while the formf>r includPd inflatf>d cuffs and elRstic 
·deformation rlevi~f>s such as snrin~s and levers. 
2. 3. l. · Dvnami c devices 
Tnflr~tPrl c11ffs have been·used consistentlv, espf'cially 
clinicallv, over the past twenty five yr>ars. Lansbury (1957 and 
19SH) ll!''"'d them· in a Systemic. Jnrlex to monitor the rli sease activity 
of rhf'umatoid arthritis. The cuff was double folof'd and inflateo to 
a pressure of 20 mm of mf'rcury. The rf>st of the in0ex consisted of 
measurrs of morning stiffnf'SS duration, the time elapsPd since rising 
hf>forf> fatinue Sf't in, the numbf'r of Aspirin taken per day anrl 
erythrocyte sedimentation rate. These ff>sults were graded usinq a 
Sf't of standard tablf's, anparf'ntly arrived at by clinical expf'rience. 
The svstemic inrlex wAs then the sum of these grades. Lansbury's 
evaluation of this in0ex and an articular index, the deoree of joint 
involvemf'nt, WAS based on cliniral experience and imnression, 
patients evaluation and comparison with f>ach othf>r. 
Wright and Plunkett (1Q6R) and WriRht et al. (1Q6q) showf>d A 
diurnal variation of grin" in natif'nts with rheumatoid arthritis and 
hP.a 1 thy sub.iPcts. A nneulT'ntic dynamometer was used to measure rtrin. 
A simi 1ar, hut opnosite Vnrir~tion \,r."'s A]c:;o ol-,c:erverl in .io:nt 
"tiffn0~c:;. This w~s ~~itiallv measured hv counting the numhf>r of 
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knots that the patient could tie in two minutes. Later a specially 
desinned finger arthrograph was used to measure the index finqer MCP 
joint stiffness. The grip vari~tion, which closely followed body 
temperature, sho\\·ed up as an early morning (0600 hours) minimum which 
increased steadily through the morning to an afternoon plateau, only 
to decline throuqh the night. 
Ingnen (1q6R) also studied joint stiffness and grip in twenty 
five patients with rheumatoid arthritis. Grip was measured using the 
same cuff arrangement as Lanshury. The results showed a nood 
corrf'lation between :naximum grin and a five point subjective uain 
self assessment by the pati0nt. Joint stiffness was measured hy 
timing the fnll of a weighted finger through a vertical arc of ten 
degrP.es about the MCP joint. A diurnal variation, simi l::1r to \vright 
and Plunkett, was observed though a smaller second peak was recorded 
in the early evening in some patients. A good correlation was also 
found between the measured stiffness and the patient's self 
assessment of pain. 
Kent (1978) used a horizontal finger arthrograph to evaluate the 
above finger dropper as a measure of joint stiffness. The arthrograph 
directly measured joint stiffness by measuring the torque required to 
rotate the index finger about the MCP joint. No relationship was 
found between the peak to peak torque, measured 20° either side of 
the finger rPsting position, and the fall time measured by the finger 
dropper. This would, therefore, appear to invalidate the results 
given by Jngpen, since a finger dropper does not measure 
joint stiffness. 
An assessment of grip testing, using a cuff, was carried out by 
Lee et al. (1974) using the mean results obtained from between 
eighteen and twenty one patients with arthritis. The intra-observer 
error of 5 to 9 mm of mercury was much lower than the inter-
observer error of 17 to ~0 mm of mercury. The diurnal variation 
found was not as pronounced as that renorted hy Wright and Plunkett. 
These results confirmed that testing, using a cuff, needed to be 
carried out by the snme person at the same time of day. ~ double 
hlind study between sodium salicylate and prednisolone therapy, 
for one week, indicated that over placebo the prednisolonP gave a 
si!lni ficant improvement while the othe!· therapy did not. 
De Choisy (1973) compared the mean results from grip strength 
measurement, using a cuff inflated to 2n mm of mercury, to those 
obtained from a tor~uometer. This was a proprietary device which 
was held firmly, hy the bnse, in one hand, while the other hand 
rotated the top half, anti-clockwise, against an internal spring. 
The maximum rotation was recorded on the device~ by a resettable 
pointer, on an arbitrary scale from 0 to 10. It therefore 
re~uired wrist and elbow movement together with hand grip. The 
results, from twenty patients with arthritis~ indicated on two 
separate measurements a significant correlation between both types 
of device. The correlation coefficients ranged from 0.59 to O.?Q. 
The comparison, using twenty four patients, was performed before and 
after two types of drug treatment, Benorylate and Ibuprofen. Both 
types of test indicated a mean improvement after each treatment. ~ 
greater correlation was observed in the Benorylate results (0.84) 
than in the Ibuprofen (0.44). 
Brewer et al. (1980) used the same torquometer to do the same 
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comparison but used nearly 200 patients with rheumatoid arthritis. 
Again, good correlations were obtained between the two device results 
with coefficients of 0.7) and 0.72 for left and right 
hand measurement. 
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Roth the ahove authors stressed the idea that the torquometer 
was a simple and compact device. Since it required a complex action, 
grip as WP.ll as wrist and elbow movement, it gave a better measure of 
hand function. The complex action involved being a typical everyday 
use of the hand, turning door knobs or unscrewing jam jar lids. 
However 9 both sets of work were similar in that they only carried 
out a one to one comparison, using grip strength measurement as an 
indicator of function. No further work was carried out to assess the 
reproducibility of the device or its ability to monitor change over a 
period of time. 
The same torquometer was employed by Sheenan et al. (198)) in a 
more comnl~te study of thirty three patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis. Again, grip strength was measured using a cuff inflated 
to 20 mm of mercury. A functional assessment was carried out by 
Occupational Therapists. This consisted of a three point subjective 
assessment of ten activities. The points of the assessment were 2, 
not ahle to complete the task, 1, to complete it with difficulty and 
o, no difficulty. The activities assessed were picking up a pin, 
lifting a dinner plate, unscrewing and screwing up a nut, unscrewing 
a jam jar lid, holding a glass, lifting a saucepan of water, cutting 
out paper with scissors, using a screwdriver, picking up weights and 
folding up a piece of paper and inserting it into an envelope. Two 
torque measurements were performed. The first was the bilateral 
method used above by De Choisy and Brewer. The second, the 
torquometer was fixed upright on a vertical stand with the_patient 
standing alongside. The height of the stand was adjusted so that the 
patient could operate the device comfortably with their arm vertically 
at their side. The results of both torque and the grip measurements 
were found to have good correlations with the functional assessment. 
For a more detailed comparison the functional assessment results ~ere 
separated into four grips- the tripod (jam jar lid) 9 span (plate 
pick up) 9 light (pin pick up) and the cylindrical grip (pan lift). 
Analysis of these results appeared to sho~ that torquometry gave a 
clearer differentiation between the functional assessments points for 
the first three grips while in the latter cuff testing appeared 
better. Overall, the results, together ~ith clinical impression and 
patient evaluation indicated a complementary use of the torquometer 
and cuff. 
Do~ie et al. (1978) assessed the accuracy of visual analogue 
scales (VAS) in grip assessment. A VAS ~as a line dra~ vertically 
or horizontally with each end labelled ~ith opposite feelings e.g. 
good and bad. A patient ~as asked to mark a point some~here along 
the line to represent their own subjective assessment of themselves. 
The grip of ninety three patients ~ith rheumatoid arthritis and 
seven healthy subjects was first assessed by clinicians in mm of 
mercury. Using this assessment the patients ~ere split into four 
functional groups (very ~eak, ~eak 9 normal and strong grip). The 
patients then assessed their own grip using a VAS labelled ~ith 
30 and 300 mm of mercury. These results ~ere also divided into the 
same functional grouping. Finally, the grip ~as tested using a 
folded cuff inflated to 30 mm of mercury. Analysis ~as carried out 
using each functional group as defined by the clinicians and patients. 
The results showed that clinicians were better at gauging the 
patients' grip in mm of mercury 9 than the patients using t~e VAS. 
This ability ~as seen as a better delineation of each functional 
group and a better correlation (0.92) of the clinicians' assessed 
grip to that measured than the correlation (0.64) bet~een the VAS 
score and the measured grip. Such a result is not surprising since 
it is doubtful whether a patient would know how to classify their 
grip in mm of mercury. All the patient is aware of is the relative 
~trenpth of their hand compared to some time previously. A clinician 
has his experiPnce of seeing patients usinp a cuff and feeling their 
physical grip during examination. 
Thorngren and Werner (1979) used a vigorimeter, a rubber balloon 
connected to a manometer, to study 450 male and female subjects that 
had no history of upper e~tremity dysfunction. The results showed 
a fall off of ~rip with age (21 to 65 years) and a constant dominant 
to non-domin~nt hand ratio (1.07~0.11) for both sexes. 
Myers et al. (1979 and 1qRo) added a semico~ductor pressure 
transducer to a cuff inflated to 30 mm of mercury. The transducer 
output was connected to a chnrt recorder which recorded the grip as 
a pressure-time curve. From this was extracted the rates of pressure 
rise and fall, the work done in compressing the cuff 
and the power output (related to the rate of increase 
in pressure). 
Initial results (Myers, 1979) were obtained from nineteen 
patients with arthritis who were measured at the end of four periods 
of treatment. These were 'washout' (no anti-inflammatory treatment), 
two weeks on an anti-inflammatory drug, one week on placebo and 
finally two weeks on the drug again. The results showed that the 
maximum grip, work done and power output all increased during the two 
periods of medication. Over the placebo, the improvement was 
approximately 4B%, 75% and 105% for the maximum grip, the work done 
and the power output respectively. This led to the conclusion that 
power and work were more sensitive indicators of change in hand 
function than maximum grip. 
Further work by Myers et al. (1980) compared the mean results 
obtained from twenty hAalthy subjects to those obtained from thirty 
patients with arthritis (all female). As expectPd, the patients 
gave the poorer re~ults, the ratios of the healthy to patient results 
being 4.2, o.~, 5.5 and 7.J for the maximum grip, time to reach 95~ 
of maximum grif', work done and power output respectively. Again, 
these show that power outnut app~ars to reaister a larger overall 
difference between the two groups. 
The apparatus was further modified (Pearson et al. 1Q82) to 
include a microproc8ssor which gave an immediate digital read-out of 
five measurements. These were the maximum grip, the rate of pressure 
rise (the work and nower output heing d~rived from these two), the 
time to reach maximum grip, the grip relaxation during maximum effort 
(fatigue) and the rate of pr~ssure release. The system w<~s used to 
assess the diurnal variation of grip and the effect of hot and cold 
temoerature and exercise therapy. Diurnal variation was assessed, 
using ten healthy subjects, by only measuring the subjects in the 
morning and afternoon on five consecutive days. The mean results 
showed that the afternoon measurements of maximum grip were 
significantly higher than those obtained in the morning. No 
difference was found between the two times in the other measurements. 
The daily measurements also indicated no difference for these 
parameters 9 though the maximum nrip and work results were 
significantly different on two days for the dominant hand and one day 
for the non-dominant hand. Cold treatment 9 an· immersion in cold 
water at 10°C for ten minutes, caused the largest changes in both 
healthy subjects and patients. In healthy !:'ubjects 9 all measurements 
were affected in the dominant hand, while only pressure fall rate and 
time to maximum grip were affected in the non-dominant hand. In the 
patients only time to maximum grip, for both hands 9 the pressure rise 
Anothf'r sturlv of hea 1 thy suhj<'cts "'as pf'rformPd by FPrnanrlo 
\pain, an inflatPd c-.uff "'i'l.S 11sed. This wns 
connPctf'rl to a QOO mm column for measurement of fifty thrPp hPalthy 
subiPcts. Thc> r<'s1J1ts gave an overall mc>an of 400 mm of mercury 
with a lowPr nuartile of 310 mm, fifth pPrcentile of 210 ~m, uppPr 
quartile ')10 mm and ninPtv fifth nf>rrPntile of 610 mm of mercury. 
~'a 1 es "·erP fnund to have a dominant hand mean of 535 mm of mercurv 
and a non-dominant hand mPan of S05 mm of mercury. For fPmales, the 
mPans WPrP 406 mm and ~~A ~m of mercury respectively. The dominant 
hand was founrl to be 6~' higher for males, and 8~. highl"r for fpmales 9 
than the non-dominant hand. These results basically rf'inforce the 
wide variation of measurPments that are possible, otherwise nothing 
new was achiPVPd an0 the work was just a rPpetition of much 
previous work. 
Diurnal variation of grip strength was noticed in a flurbiprofPn 
study, to detPrmine the OPtimnm dosage schedule, t>y Kowanko et al. 
(19A2a). Sixteen patiPnts with rheumatoid arthritis tested 
themsPlves at home using a cuff inflated to 20 mm of mercury, six 
times daily (0800 hours to 2)00 hours) over a two to three day 
period. The n~sults were fitted with a best fit sine wave of twenty 
four hour pPriodicity to show circadian rhythm. The minimum grip 
was found at 0600 hours as did Wright and Plunkett. 
Subsequent results, Kowanko et al. (1982b), again obtained from 
domiciliary self measurement, included a ten point subjective 
assessment of joint stiffness. These results also showed a diurnal 
variation (again no overnight measurement) in grip and an opposite 
one in joint stiffness. The minimum grip and maximum stiffness 
coincided at 0800 hours. 
Diurnal variation was also shown by Harkness et ala (1982). 
Grip, using a JO mm of mercury inflated cuff, was tested together 
with various other rheumatoid disease activity parameters (joint 
stiffness, pain and eight biochemical analyses of the immune 
process). Patients were tested five times daily between 0600 hours 
and 2300 hours. Again, a best fit sine wave analysis was used to 
provide a significant circadian variation in grip, joint stiffness 
and three of the biochemical analyses, blood neutrophil count, plasma 
cortisol concentration and C1q - binding assay. The C1q - binding 
is a plasma enzyme that controls part of the immune process. The 
grip minimum and stiffness maximum occurred at approximately 
o4oo hours and OJOO hours respectively. A substantially different 
result from that quoted elsewhere. 
However, these results (Kowanko and Harkness) cannot be relied 
on as measures of circadian rhythm. Their results were only obtained 
between set hours of the day, therefore a diurnal measurement, and 
then they were extrapolated out of these limits using a best fit sine 
wave of twenty four hours periodicity to give circadian variation. 
Further, it would be difficult for patients to observe their maximum 
grip pressure without causing some effect on their grip. As 
discussed earlier (paragraph 2.2.2.) inflated cuffs are sensitive to 
finger jerking and other movements. A patient reading their own 
*· gauge would most probably move out of position to 'get a better 
view' , causing a variation in grip. 
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Cuffs were not the only dynamic devices used to measure grip. 
They were mainly used in the clinical environment because of their 
ready availability. 
Three different types of dynamic device were used by Rowers 
(1061) in studying the relationships between grip and several 
anthropometrical measurements (hand lennth, middle finger length, 
proximal phalange length, hand width and the girth of the forearm and 
wrist). The three devices used were the Stoelting adjustable 
dynamometer, the Naranqansett hnnd spring dynamometer and the catde 
tensiomPter. No si~nificant correlation was found between any of the 
par~mPters and grip. Only the latter two devices produced results 
that were siqnificantlv different. 
The contrnction and relaxation phases of a maximal grip were 
studied by Royce (1962) using a dynamic spring loaded ergoqraph. 
~xponPntial equations were produced to describe the phases. Myers et 
al. (1980), paragraph 2.).1., modified the equations slightly and 
used thPm in the calculation~' of work done and power output. The 
results of Royce also showed that a fatigued hand contracted and 
released slower than a non-fatigue hand. 
The optimum span setting for a Stoelting adjustable dynamometer 
was investigated by Montoyne and Faulkner (1964). Using a healthy 
population of 138 males and 64 females, it was shown that a slight 
advantaqe could be gained by subjects with large or small hands by 
adjusting the span accordingly. However, no parameter, 
anthropometric or glove size, was found that could be used as an 
indicator of the optimum span setting. 
Heyward et al. (1975) showed that grip measured using an 
isometric linear voltage differential transducer gave higher results 
than using a Stoelting dynamometer. A larger difference being noted 
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at the hi~her forces. 
2.3.2. Isometric devices 
Bechtol (1954) introduced the Jamar dynamometer. This was an 
adjustable span, hydraulic device for measuring prip strength 
isometrically. The device was used to measure 217 males and 224 
females with no abnormal hand function. The majority of males (132) 
hRcl their highest grip at the 2 inch span setting. The majority of 
females (120) had their highest grip at the slightly smaller 
1.5 inch span setting. Tn hoth populations, the 1.5 and 2 inch 
span nrovided most of the highest grips. Also noted from the results 
wa::: a 5% to 10'7~ major to minor hand difference, a 30)~ diurnal 
variation, a less than 1~ day to day variation and an age variation. 
The fifty to sixty five year old age grour having a mean grip that was 
1:Y}~ less than the twenty five to forty year old age group. 
The Jamar dynamometer was used by Toews (1964) and Schmidt and 
Toews (1970) to measure the grip strength of steelworkers. Both were 
primarily interested in showing the relationship between the dominant 
and non-dominant handsa Knowing this, it was supposed that, in 
industrial unilateral hand accidents, the amount of lost function in 
one hand could be assessed from the opposite good hand. Toews 
studied 231 steelworkers and found that on average the dominant hand 
was stronger by 5.8%. However, he found such a variation in this 
figure that it could not he used in any claim for compensation. It 
was found that 26% of the workers had a stronger non-dominant hand. 
Schmidt extended the study to 1128 healthy males and 80 healthy 
females. Male grip was found to increase with weight and height up 
to 215 lh (97.5 kg} and 75 in (1.91 m) respectively 9 followed by a 
slight reduction. Grip reached a maximum at around thirty years old. 
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The female results were similar except that maximum grip occured at 
about forty years of age. The results of Toews were confirmed with 
the male dominant hand being stronger by }.2% 9 on average, and that 
23~ of those tested had a stronger non-dominant hand. For the 
female population the averaqe difference was Ro5~·· with 200,;, of those 
tested having a non-dominant hand equal to or stronger than the 
dominant hand. 
A set of data obtained from fifty healthy males and fifty 
healthy females was produced by Swanson et al. (1970). Grip 
strength was measured using the Jamar dynamometer while a small 
strain gauged disc dynamometer was used to measure puln, lateral and 
chuck (three digit) pinch. The results were split into skilled, 
sedentary and manual occupations. The manual workers in both groups 
have the stronger grip, chuck and lateral pinch. The grip strength 
for males and females was highest in the thirty to forty year age 
group, though the male results were relatively constant in the 
twenty to fifty year age group. Again, the grip strength of the 
non-dominant hand was found to he, on average, 5.4~, in males and 
8.9~ in females, weaker than the dominant hand. Also, 2Q% of the 
subjects mf.>asure<'l had a minor hand qrip strength that was equal to or 
Qreater than the dominant hand strength. 
Isometric devices using strain gauged beams to measure the 
applied force have bPen descrihed bv Kroemer and Gienapp (1970), 
~alinen et al. (1Q7Q), Pearn and Bullock (1979), An et al. (1980) and 
Pronk and Neising (19R1). 
Total qrip was ~easured in the devices describPd by Malinen, 
Pearn and Pronk. The first two required the squeezing of U-shaped 
beams while the third used the deflPction of a cantilever. 
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Pearn tested 221 healthy, five to seventeen year old, children in 
a two grip test (right, left, riQht and left again). No fatigue 
effect was found and the strongest hand was not necessarily the 
dominant hand. 
Kroemer described a device to measure the thumb force at 
various orientations to the gripping axis. Thirty healthy male 
pilots were tested. The thumb force was found to increase as the 
thumb movPd from the strnight up ('thumb up') position parallel to 
the grip axis to flexed position perpendicular to the pripping axis. 
Several devicPs were rle~crihed by An to measure pinch, lateral 
deviation force and total grip. A second grip tester was used to 
measure the forces appliPd by the individual phalanges of a single 
finger during a power grip. Csing this device four grips were 
necesRary to obtain a full set of data for er~ch hand. A device was 
also described to measure pinch, abduction (finger spread), 
adduction (finger close) and opposition forces. Some preliminary 
results were given of some studies using the devices. These studies 
included research into hand forces, the assessment of early 
schlerodema patients and pre- and post-operative measurement of 
patients with rheumatoid arthritis having replaecment of the first 
carpometacarpel joint. The preliminary results of the phalanges grip 
force distribution of healthy subjects indicated six different types 
of grip. These were defined bv comparjng the l'lagnitudes of the 
phalanges on a finger. Therefore no definite pattern was observed in 
the phalanges grip force distribution. 
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The results of the schleroderma Rtudy were given by Askew et al. 
(19RJ). Ten patients were assessed before and after, within two hours, 
of a single therany session. The therapy consisted of a hot paraffin 
wax dip, friction l'lassage and active exercise. Hand strength was 
measured using the devices mentioned aboveo Al~o measured was the 
joint ranqe of motion, skin compliance and manual dexterity (timed 
pick and place of objects). Each aspect of the hand (strenqth, 
motion, compliance and dexterity) had a functional index assigned. 
This was calculated from the measurements obtained, whicl1 were 
normalised to results obtained from healthy subjects and weighted, 
based on clinical judgement. An overall functional index was 
obtained by averaging all the indices. Analysis was performed on the 
changes found, in these indices, after the therapy. Overall, the 
mean changes showed a significant improvement after treatment. Askew 
also stated that long term assessment was difficult because of the 
variability of the disease. However, no long term results were 
presented but it was suggested that since a single therapy session 
improved the hand, repeated therapy would continue the trend. 
However, immediately after therapy, as long as there was no fatigue, 
a patients hand function would be expected to show improvement. They 
would still be warm and relaxed after the wax and massage. However, 
it is more important to assess how this improvement persists and to 
see if regular therapy does continue to improve the hand against the 
disease progression. 
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An isometric dynamometer was used by Hundale (1970) to 
investigate the effects of exercise on total grip strength using ten 
healthy subjects. The test schedule consisted of pre-exercise grip, 
ten minutes of exercise, post-exercise grip, four minutes rest period 
and finally a recovery grip. The exPrcise period consisted of one, 
two or three second duration contractions to a pre-determined level of 
the pre-exercise grip. A one second rest being allowed between each 
contraction. The results showed that the post-exercise grip was 
reduced even after exercise in which the contraction was only to ~-
of the pre-exercise grip strength. This became highly significant at 
the 2<Jl1 , and above, exercise levels. Post-recovery grip strength 
was found to be only slightly down on the pre-exercise strength. 
U~ing a similar apparatus, Nwuga (197S) studied the grip 
Pnduri'\nc-e of fifteen male and fifteen female healthy physical 
therany students. The endurance was defined as the time taken for 
a continuous Maximal qrip to relax to SoW· of its initial value. The 
rPsults showed no siqnificant correlation between grip strength and 
endurance. A positive correlation was found between ~rip and 
body wpj ght. 
Both Hazleton (1Q7S) and Pryce (19RO) studied the effect on grip 
strennth of wrist nosition. Hazleton measured the forces exPrted by 
the midc11e and distal phalanges, each phalangeal level being tested 
simultaneouslv on all four fingers. Thirty healthy right handed 
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adults were measured in five wrist ~ositions - neutral, volar flexion, 
dorsi-flexion, fourteen degrees of radial deviation and twenty one 
degrees of ulnar deviation. The results showed that the maximum and 
miniMum forces exf'rted by the distal and middle phalanges were 
obtained in ulnar deviation and volar flexion respectively. 
Pryce meaffiired the maximum grip in nine wrist positions from 
neutral to fifteen and thirty degrees of volar flexion through 
neutral to fifteen degrees of dorsi-flexion. Very little difference 
was observed in the various position grip strengths though the higher 
measurements were obtained, as Hazleton, in the neutral to ulnar 
deviation and volar flexion positions. 
Ohtsuki (1981a and 1981b) studied individual finger strength 
during unilateral and bilateral power grip exertion. The method used 
was to fix the forearm horizontally in a plaster cast, with the elbow 
at ninety degrees and the hand supinated. The cast was to eliminate 
movement of the forearm, palm and proximal phalanges so that only the 
major flexors (rligitorum supPrficialus and profun<ius) were involve<i 
in the gripping process. The four medial phalan0es were connPcted 
via a le~ther thong and piano wire to indivirlual strain ~au0ed force 
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transducers. These measurPd the force exerted when the fingers were 
flexed. The sum of the finger forces was the total power grip. 
During bilateral exertion the opposite forearm was similarly 
constrained, but the ~rip was measured using only a single 
transrlucer. The fingers flexed against a single bar connf'cted to the 
transducer. Between ten anrl twelve healthy subjPcts were tested with 
their average results showing that the fingers, when flexf'd alone, 
exerted a higher force than when flexf'd together. The maximum force, 
when flexed together, decrea~f'd with the numher of fingers being 
usPrl. All the fingers had a major decrease when flPxed with one 
othPr fingPr. OvPrall, the index and little fingers had the 
largest proportional rlPcrPases of 30,1.'-. (both hands) when all fin11ers 
Wf.'rP flexed. The mi rldle and ring fin(lers decreased 20 to 25?;. and 15~: 
for the right and left hands respectively. Ultrasonic scanning was 
employed to measure the total cross-sPctional area of the forearm 
flexors. This showed that when the areas obtained from individual 
finger flexion wPre totalled a bettPr correlation to the flexion 
force was obtained, than if the areas obtained from multi-finger 
flexion werP userl. This inrlicated that when used on their own, the 
flexor tendons were usPd to a greater effect, i.e. producerl a grPater 
force, than when used togPther, thus confirming the force results. 
When all the fingers were flexed together, their mean combined 
force was found to be 77.5 :1:: 15. '5?-' and 73.8 :t.: 8. 5~~~ of the sum of the 
inrlivirlual finger forces for the left and right hand results 
respectively. Also, when flexed together the percentage 
contribution, in either hand, of each finger to the total grip was 
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23 to 25o/ for the index finger, 33~ for the middle, 27 to 28% for the 
rinn and 15 to 16% for the little finger. 
During bilateral exertion (Ohtsuki 1QR1b) a lower grip maximum 
was obtained than in a unilateral exertion. A difference of between 
5 and 14~ hPing obtained. This difference, which was also noted in 
the inte9rated electromyogram recorded during the grip exertion, was 
also proportional to the grip force. 
Reikera~ (1QR3) used a strain gauged dynamometer to measure grip 
stren9th and a piezoresi~tor dyn~mometer to measure lateral pinch 
(key strength). The ef!uipment was u~ed to measure thirty healthy 
males and thirty healthy females. The results were used to show that 
there was no significant difference between the mean results of the 
dominant ahd non-dominant hands of the subjects. 
2.4. Miscellaneous Assessments 
Dickson and Nicolle (1Q72) stated the need for an objective hand 
assessment. They introduced the idea that assessment at the digital 
level would be preferred. This was because rheumatoid arthritis can 
differentially affect the joints of the hand. Integrated hand tests, 
such as grip, would not reveal digital level involvement or 
its location. 
They described the use of a transducer that measured finger 
flexion and pulp pinch force. They showed some results which 
indicated a post-operative improvement in both measurements. A 
relationship between digital force, both flexor and pinch, and bone 
density was later put forward by Dickson (1973). Bone density and the 
finger forces of fifteen healthy and fifteen patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis were measured. The bone density was measured using X-ray 
techniques. The results obtained were used to show a correlation 
between the pinch force and cros~-sectional area of both the 
metacarpPls anrl proximal phalanx (cross-srction~l area having 
previously bePn shown to be related to honP densitvl. Dickson 
concluded that hone rlensity was another narameter th~t could hP 
!"'easurf>d that would ~live an indication of ti-H" disease progress or 
hand function. 
These two papers were summarised by nickson and Nicolle (1q76) 
and a~ain showrrl snme results that had post-operative imnrovemPnt in 
finger flrxor and pinch forcP. Only operative procedures were 
investigated and it appeared that no long term post-operativf> 
monitoring of the patient was attPmnted. 
Brand (197J) outlined a partial evaluation tn he usPd in 
tr<>atment monitoring on a day to day basis. It was sug(jested that 
range of motion, swelling, tPmpPrature of the hand and grin strPngth 
should be measurf>d anrl a series of photographs taken to record the 
hand shape. 
Jacobson and Sperling (1Q76, 1977 and 1Q78) and Sperling and 
Jacobson (1Q77) presented a seriPs of papers outlining their work on 
a detailed hand ~rip classification. They designed a system where 
subjects were filmed using a mirror reflection method that enabled 
three projections to he recordPd simultaneously. From the film, and 
using a specifically desinned coding system, a v~'>ry detailed 
description of the hand was obtained. The coding system described the 
hand grip used bv rlesignating which fingers were being userl~ their 
positions, the finger joint positions, the contact surfaces and the 
orientation of the object being held. The system was used to study 
healthv hands during a simul~ted meal and using the Rancho Los Amigos 
(RLA) hanrl test apparatus. This was designed to test a patient's 
ability to handle objects. It consistf>d of grasping and lifting 
various sized objects (cubes and spheres), gripping and sliding & 
vertical tube on a cylinder, pinching various diameter balls between 
the thumb and each finger, placing a metal slab on a spike and 
holding a flat iron by its handle. The simulated eating experiment 
was used primarily to obtain a detailed knowlerlge of the various hand 
grips used in an ADL. The results confirmed the premise that the 
main factor in determining the grip used was the action to be 
performed (Napier 1956). When the results of the RLA test were 
analysed and compared to the simulated meal, they revealed that the 
intenrled method of handling the objects were not typical of daily 
life. Also, when handled spontaneously the objects were handled 
differently from that intended, and that the test did not include the 
most frequently usf'd hand grins from daily life. Therefore, the RLA 
test did not appear applicable as an ADL test and to be of any use in 
assessing patients, the assessment routine must be based on 
functional activities. This would appear obvious, but hand 
assessments do inclllde this type of testing i.e. moving objects. 
The above results therefore confirm that these assessments are not 
testing what they intend to test. 
The above system is clearly, as the authors state, only a 
research tool. It would be too cumbersome to have as an everyday 
clinical tool. The classification system would have to be fully 
automatPd first. But it does provide the faculty for the detailed 
analysis of hand grips for healthy and diseased hands. From the 
accumulation of this detailed data it may be possible to o~tain a 
deeper understanding of the underlying processes involved in the 
progression of the disease. Knowing these processes would enable 
more effective treatment to be given. 
Purves et alo (1980) and Purves and Berme (1980) described an 
assessment that measured joint range, pulp pinch force and the 
torque applied to turn a keyo Also included were timed activities 
of filling a container with sand, using a spoon, folding paper and 
inserting it into an envelope and button and zip fasteningo This was 
used to follow patients with arthritis after joint replacemento The 
pinch results showed a peak after six weeks followed by a ~radual 
decline. The key torque gradually increased to a plateau. llowever, 
the nrimary interest of the work was a simulated tap and jam jar lid. 
From this, hy using markers attached to the phalan9es and orthogonal 
filming, the anplied torque could he measured and the three-
dimensionnl moments about the ~CP and PIP joints calculated. The 
results showed that moments as high as 3.2 Nm could be encountered in 
a joint. These results are especially important to 
endoprosthetic designers. 
2.5. Summary 
This review has shown the effort which has been expended on all 
aspects of hand assessment. Many studies have been carried out into 
power grip, using both cuffs and force transducerso However, several 
of these just repeated previous work with no indication of extending 
the work. Other studies were carried out to collect basic 
information and required ~1rther study to evaluate whether they 
contain any detail relevant as an indicator of patient condition. 
Even though improved force transducers have been around for a 
long time, the cuff was still widely used in clinical assessment. 
Even up to the present, results were still being published on work 
with them, Fernando and Robertson (1QA2). 
All the hand assessments put forward lack the basic qualities 
for quantitative measurement, therefore an objective assessment is 
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still lackinp. Latterlv, thE" mPthods used to test manual dexterity 
i.e. timed nick and place, have be~n shown to he ~easurinQ untynical 
hand qrips. The rPsults from the e~ssessments havE" shown vf"ry little. 
The assessments themsPlves have been used in thE" wrong ~ay, 
nrimarily being used for nopulation studies and finding normal 
ranf1eS. ThP.y ha\·e not been used at the individual prttient lP.vel, 
which they must he cape~ble of, if they are to he of any use. No 
important information could he obtained if comparison to a normal 
population is all that was performed. No effort appears to have been 
made to close this qap and produce an a~sessmPnt capable of 
individual patient monitorin9. 
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2.6. Objectives 
Hand assessment equipment for use in the clinical environment 
should be designed to reduce much of the subjectivity inherent in 
previously reported methods. It should comprise a blend of basic 
strength measurements together with some simulated functional tasks. 
Some basic strength measurements which have been shown to be of use 
clinically are total grip strength, pulp pinch, lateral pinch and 
finger extension force. An important feature of the total grip 
strength should be the simultaneous measurement of individual 
finger strength to help diagnose causes of finger dysfunction. 
After consultation with the occupational therapists pan lift, 
kettle lift, key twist and cloth wringing out simulations were 
chosen as typical functional tasks because of their familiarity 
to patients and rehabilitation staff as well as for their functional 
differences. The hand is rarely used in isolation, but usually 
forms part of a combined movement involving interactions of the 
shoulder, elbow and wrist. Therefore functional assessments, to be 
realistic, should contain tasks that reflect this interdependence. 
Lifting a pan not only requires a power grip on the handle but also 
involvement of the wrist and elbow. The kettle lift however, 
requires much less gripping of the handle but relies substantially 
more on shoulder activity. The key twist involves a precision 
type grip with a simultaneous axial ro~ation of the wrist while 
the task to simulate the wringing out of a cloth requires a 
simultaneous power grip and wrist flexion. In the pan lift and 
kettle lift there should be simultaneous measurement of the handle 
grip and lifting forces while in the two twisting tasks the resultant 
torque needs to be measured. 
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These functional simulations would be a great improvement 
on previous assessments because they would be more quantitative. 
They would rely on the measurement of the applied forces and not on 
timed tasks as used by Carthum et al.(1969), Jebsen et al.(1969), 
MacBain(1970), Kellor et al.(l971), Clawson et al.(l971), Smith(1973), 
Peskett(l973 and 1977), Green(l974),Bell et al.(l976), Walker(l978) 
and Purves et al.(l980) ( A similar key meter was included with timed 
tasks by Purves). An additional advantage is that the measurements 
obtained from this system would be recorded during a single trial, 
therefore substantially reducing the effects of patient fatigue. 
A further development would be the linking of the measuring 
devices to a microcomputer, which would control all the devices and 
record their output. In this way a significant reduction in the 
inter-observer variation would be acheived and hence a reduction in 
the subjective element of the assessment. 
For completeness an arthrograph, for measuring the stiffness of 
the index finger about its metacarpophalangeal joint, was also 
linked to the microcomputer. However, the results from this form the 
basis of a separate study and therefore they will not be included 
here. To help in following the circuit diagrams a brief description 
r 
of the arthrograph will be given since it was interfaced to the 
microcomputer and electronic cicuitry as part of this work. 
As the hand assessment equipment is intended for use in the 
clinical environment, the software for the computer ought to be 
written with a 'user friendly' approach, to ensure that occupational 
therapists, physiotherapists, clinicians and surgeons could use and 
understand the system without requiring extensive training. To this 
end instructions would need to be displayed in easy to follow steps 
with the minimum amount of operator interaction. When operator 
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action is required a correction message routine should be included 
to warn of unreasonable responses. The microcomputer would also be 
used to perform all necessary calculations and to display the results 
in an easy to understand format. 
Initially, healthy subjects would be measured to ensure the 
robustness and reliability of the equipment in use, the reliability 
of the software and that the necessary range of measurement is 
possible. This group would also serve to evaluate the accuracy and 
reproducibility of the system. 
These results would then be compared with the results obtained 
from patients attending various rheumatology clinics to demonstrate 
the ability of the system to register large differences between the 
two populations. 
Finally, patients would be monitored over a period of several 
months, throughout their period of treatment, to demonstrate the 
capability of the system to register small changes in individual 
patient performance. 
CHAPTER J 
APPARATUS 
APP\RATlJS 
The anparatus, s~o~n in PlatP ).1., rlevelope~ in this work can 
be divided into threP parts:-
. ) 
1' thf' rneasurin9 devices 
i i ) the E'lr>ctronic circuit:vy 
iii) the computer 
The measuring devices consisted of a series of strain gaugen 
force mr>asuring transducers arranged in several hand measurement 
devices. ThPse were connected to various electronir circuits', which 
\Y"Prf' used to condition the bridges, amplify their output, routing 
their signals throunh selected paths and converting them to digital 
form. The computer controllf'd the whole system by switching in the 
correct circuitry for the measuring device requirPrl. It then 
collected and displayed, on its monitor, the results calculatecl from 
the collected data. This data couln then either be discarded or 
stored on ma~netic disc. 
).1. ~easuring Devices 
There were four hasic measuring devices used in this work, 
thesP were:-
i) 
i i) 
iii) 
iv) 
Isometric power grip 
The pan 
The kettle 
The key unit 
).1.1. Isometric power grip r~nd finger force measurement (Plate ).2.) 
This consisted of an aluminium heel plate, shaped to fit 
comfortably into the palm of the hand, and a key board containing 
four transducers to mPasure the applied finger force. Each 
transducer was a 15 mm x 1() mm X 3 mm mild steel cantilever rigidly 
clamped into the aluminium hody of the key board. Onto Pach 
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PLATE 3 .1. Full view of apparatus 
PLATE 3 .2. Power gr i p device 
canti lPvPr wen~ sec-ured four strain qauf!PS in a full briorw 
confiouration for maximum sPnsitivity. 
Forc.P, from thP fingers, was transfprrerl to thP corrPsnonciino 
c.antilPver via a button anrl nush roo asse"lhly. l::ach push rod 
locatPci into a shallow dPnrPssion on the cantilever to PnsurP that 
the forcP was app]iPd on thP sane noint hPnce ~aintaininn the same 
noment axis (finurP J.1.L Each finnPr hutton w<1s contourPd in two 
planes. Thev were saddle shanerl to providP a comfortable 
contour, with no sharn Pdges, for the finnPr to wrap around. The 
~Jttons werP freP to rotate to accommodatp so~e deformity of 
natients• hnnds. 
ThP n'lative position of the hPPl 11late to the key boi1rd was 
arliustahlr, in 12.5 ~m ~tpns. This was achiPVPd hv nins which hPld 
the kev hoard tn two f)uirle bars that were fixed at eithPr end of the 
h0el platE'. This enabl~"'d the rlevice to he alterPrl from a minimum 
snan of 6:; mm to a maxil'l'Ur"' or 1()0 !'1~" (as mPasured acrnss the 1•irPst 
3.1.2. Pan handle grip force mPasuremPnt (PlatP 3.3.) 
This consisted of a hollow aluminium body extPrnally shaped as 
a typical pan handle, fastenPd to a milk pan body. Inside the handlP 
were two rif)irlly clampPd mild stPel cantilf'\'Prs of size 15 mm x 5 mm 
x 3 mm. Each cantilPver had two strain gauges secured to it; all 
four heing connecterl in a full bridge to achievP maximum sensitivity. 
One side of the hanrlle was free to move in linear bearings sited 
at each end of the main borly. These bearings ensured that any 
movement of the free side was perpendicular to the cantilevers. 
Force was transmitted to the cantilevers via two ~mall nush rods 
fastened on the inside of the free handle. Figure 3.2. shows the 
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KEYBOARD 
BODY 
BUTTON-~ 
-=---- PUSH ROD 
~~-->--r-...>......,.......,.......__"'--'....___,..___,____,_____,_--->....J -- CANT I lEVER 
FIGU?E 3.1. Detail of button and push rod assembly 
in ]OWer grip device 
LINEAR BEARINGS 
MAIN BODY 
FIGURE 3e2o General detail of the pan handle 
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general details of the pan handle. 
3.1.). Kettle handle grip force measurement (Plate 3.3.) 
The handle consisted a~ajn of an aluminium body, shaped as a 
typical kettle handle. This was fastened to same milk pan body as 
the pan handle, in order to utilise the same lifting force 
measurement transducer arrangement {see following section, 3.1.4.). 
The top face of the handle was free to move, and a push rod on its 
underside acted against a rigidly fixed mild steel cantilever of size 
30 mm x 10 mm x 3 mm. Perpendicular movement of the top face was 
ensured by constraining it in roller bearings, fastened at either end 
of the handle (Figure 3.3.). 
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Four strain gauges were attached, in a full bridge configuration, 
to the cantilever. 
3.1.4. Lifting force measurement (Plate 3.4.) 
This consisted of two aluminium cantilevers, 15 mm x 10 mm x 
2 mm, one fixed parallel to the pan base and the other fixed parallel 
to a rigid base. Each transducer was connected by a twin-rate spring 
in order to limit the lifting movement over a large range of lifting 
force. For weak patients a low rate spring was necessary in order to 
provide a small amount of lifting movement. This spring was limited 
in movement by a cable, which stopped any plastic extension of the 
spring when used by the stronger patients. A stronqer spring then 
took over limiting the lift movement. A safety chain was also 
included to protect the transducers, the high rate spring and the 
electrical connections from extreme movement. Each cantilever was 
attached with four strain gauges in the usual full bridge 
configuration for maximum sensitivity. 
('2. 
CANT! LEVER 
~TTEON~ 
PAN BODY BEARINGS 
FIGURE 3.3. General detail of the kettle handle 
F - Lifting force 
F1 ,FU- vertical com:'-~onents of F, 
as measured by 
transducers 
LOWER 
TRANSDUCER 
F. 
UPPER TRANSDUCER 
sin (J 
\ 
\ 
\ 
~ \ FL 
______ .) sin o( = F 
FIGURE 3•4e Calculation of pan body tilt and direction 
of pull 
Direction of pull, eX. = sin -\F 1/F) 
Angle of tilt, '6 = 180 - o<..- ~in-1 (Fu/FU 
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PLATE 3.4. Lift measurement 
Initially, it was thought that this arrangement would be 
satisfactory. llnfortunately, the lifting techniques used were so 
variahle, including variable degrees of pan body tilting and 
horizontal movement. This en~ured that it was not always possible to 
obtain the true lifting force. 
To improve this situation a third U-beam transducer, with a full 
bridge configuration was made up and tried, successfully, at the end 
of the project. Tl1is was located hetween the two restraining springs 
and therefore enahled a direct measure of the lifting force. With 
this new arran~ement it will he possible, from the recorded forces, 
to calculate the angle of pan body tilt and the direction of pull of 
the lift (Figure J.4.). 
Plate J.~. shows the rigid aluminium framework used to support 
the pan body and lift force measuring transducers. The pan rested on 
a 270 degree arc of aluminium connected by three legs, 12.5 mm 
diameter ~nd 165 mm in lenqth, to a bottom plate of 200 mm diameter 
and 10 mm thickness. The lower transducer was secured to this plate, 
which in turn was fastened to the top shelf of the wooden cabinet 
shown in Plate 3.1. This ensured that the pan was at a height, 
q10 mm, which is typical of a kitchen work-top or cooker. 
3.1.5. Key unit (Plate 3.5.) 
This device was designed by A Robertson (1981) as a final year 
project to investigate the variation of lateral pinch force and the 
torque, that the hand - wrist can apply to a simulated key, with 
pronation and supination. 
The torq11e was measured using two full bridge strain gauged 
aluminium tubes, of different cross-sections to give two sensitivities 
of measurement. This allows accurate measurement of subjects of low 
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( a) 
(b) 
PLATE 3. 5. Key unit a ) key b ) pinch 
and high stren~th. A sliding ratchet mechanism was used to select 
the correct sensitivity and to fix the key at set angles, in 
fiftePn degree stPps, of pronation and supination. 
Figure 3-5· shows the arrangement to mPasure the lateral ninch 
force. The applied force caused the hending of two aluminium 
cantilevers which were rigidly fixed tonether at one end. Strain 
gauges, in a full bridged configuration were secured to one 
cantilever for force measurement. Two sensitivities were arranged 
by having two devices; one with a smaller cross-section of c~ntilever 
for higher sensitivity. 
The two pinch transducers were connected through nears to the 
torf]ue tube. This ensured that the platens had the same rotation as 
the key. 
).1.6. Key unit attachments 
Three attachments were designed to fix to the key unit to 
measure other parameters of hand function. 
a) Tube twist 
This consisted of two 150 mm long smooth tubes of 30 mm and 
80 mm diameter, which were slotted over the simulated key. These 
could be twisted horizontally or vertically. Horizontally they 
could simulate a cloth wringing-out activity, while vertically they 
could be used to simulate container lids. The small tuhe 
representing say a bottle cap while the large tube could represent a 
jam jar lid. 
b) Extension force 
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All the devices detailed so far have only involved finger flexion. 
To obtain a measurement of finger extension force a flat wooden block 
RIGID 
CONNECT I ON PIVOT 
PINCH 
PLATENS 
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FIGU~E 3.5. Arrangement of pinch measuring transducers 
W ODDEN BLOCK 
FIGURE 3.6. Arrangement of extension force measurement 
was placed in front of the key unit so that the horizontal ninch 
platens were resting on the block (Figure ).6.). 
).2. Electronic Circuitry 
Figure 3.7. shows the basic system for obtaining the force 
detected by a single strain ~auge bridge. To ensure that the 
amplifier has zero output at zero apnlierl strain, the resistive 
unbalance, due to variations in the resistances of the ~train gauges, 
was eliminate1l. These variations were caused by the manufacturing 
process and the fixing of the strain gauges to the cantilever. The 
balance was done by the bridge conditioner. The excitation voltage 
(5 V r.m.s. at 5kHz) anrl ~uadrature (capacitive) unbalance control 
was provided hy the amplifier. 
When strained, the strain gauge bridge provided a few millivolts 
imbalance. The amplifier removed this from the carrier frequency of 
the excitation voltage and raised it to a few volts. This signal was 
then converted from this analogue form to a digital form hy an eight 
hit analogue to digital converter (ADC). This digital signal, a 
number between 0 and 255, was transferred to the computer on eight 
lines, each line representing one bit of the digital code. The 
computer then converted this code to the applied force using the 
calibration factors stored in its memory. 
In practice, the conditioning unit accepted up to ten bridge 
circuits and using relays it switched all four bridge connPctions 
simultaneously. The unit provided individual bridge balancing and 
manual or automatic selection of the bridge circuits. Automatic 
selection was achieved by using logic control signals from the 
computer. Bridges not selected were supplied with a current to 
reduce any 'warming up' effects of the strain gauges on selection. 
CONDITIONER 
ANA LOGUE 
TO 
DIGITAL 
CONVERTER 
LOGIC CONTROL LINES 
FIGUBE 3.7. Schematic diagram of basic electronic circuitry 
COMPUTER 
--.:1 
\£) 
0 
When selected 9 a bridne was connected dirPctly to the amplifier. 
Any imbalance produced by straining the bridges was amplified to give 
an output, proportional to the ap11lied strain, in a 0 V to 10 V 
ranne. A voltane divider circuit then reduced this to a 0 V to 2.5 V 
range; 2.5 V being tile maximum rating of the ADC. 
Initially, ten channels were sufficient because the individual 
devices on the key unit were manual selected (Figure J.B.al. This 
proved to be a cumbersome arrangement, so a second 4-channel 
conditioning unit was built up using analogue semi-conductor switches 
instead of relays. This then allowed auto-selection of the key unit 
devicPs and independent balancing (Figure J.B.b). The use of 
semi-conductor switches caused a reduction in sensitivity of the 
devices hecause of the inherant residual resistance when the switch 
was 'on'. 
An eight input multiplexer was inserted between the amplifier 
and ADC. This allowed the sampling of si~mals other than from the 
strain gau9e bridnes. It was primarily inserted to allow the 
interface of the finner arthrograph (see paragraph ).4.) with 
the system. 
The multirlexer output was connected to the ADC input and to a 
voltmeter for visual monitoring of the amrlified signal. The ADC 
output was connected via an einht line bus to an interface port in 
the computer. Figure ).9. shows a schematic diagram of all the 
electronic circuits and the associated logic lines used to control 
the switching (paragraph J.J.). The electronic circuitry was 
installed on the shelves of the wooden cabinet used to support the 
pan and kettle devices (Plate ).1.). 
The amplifier (Type 2028A), 10 channel conditioning unit 
(Type 206J) and power supply with voltmeter (Type 2034) were 
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purchased from RllP Electronics Ltd., \.Jolverhampton. The rf'!St of the 
circuitry was constructed cluring the course of the project. The 
circuit diagrams appPar in Appendix 2. 
J.J. ComputPr 
This was an Apple ~uroplus II 48K microcomputer, supplied by 
Oawne Instruments, GatPshead. ~ display monitor, panPr printPr and 
two maqnetic floppy disc drives completed the computer svstem. The 
computer and its peripheral clPvic:Ps can be seen in Plate 1.1. 
In order to \l!"P the comnuter to control the system it h01d to he 
intprf~cPd to thP Plectronic circuitry. This w~s done using a Type 
0109 cligital interface card sup~lied by Data Efficiency, 
Heme] HPmpstPad. The carrl pluqned into a sockrt in the rear of the 
computer, providin0 thirtv two separate lines for data transfer 
(input or output) and eight control lines to supervise the transfer. 
The computer, via its softwarP, transmit ted the reqnirPd logic 
signals, to select the correct transducPr, to the multiplexer and 
both conditioning units. 
Data from the .\DC, which also rE>IltJired control 1 ing with logic 
signals, was directed to the memory registers of the Dloq. The 
software retrieved this data and after processing it, displayPd the 
rPsults in graphical and numerical form on the monitor. The results 
were also printed out on paper and ston'!d on floppy disc. .'\ fuller 
description of the operation of the D10q interface card is giv<"n in 
Appendix J. 
J.4. Arthrograph (Plate J.6.) 
During the course of the project it was decided to interface a 
fin~er arthroqranh to the system. The arthrograph (Unsworth et al. 
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1o82) was used to measure the stiffnPss of the metacarpophalangeal 
(MCP) joint of the right hanrl index finqer (Yung et al. 198J). The 
stl ffnP.ss of the l'ICP joint was dPfined as the torque requin~d to 
move the finger a known angular distance, in either flexion or 
extension, from its equilibrium position. This was the angular 
position of the finger where no flexor or extension tendon forces 
acted. 
The forP.arm rPsted on top of the wooden platform with the 
finner~ (except the index finaer) wrapned loosely around the circular 
block. The index fingrr was srcured by an elastic sling to an 
inverted •v• holrler (Plate ).7.). This holder was oscillated over 
t It liPoref>s at a freqw~ncy of 0. 1 Hz, and could be placed in any 
finger position from five degrees of extension to seventy degrees of 
flexion. The centre of rotation of the holder was aligned ~ith the 
centre of rotation of the MCP joint using a small plastic tool that 
fitted over the MCP joint. The holder was connected to its axis of 
rotation by a full bridged strain gauged stainless steel cantilever. 
This measured the torque required to move the finger through 
the oscillation. 
Angular position of the finger was measured using a 
potentiometer fastened to a main drive pully. This was used as a 
voltage divider with the output being proportional to the angular 
position. In the first instance the arthrograph ~as connected to a 
flat bed XYt recorder; the torque and angular positions being platted 
on the vertical and horizontal axis respectively. 
The finger was oscillated at ten degree intervals as it ~as moved 
from extension to flexion and vice versa. Figure ).10. shows a 
typical recording obtained. Direct measurements from the recordings 
included finding the area of each loop, using a planimeter, which was 
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the energy loss of the finger during movement. The e~uilibrium 
position ancl stiffness for flexor and extensor movements were 
obtained hy joining the mid-points of each loop. Where this 
interpolation crossed the zero torque axis was the equilibrium 
position for that motion. Stiffness of the joint was obtained by 
finding the interpolatPd torque a fixed rotation from Pquilibrium. 
Hy interfacin~ the arthropranh to the svstem, some of these 
teclious mPasurf'rnents and calc:ulations coulrl he done automatically. 
The intPrfacing was carrieci out hy connPcting the strain gauged 
hrid~e to the ten channel conditio~ing unit and the angular position 
\ pro~ram was written to 
control the electronic circ:11itry and to calculate all the rf'~ults. 
L~rinq initial trials of the interfaced system, the accuracy of 
the ang1Jlar position notentiomrtPr in measuring fin~er nosition, and 
88. 
hence the energy loss calculation, was found to he too rf'stricted. 
This was hPc:ause the potPntiometer was used to measure both the 
overall nosition in flexion or extension (a seventy five degree ranqel 
anrl the position during oscillation (± 4 degrees). ~hile this 
arrangement was satisfactory for the overall position and for recording 
on the XYt recorcler, the position rluring oscillation was inaccurate. 
This was because the voltage change ovPr this small range was too 
small and prorluced insufficient vari.at:.on in the ADC outnut. 
To remedv the situation, a secane! potentiometer was added. This 
was fastened to the transport cradle and driven directly hy the 
scotch yoke mechanism using a rack and pinion. A schematic diagram of 
the arrangement is given in Figure 3.11. Due to the gearing, this 
second potentiometer moved over a ninety degree oscillation thus 
proviclinq a much more satisfactory voltage change and hence improving 
the accuracy of the oscillation position and energy loss. 
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The first potPntiom~ter was still required to measure th~ 
overall position because the second potentiometer's rotation was 
constant and did not vary with finger holder position. It was also 
used to drive the XYt to obtain a complete recording of all the 
measur~ment loops. The interface of the arthrogra!'h with the rest of 
the system is shown in Figure 3.12. 
At the same time as this modification it was realised that a 
further improvement in the operation could be obtained by incr~asing 
the amplitude of oscillation to twenty degrees. From an initial 
arbitrarily chosen position the finger was oscillated and since the 
finger now travPlled through a large angle it would most probably 
pass through the equilibrium positions. These were then located 
using the computer and the finger holder moved so that it 
oscillated about the mean equilibrium position. 
Prior to using the computer no easy method was available for 
finding the eq11ilibrium positions. That was why several loops over a 
large angular range of finger movement were required. As the finger 
now oscillated about its equilibrium position a direct measure of 
MCP stiffness and energy loss was obtained. Also direct subject 
comparison would be possible as all subjects would be measured from 
the same anatomical position. 
3.5. Software 
3.5.1. Hand assessment 
The software required to the system required three principal 
features. 
a) Electronic circuit control was required to switch in the correct 
force transducer and its corresponding circuitry as and when 
required. 
Bridge 
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FIGURE 3o12o The interfaee.of the arthrograph 
to the electronic circuitry 
b) DatR handling. The computer had to collect data from each 
transducer, process it and present the results. These then needed to 
be displayed on the computer monitor screen or printer and stored on 
magnetic floppv disc. 
c) Simplicity of operation. This was an important design feature 
to enable a non-technical operator to use the system without 
special training. This meant keeping operator interaction to a 
minimum and as simple as possible with easy to follow instructions. 
Also, a simple display of the results was needed to ensure that they 
were quickly understood without resorting to special interpretation. 
Throughout the development of the system the software was 
continually chan"ed as simpler programing techniques were 
formulated and operating methoos were improved. Figure ).13. shows 
a flow-chart and nro~ram listing can be found in Appendicies 4 and 5 
respectively. From Fi"ure ).1). can be seen the main sections of 
the software. These are described below:-
a) Start up 
On switching on the computer power supply, the controlling 
software was loaded automatically into the operational memory, from 
its floppy disc storage. It was intended that once started, as only 
hand assessment was carried out, there would be no necessity to stop 
the program. Therefore the first interaction required by the 
operator was to type in the date. 
b) Initialisation 
This section sets the operating registers of the D109 interface 
card. This defines their use, preparing them for circuit control and 
data handling. Appendix J gives a detailed account of the 
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initialisation and operation of this interface. Once initialised the 
data rPquired for program operation was read from the software. This 
included the calibration factors and the conditioning unit and 
multiplexer switching values. These were all assigned to arrays 
within the program. 
The operator was then prompterl 9 by the computer 9 as to whether 
amplifier calibration or conditior.ing unit zeroing was required. It 
was found that both of these units were electrically stable. 
Therefore, it was only necessary to carry out this procedure 
infrequently. However, since this was a preliminary investigation, 
the calibration and zeroes were checked daily. This utilised a 
second program, listed in Appendix 6, which was automatically 
extracted from clisc storaqe as rertuirf'd. When completed, the 
comnuter was returned to the start of the main program. Two programs 
were used in an effort to reduce the memory space required by the 
main pro~ram. The calibratjon and ?.eroing program was again designed 
so that non-technical operators could follow it through easily. With 
a little training the proces~ could be done much quicker manually, 
using the voltmeter to check the calibration and zero signals. The 
program displayed simple to follow instructions. All the operator was 
required to do was to operate, when prompted 9 each control knob until 
the correct value was displayed on the monitor, and then to proceed to 
the next instruction. 
c) Patient details 
Plate ).8. shows the monitor display for this section.· It shows 
how the operator was prompted to type in brief details of the patient 
to be measured. These details were a test number, the patient's date 
of birth and their dominant hand. 
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PLATE 3o8o Patient details display 
d) Device menu 
The next display (Plate ).9.) listed the measuring devices, some 
control instructions and their corresnonding cones. Thes<=> control 
instructions will be rlPscribed under part h) of this section. The 
operator SPlecterl a devicP by tyning the correct corlP as indicated on 
the display. The nPcessarv circuitry for that devicP was then 
switc-hed by the computer. A chPck on the ;;r,ero of each channel used 
bv the device was then initiated. The output from each channel was 
detectPd and if anv gave an ADC output of over five (less tha~ 123 or 
areatPr than 111 for anti-clockwisP 1'\nd rlocl<wise twists) an Prror 
rli~nlay to Pnahlr recalihration. If no Prror was returned the slight 
zero errors obtained werP stored to he subtracted from thP test data 
co11Pcted. ~ftPr this the dis~lay changPd to a prompt tellina the 
operator th.qt all was ready and giving instructions on how to proceed 
with data collection. 
e) Data collection 
This was initiated by pre~sing the small button on either of the 
computers hand held controllers. For the nower grip, nan and kettle 
devices data was collected for as long as the button was depressed. 
This technirtue was found neces~ary to accommodate the large variation 
in the time required for a patient to tackle the task. !'1.11 the other 
devices had a satisfactory data collection using a fixed time, 
therefore it was necessary to keep the button depressed. GenPrally 
for the power qrip, pan and kettle devices the collection time ranged 
from three to s0ven seconds. Individual finger tests (pulp pinch and 
extension) had a coll~ction time of two SPconds pAr finger and the 
other devices were fixed at four seconds. 
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PLATE 3.9o Device menu display 
f) Results 
\~ soon as the data had bePn collected the program calculated 
the force results using the calihration factors. The resttlts were 
then displayed in qraphical form (Plate J.10.a) followPd by numerical 
form (Plate 3.10.b). The platrs show as an examnle the results of a 
power grip te~t. The horizontal axi~ of the nraph rPprPsents time 
{seconds) and the vertical axis the applied force (newton~). Both 
axes wrre variable and WPre ~et by the maximum value obtained dttring 
the tPst. The maximum values obtainPd from each transducer during a 
te~t were indicated on the plot by short vertical bars. In the case 
of the power grip an extra plot was added, the sum of the four 
transducers i.e. the power ~rip. This was plotted using plus signs 
with the Maximum hein9 indicated by a short horizontal line over the 
plus siqn. These maximum rPsults were displayed in the numerical 
display, which came into view immediately after the 
graphical display. 
g) Storage 
98. 
From these two displays the operator thPn received a prompt to 
ask if the results were to be stored on floppy disc. A 'YES' or 'Y' 
response initiated a storage routine in which the operator was 
required to type in the hand used in the test and 9 if necessary, the 
direction of twist. The res11lts ~er~ stored sequentially on the 
floppy disc, to maximise disc use. After storaqe the details of the 
test were printed out on the printer (Figure 3.14.). After the first 
device test on a patient, the patient details and results were printed. 
Subsequently, in the same patient session, only the device type and 
the maximum results were printed. The software then returned to the 
device menu display. 
(a) 
(b) 
PLATE 3.10. a) Gr aphical display 
b) Numerical display 
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Prom hP.re it was possible to test the same patient again using 
the same device or one of the other devices. Ry using a control code 
(Plate 3.q.) the sofhmre could be instructed either to stop, n~turn 
to the patient retails risp1ay so that a second patient could be 
tested, or transfer to the calibration routine if it was felt 
necessary to check the amplifier and zero levels of the bridges. 
Since only the maximum results were printed out during a 
measurement, it was necessary to provide another computer program, 
Appendix 7 1 to allow the operator to extract from the floppy disc the 
complete set of results from a measurement session. A typical 
print-out of these results can be found in Appendix 8. There was 
also another nrogram to extract single device results. 
3.5.2. Arthrograph 
For the arthrograph, the software was required to control the 
electronic circuitry, collect the data of the ADC, and calculate and 
display the results. An outline flow-chart of the program is given 
in Figure 3.15. 
The prooram started in the same way as that for hand assessment. 
First the D109 interface card had to be initialised, the program 
variables set and the calibration factors read. A prompt was 
displayed telling the operator to collect a zero strain reading prior 
to inserting the patient's finger in the holder. This was done by 
the computer as soon as the control button was pressed. After finger 
insertion, the operator was prompted to start the oscillation of the 
finger. Data was then collected, from the pressing of the control 
button, for a complete cycle. The data being collected in torque and 
angle pairs. The results, calculated from this data, were then 
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FIGURE 3.15Q Flowchart showing outline of 
arthrograph controlling software 
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searched for points of zero torque or points eith~r side of zero. 
The mean of these giving the e~uilibrium position ~hich ~as then 
displayed on the monitor. 
103o 
The operator then had the choice to either perform another 
equilibrium position search or to proceed with the test. Proceeding 
the operator manually rotaten the finger holder, and finger, so that 
it oscillaten about the previously found equilibrium positiono 
Another data collection loop vas initiated by pressing the control 
button. This time a trace was recorded on an XYt flat bed plotter 
and a full set of calculations were p~rformed on the collected datao 
The calculations were the minimum to maximum torque, the mean slope, 
calculated using a regression equation on all the collected data, the 
loop area, calculated using Simpsons Rule, the equilibrium position 
of the finger as it moved in flexion and extension and finally the 
finger stiffn~ss, calculated from the regression slope as the tor~ue 
obtained at a fixed distance from equilibrium. 
These results were displayed on the monitor and printed out. 
Another loop was then measured and when enough results were obtained 
another patient could be measured. At all points through the program 
simple to follow instructions were always given. 
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CHAPT~R 4 
MATERIALS AND ~1ETHOD 
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MATERIALS AND METHOD 
4.1. Device Calibration 
The calibration of each transducer was obtained by the stepwise 
addition, or subtraction, of load onto the transducer's operating 
~urfacP. The load was appliPd to the power grip, pan and kettle 
devices using an Instron JS22 compression testinq machine. The 
other devicPs had deAd wPights, previously rhecked u~ing the Jnstron, 
huno frolll their operating surface. 'To C.'!librate the twist d~vices 
the dead weights were hung from a momPnt arm. Each device was 
c<~librated sevf'ral times and for each set of results a regression 
line was calculated between the applied load and the ADC output. The 
ca 1 ibration fa~ tors we'!'"e ca lculCJtPd as the m0an value of the 
regres~ion slopPs obtained. These werP inserted into the controlling 
software. 
The arthroqraph was calibrated for torque by hanging weights 
from a thread which passed over a low friction pulley to a tube 
fastf>ned centrally in the 'V' holcler. The angular calibration used a 
protractor attached to the arthrograph. These factors were also 
inserted into the rPlevant software. 
To assess the accuracy and precision of each transducer, known 
loads were r-epeatedly appliecl, using either the Jnstron machine or 
hanaing dead weights. The accuracy (variation due to systematic 
errors) was calculated as the mean percentage discrepancy between the 
applied load and the system's output. A guidP to the nrPcision 
(variation due to random errors) was calculat<>d as the 9% confidence 
limits of the accuracy. These limits are the range between which 
there is a 95% confidence that the mean accuracy lies. They are 
given by:-
limits 
where t value of t for 9S% confidence, o.os 
c- = standard rleviation, 
n number of results. 
lt.2. Heal thy Subjects 
Vo]untPers from within the university and hospital departments 
were measured usin~ each device to obtain an indication of the ranpe 
of results to he expPcted from healthy subjects. 
To assess subject variabilitv of results 9 several subjects were 
rPpeatedly measured on the same device. Initially, the subjects had 
ei~ht measurements taken consecutively over a twenty minute period. 
Each measurement was followed by an approximate two minute rest 
period in order to reduce muscle fatique. However, it became 
apparent from personal observation that as well as muscle fatigue, 
pat·ient motivation could also present a problem. Therefore, the 
measurements were split into two sets of four, each set being 
measured at the same time on two consecutive days, ~~ as not to 
introduce any circadian variation. 
4.). Patients With Rheumatoid Arthritis 
Volunteers from three sources were assessed objectively using 
the assessment system. The sources were:-
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
A drug trial of drug treatment for 
rheumatoid arthritis 
The Rheumatolo~y out-patient clinic 
The Rheumatology ward (in-patients) 
4.).1. The drug trial out-patient clinic 
Patients attending this clinic were in an investigation of 
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second line tr~atmPnt of rhP-umatoid arthritis. A ~old preparation, 
for oral administration, was being assessed against nenicillamine 
·trPatment, the pffects of which are well documented. Gold has been 
used for a long time in the treat~ent of rheumatoid arthritis, but in 
its traditional form nePds to be qiven as an intramuscular injection 
of sodium aurothiomalate. 
The patients studied, Table 4.1. 9 were generally in the early 
stages of the disease having very little or no hand deformity, or any 
other outward indication of disease activity. In the clinic the 
patients had their joint involvement assessed by the clinician using 
the Ritchie Articular Index (Ritchie et al. 1968). This involved the 
application of firm pressure to each joint and scoring according to 
the patient's reaction. The scoring was 0 no pain, 1 tender, 2 sore, 
and 3 very sore and patient withdraws. Grip strength was assessed 
using a cuff inflated to 30 mm of mercury. The proximal 
interphalangeal (PIP) joints had their circumferences measured, 
using a proprietary device, to assess any swelling. The device 
consisted of a spring loaded strip of plastic which curved around the 
finger. The circumference was registered on a 40 mm to 100 mm scale, 
though to read below 49 mm required manual retraction. Because of 
the rigidity and curvat11re of the plastic, changes in finger 
orientation could cause a 2 to 3 mm difference. 
The patients also had to complete two visual analogue scales 
(VAS) to assess subjectively their pain and general condition. The 
scales were 100 mm long_horizontal linPs labelled on the left side 
with 'Couldn't he worse'. The right side was labelled with 'No 
pain' and 'Couldn't be better' for the pain and condition 
VAS respectively. 
Blood samples were obta"ined for biochemical, haemotological and 
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PA'l'I~NT s:::x AGE ivHE='I 1-'!l:;ASURED N 
( weeks from admission ) 
Gf.1A F 55 4,9,20 3 
NA F 58 0,4,11 2 
AHD H 65 0916,20,23,28 5 
DE H 50 4,9,13,17,20,24 6 
GD H 50 096 2 
GG M 44 o, + 1 
GH F 73 o, >) 1 
TK H 60 0,2,8 3 
IEJ F 64 8,16,20,23,28 5 
LAO F 45 2,4,8,12,16,20,24 7 
DS .f 57 12,15,21,23,31 5 
3S F 51 0 1 
ES F 52 6913,17,25,29 5 
TABLE 4.1o Patients attending the drug trial 
clinic 
N- dumber of times measured 
II- removed from trial, gastric trouble 
+- unable to delay, work 
*- infirm lady, withdrew from study 
immun ological analyses. The biochemical analysis included sodium, 
potassium, urate etc., the haemotological analysis included blood 
cell counts, plasma viscosity, hae~atocrit, haemoqlobin etc. The 
immun ological analysis ~easured the levels of the immunoqlobulins 
(antibodies), proteins (albumin and globulin) in the blood and the 
rheumatoid factor. 
4.).2. Rheumatoloqy out-patient clinic 
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These out-patiPnts (Table 4.2.) were required to attend at 
rPgular intervals, from weekly to monthly, for injections, blood 
tests and clinical examination. They were long term patients, being 
very weak and with some hand deformity. Unfortunately, it was 
difficult to ensure that patiPnts were regularly measured due to 
their social activities or state of general health. 
4.).3. Rheumatologv ward 
The svstem was moved into the ward in an attempt to obtain some 
short term monitoring. Here, ten patients (Table 4.3.) were measured 
every few days duri.ng their period of hospitalisation. They were 
admitted for assessment of and stabilisation of the disease activity 
or any other treatment found necessary e.g. joint injection or 
surgical intervention. 
During their stay, the patients had daily physiotherapy and 
occupational therapy. The physiotherapy varied depending on the 
patient. For the hands it involved the use of hot wax, hot water, ice 
and ultrasonic treatment together with passive and active exercise. 
The hot wax was applied by dipping the hand, up to the wrist, six 
times into a wax bath maintained at 58°C. A polythene bag and thick 
blanket were used to insulate the waxed hand, to slow down its 
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PATI2i1T SEX AGS 't!HE!: :1 SASTJIED IJ 
( weeks from start ) 
11A F 47 0 1 
CLB M 40 0~12,22 3 
OB F 53 0 1 
JC F' 39 0,4,7913 4 
JD M 37 094,20 3 
I3CF F 61 0,8913,17 4 
IH F 42 0,4, II 2 
iJ !i 50 0,16 2 
SAK F 40 0 1 
GEL t1 66 0,4,17,20~ + 4 
Ji-1 F 41 0,4,8, "' 3 
KO F 61 0 1 
DW ~I 63 0,12,20,22, II 4 
JW 1'1 62 0 1 
JWn 11 65 0,8,12,24 4 
TABLE 4o2o Patients attending the 
rheumatology clinic 
N~ number of times measured 
II- stopped attending 
+= hospitalisation from 7 to 11 weeks 
11
= hosc.italisation from 4 to 6 weeks 
"'= foot in plaster, unable to attend 
PA'i'ISNT .:.;r:;x AGE ~Vdt-:N :vi.:: .. su~~ED 
C':JA 
P!·lB 
GB 
JC 
zc 
EF 
m1 
RP 
JS 
J\o/ 
( days fro:-:: ad>ission 
~1 68 1 ' 3 ~ 9 9 14 9 16 9 20 
F 67 094,6,8912 
~1 84 1 ,4 '8 
H 81 0,4 
F 55 092,6,8,10,14 
F 62 092,6 
t-1 69 0,3,7 
M 61 395,7,11 
H 74 0,2,6,8910~14 
M 53 0~3~7 
TABLE 4o3o Patients attending the 
rheumatology ward 
) 
N- Number of times measured 
111o 
N 
6 
5 
3 
2 
6 
3 
3 
4 
6 
3 
cooling. WhPn cold, about ten to fifteen minutes, the wax was 
peeled off and rolled into a ball by the patient and used for active 
exercises such as s~ueezing. Hot water treatment involved immersing 
0 
the hand in a hath, initially at 40 C for around ten minutes. 
Ultrasonic trPatment lasted only a few minutes and was used to stop 
the build up of scar tissue on tendons. Local swelling may also be 
reduced, the vibrations causing the break up of the oedema which can 
then disperse interstitially. Active exercise ranged from fine 
manipulation (small pe~ moving using all fingers) to power exercise 
(squeezing wax). Passive exercise by the physiotherapist was 
performed to improve a specific joints motion. 
Occupational therapy consisted of tasks that r~quired a degree 
112. 
of eye to hand co-ordination. Tasks such as cane weaving and cookery 
were used. 
4.4. Physiotherapy Out-patient Hand Clinic 
This was attended by patients with a wide variety of hand 
disorders, from arthritis to fin~er amputation. It was attempted to 
measure these patients at fortnightly intervals, but it was discovered 
that, in general, patients were reckoned to have sufficient 
improvement to be discharged after only four weeks. Therefore, only a 
small number of long term patients were measured. Table 4.4. details 
the patients measured. Again, the treatment given varied from 
patient to patient. As in the rheumatology ward it involved hot wax 
and water, ultrasonic treatment and exercise, both passive 
and active. 
4.5. Method 
On first showing a patient to the measuring system, they were 
PA'~IK/T SEX A3E '.oJ.LS~~ :-'IEASU~ED N 
( weeks from admission ) 
HA M 62 (I 1 
JA F 51 0,3 2 
FB F 50 0,2,4,7 4 
JB F 23 .2 ,4' 6 '9 4 
DC F 58 2,4 2 
GC F 42 0,2 2 
AKC M 20 0,2,4 3 
JF M 54 0,2 2 
:;H F 63 0' 1 2 
B~ F 50 2 1 
im M 22 2,4 2 
DJ M 53 4,6,8 3 
IL H 28 1,2 2 
PHc H 29 0,2 2 
AGH F 49 5,7,10,18 4 
Hi F 51 2,4 2 
1!-! F 46 0 1 
DM F 72 2,4,6,8,10 5 
GR ~1 -r 0' 1 2 :r;) 
JR F 48 2,4 2 
AGR M 23 0,2,4,6 4 
FS !vi 64 12, 14, 16,19,28 5 
VS F 69 0,2,5 3 
AES F 46 0,2,5 3 
LW F 68 1 '3 2 
TABLE 4.4. Patients attending the physiotherapy 
cli:1ic 
N- number of times measured 
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seated in front of the cabinet and given a brief introduction to the 
project and a short summary of what they would he exnected to do. 
They were then asked about their general state of health, about their 
(Figure 4.1.) 
hands and how they coped with everyday tasksA For the patients from 
the rheumatology ward, a V~S was introduced. This was similar to 
that used in the druq trial hut labelled at either end with 'Poorly' 
and 'Very well'. The patient nlaced a mark alon~ the line in 
re!"ponse tn a question or. how thPy suhjf"ctively assessf'rl their hands. 
All the p~tients had both hanrls measured using the power grin, 
pan, kettlP., key and tube twi!"t, lateral and pulp pinch and 
extension rlevires. The nan, kettle and pulp pinch rer,uired the 
patient to stanrl, while thf"v remained seated for the rest. 
For the pan and kettle rlevires the patient was refluired to lift 
the pan bony, as much as they could, against the rPstraining springs. 
To do this, they were asked to lift by the appronriate handle as 
normally as possible. Plate 4.1. shows a typical pan lift. 
Pulp pinch was measurPd bv stannin~ thf' key unit on its end on a 
woodPn support on the platform attached to thP cabinet. The patient 
Sflueezed the platens together, as hard as possible, using the pulps 
of the thumb and each finger in turn (Plate 4.2.). If possible all 
the fingers were meal'!urPd. However, if the natient had a large 
amount of ulnar deviation, opposition of all finqers, by the thumb, 
was not always possible. To determine which pinch was to be used, 
the patients first gently squeezed the fine pinch platens. If they 
l'!ucceeded in closing the gap they were measured using the coarse 
pulp pinch platens. 
For the power grip and othPr key unit devices the patients sat 
upright in a chair with forearms horizontal. In power grip the 
forearm rested on the chairarm with the elbow set at ninety degrees 
PATIK:T ·~UE.S'l'IOl'/NAIRE 
1. How are you feeling to-day? 
If not so good, what is wrong? 
2. How are your hands to-day? 
Are they feeling any better 
than last time you were here? 
How have they changed? 
3. ~ow are your fingers and 
thumbs to-day? 
Very 
well 
Very 
well 
Yes a 
lot 
Very 
well 
Quite 
well 
Quite 
\tell 
Just a 
little 
Quite 
well 
Not so 
good 
Not so 
good 
Same 
Not so 
good 
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Poorly 
Poorly 
A bit 
worse 
A lot 
worse 
Poorly 
Does any particular finger or thumb feel different? Yes/No 
If so, which? 
4. How do you cope with a saucepan? 
5. How do you cope with a kettle? 
6. Bow do you cope with keys? 
7. How do you cope with lids? 
8. WD.at other handling activities cause you trouble? 
FIGURE 4.1. Patient Questionnaire 
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and the device held vertically (Plate 4.J.). The key unit was placed 
on a small table in front of the patient. The elbow was therefore 
set at over ninety d~grePs hPcause the unit was situated slightly 
forward of the patient's knees. It was not possible to accommodate 
the knees comfortably under the table. In all cas~s the fine key 
device was found adef)uate for maximum key torque measurement. 
Haximum effort was applied by the left hand anti-clockwise and by 
the right hand in a clockwise direction (Plate 1+.4.). In tube twist 
the unit was set at right an~les to the patient with tube inserted 
over the key. The patient !1ripped the tube by placing the fin~ers 
over the top. The tube was then twisted away from the patient, as in 
wringing out a cloth, as hard as possible (Plate 4.5.). 
For lateral pinch, the pinch platens were rotated until they 
were vertical. The coarse platens were then squeezed together, as 
hard as possible, between the patient's thumb pulp and the later·al 
aspect of the medial phalanx of the index finger (Plate 4.6.). 
i'leasurement of extension force was made by placing the key unit 
onto a baseboard as detailed in paragraph ).1.5. The patient's hand 
was then placed palm down onto the supporting block with the finger 
to be measured under the lower fine pinch platen. The platens being 
rotat~d till horizontal first. Using soft pads the hand was raised 
until the finger nail just touched the underside of the platen. A 
small wedge was inserted above the upper platform to stop the 
transducer from lifting. All four fingers were measured, each 
extending as much as possible while the operator restrained the other 
fingers from lifting at the same time (Plate 4.7.). 
For all devices the patients and subjects were allowed a single 
practice, so that they were aware of the 'feel' of the device. This 
also enabled them to adjust to their most comfortable position. 
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PLATE 4.4. The key twist 
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Prior to each test vocal instructions ~ere piveno These ~ere of 
the form:.-
'Grip/lift/squeeze the device as hard/much as 
you can and hold it for a short time until 
told to relaxo 1 
No instructions on the technique to be used and no encouragement 
during the measurement period ~ere giveno 
Power grip 9 pan and kettle device data was collected for 
between fm1r and eight seconds depending on the speed of the patiento 
Lateral pinch, key and tube twist had data collected for four 
seconds while the remaining devices had a data collection time of 
two seconds per fingero 
Even though patients were measured on1y once per device per 
hand, a complete measurement session took approximately thirty 
minuteso However 9 during the time the majority of it was spent 
seated waiting for the system to perform its various tasks, 
calculating, displaying and storing the resultso 
RESULTS 
Please note:-
The figures referred to in this chapter are 
located, in sequential order, after the text. 
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RESULTS 
5.1. Calibration, Accuracy Anrl PrPcision 
The calibration factors, accuracy and precision of each 
transducer are qiven in Figure 5.1. The accuracy of the transducers 
rangerl from -0.7% to 4.C'f);, of the true value with a precision of 
better than ~4.4% 
5.2. Healthv Subject MeasurPment 
Figures 5.2. to 5.8. are scatter diagrams of the maximum forces 
obtained, by healthy subjects, on each device. The mean, standard 
deviation, minimum, maximum and skewness values of the results are 
given, for each device, in Figure 5.9. 
The scatter diagrams show very clearly the large range of forces 
that need to be accommorlatPrl when measuring a human population. This 
was also inrlicated hy the relatively large standard deviations, and 
the range of the forces measurerl (the maximum minus the 
minimum values). 
The pan and kettle results include the lower and upper 
transducer measurements of lifting force and two measurements of 
handle grip force. The lifting force transducers were rigidly fixed 
with their cantilevers fixed parallel to their respective bases. The 
lower transducer was fixed to the instrumentation cabinet and the 
upper one to the bottom of the pan body. Each transducer measured the 
component of lifting force perpendicular to the cantilever. 
Examination of this arrangement reveals that five techniques of 
lifting a pan, or kettle, will give different relationships between 
the two transducers. These techniques are shown in Figure 5.10. 
and are:-
a) A vertical lift with a hori?.ontal pan body. 
b) A non-vertical lift with a horizontal pan body. 
c) A vertical lift with a tilted pan body. 
d) A non-vertical lift, with the pan body at right angles to the 
lift and direction. 
e) A non-vertical lift with the pan body tilted to the 
lift direction. 
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When either device was lifted, the tilt of the pan body and the 
direction of lift, caused a reduction in the perpendicular components 
of the lifting force measured by each transducer. The reduction of 
the lower measurements was related to the direction of lift, while 
the upper measurements also depended on this as well as the body 
tilt. Therefore, with this transducer arrangement the true lifting 
force could not be measured or calculated. 
The two handle 9rip forces measured were:-
a) The maximum force appliPd to the device handle during the 
lifting period. 
b) The grip force applied to the handle coincident with the maximum 
lift of the device. 
From the mean results in Figure 5.9., it can be seen that a few 
devices had a skewed distribution of results. Skewness is a measure 
of the assymmetry of the population distribution, with increasing 
positive values indicatin9 an increasing tendency for the populations 
to cluster to the left of the mean. Negative values cluster to the 
right of the mean. Of the forty eight distributions, fourteen 
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indicated significant skewness at the s~: level of significance and 
nine at the 1% level. The pan handle grip forces (both the maximum 
and that measured at maximum lift), the pan lifting force (upper 
transducer) and the kettle lifting forces (upper and lower) indicated 
bilateral skewness. Unilateral skewness was observed with the pan 
lifting fore~ (lower) and hoth kettle handle qrip forces and with 
two of the extension forces (the index and middle fingers). These 
skewP.rl distributions are not readily apparent in the scatter rtiagrams 
(Fiqures 5.2. to S.R.). 
5.2.1. Subject variabilitv 
The means, standard deviations and coefficients of variation of 
the rPsults obtained from the n~peated mE'asuremE'nt of a single 
subject are shown, for each device, in Fiqures 5.11. to 5.15. The 
coefficient of variation, defined hv:-
c = 
Standard Deviation 
x 100 per cent 
Mean 
is a useful measure for describing the relative variation o. a 
sample. Since it is a ratio of the standard deviation and the mean, 
it is independent of the units used. 
The power grip, pan and lateral pinch results were obtained first 
using eight consecutive measurements. Secondly, they were obtained 
from two SPts of four measurements taken at the same time on 
consecutive days. 
Figure 5.16. compares both sPts of results using the X statistic, 
and shows that, for each transducer, the mean coefficients of 
variation were similar. ln the cases where there was significant 
difference, the split measurements had the larger coefficients 
of vadation. 
A summary of the coPfficients of variation obtained from thP 
consecutive measuremePts, for Pach devicP, is aiven in Figure 5.16. 
and Fi~urP S.1R. shows the sa~e result~ in gra~hiral form. 
S.2.2. Fi~per contribution to power 0rip 
Takin~ the maximum appliPrl finnPr force as a nercPntagp of the 
power 11rip mi'lximum, a mPasurP of the contribution of the fingers to 
the powE-r <1rin was obtained. ThP hNtlthy suh.if'ct contributions are 
te~hul<ttPrl in VigurP ').1Qa <~nd nrP shown a!" a scatter dia~r<'m in 
Fi~lllrP S.:2n. The rPsnlts show that in eithPr hanrl, the ~iddle 
fingPr had the larqest mean cnntri but ion ( 37 .m· and 37. 3q.~) followed 
by the rino fin~J"r (20.7:: and 2R.J0 ), index finner (1R.Q~~ and 19.5~) 
and the little fin0Pr (16.4~ and 16.S~). 
For comparison, the results for Ohtsuki (19A1a) are also given 
in Fi(Jure 5.19a. A rlescrintion of the method used by Ohtsuki has 
been qivPn previously in paragraph 2.4.2. His results were 
Ci'llculated using the hPst of three exertions per subject. As in onr 
work, the perrpnt<Jqes were ralculatf'd using the maximum forcP 
obtained durinq the approximate five second exertion. 
The absolute values for the comhined four finger exertion in 
Ohtsuki's work were quotPd at 3A3.2~4QN (lf'ft hand! one standard 
deviation) and 42Q.2~4RN (rinht hand). These were similar to the 
results obtained here of 335.4~R8N (left) and JS4.a~74N (right). 
The maximum finner force and the maximum power grip do not 
always coincide. Therefore, several percentage contributions were 
calculated using the finger forces coincident with the rower grin 
maxima. Roth sets of results are compared in Figure 5.19b, and show 
that no difference exists between themo Therefore, it was not 
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necessary to obtain a statistical comparison. 
5.2.3. Pan kettle lifting and handle grip forces 
Figure 5.21. shows histograms of the differences between the 
measurements obtained from both lifting force transducers. Positive 
values indicate that the upper transducer, located within the pan 
body, recorded the highPr force. Roth histograms have a scattered 
distribution with medians of ).8N and 6.8N for the pan and kettle 
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populations respectively. noth nopulations can be seen to have a 
higher proportion of positive values, as indicated by the medians, 
showing that the upper trnnsducer tended to rPcord the highest forces. 
Scatter diagrams of the 11pner transducer versus the lower 
tr<Jnsducer forces (mCJximum recorded) are shown in Fiqures 5.22. to 
5.25., together with details of the corresponding regression 
analysis. This analysis shows the results to he well correlated with 
coefficients in the ran~e 0.~1 to 0.99. The left and right handed 
pan lifts had regression slopes of 0.72 and 0.66 with intercepts of 
8.6N and 12.8N. The kettle lift regression slopes were 0.97 and 0.96 
with intercepts of -3.9N and -1.1N for left and right handed lifts 
respectively. These results agree with the histogram results that 
the upper tra~sducer records the higher forces. They also indicate 
a linear relationship, between the .two measurements, throughout the 
measured range. 
Histograms of the differences between the maximum handle grip 
forces and the maximum lift grip forces are shown in F'igure 5.26. 
These show scattered populations with medians of 23N and 19N for the 
pan and kettle lifts respectively. The results are also plotted as 
scatter diagrams in Figures 5.27. to 5.30. together with the 
corresponding regression analyses. These show the correlation 
coefficient~ to he in the range of 0.75 to 0.86 with rPgrP.ssion line 
slopPs of 0.90 and n.74 for the pan lifts and 1.2Q and 1.48 for the 
kettle lifts. Both sets had relatively high regression line 
intercf'pts of lt0.5N and 6J.JN for the pan lifts and 17.2N and 15.9N 
for the kettle lifts. 
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A slope of less than 1.0 as obtained for the pan lifts, would 
seem to indicate that the maximum grip force was less than the grip 
force at maximum 1 ift. Examination of the results obtained (Appendicies 
9 to 11 l and of the scatter diagrams reveals that the maximum grip 
force was always the larger. These low slopes can easily be 
accommodated by the degree of scatter and the large intercepts. 
5.2.4. Force-time curves 
Figures S.Jt. to 5.33. show the force-time curves obtained from 
the power ~rip, pan and kettle measurements respectively. Force, 
newtons, is represented by the vertical axis and time 9 seconds, from 
the start of the measurement, by the horizontal axis. Both axes 
intersect at the origin and have variable maxima. The ordinate 
spacing is variable on the force axes, but the time axes all have the 
same unity spacing. The maxima and spacing values, for the force axes 
are given above each plot. The solid lines indicate the finger forces 
labellf'd with I, H, R or L for index, middle, ring or little fingers 
respectively. The power grip is represented by the plus signs. 
Maximum results are indicated by vertical marks on the finger curves 
and a horizontal mark on the power grip curve. 
a) Power grip (Figure 5.31.) 
No obvious pattern of the finger forces was apparent. The 
forces appliP.d by each finger appear to remain constant during the 
power grip. 
b) Pan and kettle lift (Figur~ 5.32. and Figure 5.33.) 
Each device appears to have basic force patterns of:-
Force, 
Tio1\i! 
PAN 
hu"dle. ~n P 
I i ~t 
Forc..e 
~--~--------~~~ 
T;, .. e 
For the pan, the lifting and handle grip forces simultaneously 
increased to a maximum. The handle force then r('duced slightly, 
while the lifting force remained steady. On release 9 both forces 
reduced rapidly. The handle force greatly exceeded the lifting 
force. This was opposite to the kettle lift where the handle grip 
was much less than the liftin~ force. The kettle handle gripping 
force had a maximum, either just prior to the lift or just as the 
lift was taken up. The handle force decreased during the lift, which 
remained steady. Roth forces rapidly decreased on release. 
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5.2.5. Relationship between the lifting forces and handle grip forces 
Scatter diagrams of the pan and kettle handle grip forces against 
the mean lifting forces are shown in Figures 5.34. to 5.41. The 
lifting force was taken as the mean of the maximum lower add upper 
lift measuring transducers. The regression analysis details the 
slopes 9 intercepts, correlation coefficients and zero correlation 
significances, are tabulated in Figure 5.42o 
No relationship was indicated between the mean lifting force and 
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either the kettle handle grip forces or the pan handle grip force at 
maximum lift. However, significant correlation was obtained with 
the maximum pan handle grip force, with correlation coefficients of 
0.56 and 0.59 for left and right handed lift respectively. 
5.3. Initial Measurements On Patients With Rheumatoid Arthritis 
Fipure 5.43. details the mean results obtained from up to 
thirty eight patients with rheumatoid arthritis. 
The standard deviations and range (maximum minus minimum) had 
relatively high values, the standard deviations being similar to 
their corresponding mean value. Roth res11lts indicate a large 
inter-patient variation, similar to that observed in the healthy 
subjPct n>sul ts. 
As opposed to the healthy subject results, most of the device 
results had a significant positive skewness, at the 5% level of 
significance. These results indicating a tendency for the 
measurements to cluster on the left hand side of the mean, that is 
towards the zero side of the force axis. Only ten of the 
forty eiqht distributions indicated no skewness (Probahility>0.05), 
that is a symmetrical distribution. Of these, three distributions 
were symmetrical bilaterally, and the other four were symmetrical 
unilaterally. In each case the opposing hand distribution indicated 
no skewness at between the 5% and the 1~[, significance levels. 
Scatter diaCJrams of the initial measurPments of patients with 
arthritis are given in Figures 5.44. to 5.50. These clearly show the 
wide range of measurements obtained and their clustering towards the 
zero end of the force axis. The skewness was most evident in the 
finger grip, pan lifting, the kettle handle maximum grip and the 
kettle lifting forces. 
ThPse initial mrasurements were obtained from patients 
attending thrPe rheum~tolo~y clinics (Chapter 4). Figures 5.51. to 
~-53. detail the rPsults obtained split into their respective 
clinics. An Analysis of Variance (A~OV\) was obtained to determine 
whether there was anv siqnificant rlifferencP het~een the 
tabulates the A'J0V,\ rPslilts nhtaineri. ThP F-ratio was usf'd to 
comnarf' tl'e nonJlation mPans of each sourer, while Cochran's C-tPst 
was used to test the homogeneity of the variances. ~oth te~ts 
rrvealed that in the ma~ority of ~ases no siqnificant rlifference 
(Prnhabi 1 i ty3-0~01) was detPctahl e he tween the sourcPs. From 
Fig11rf' '1.'1:2. onlv a sinflle F-ratio and three Cochr<~n's C-tests havP 
a Prohabi J i ty of<.0.01. 
'1.).1. Finfler contribution to power grin 
Figure 5.5'1a drtails the mf'an ~Prcentage finger contributions to 
the maximum power prip, obtained from the patients attending the three 
rheumatoloqy clinics. A qraphical comparison of the results to those 
obtained for hPalthy subjects is given in Figure 5.56., clearly 
showing the l~rger results variation obtained from the patients. 
This was confirmed hy comnaring the variances of the healthy and 
patient results using an F-ratio (Figure 5-55h). This showed that at 
the 2.'1~ level, with the excPption of the right middle fingPr 1 there 
was a significant difference between the two groups. The means of 
the percentage contributions were compared using the X-statistic. 
Only three of the eight results showed any significant difference at 
the 2o/.. level. 
5.3.2. Pan ann kettle lifting and handle qrip forces 
Histo~rams of the rlifferences between the upper and lower 
lifting force measurements are given in Fiqure 5.57. 
Both show a neaked distribution with a hinh frequency of 
positive diffPrences. The merlians of each distribution were 2.4N 
for tne pan and 1.QN for the kettle lifting forces. Scatter 
diAgrams of the upner transducer forces a(lainst the lower forces are 
shown in Fiqure~ "i.S8. to ').61. The~e show highly correlated 
rPlntionshins with coefficients of bet~een n.o6 and n.q9. The 
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slopes of the corresponding regression lines were all in the range of 
0.76 to 0.92, indicating that the uppPr transducer recorded the 
higher fnrCP!':'. 
Histograms of the differences betwePn both handle gripping 
forces are qiven in Figures 5.62. Both distributions were less 
!'lcattPrPd than ohserved in healthy subjects (Figure 5.26.). The pan 
handle differences were concentrated close to zero with a median of 
t,.nN while the kettle handle had a more even distribution with a 
median of 12.6N. Scatter diagrams of the handle grip force at 
maximum lift against the maximum grip force (Figures 5.63 to ).66.) 
indicate a high correlation hetween the two forces. The regression 
analy!':'is revealed coefficients of n.B5 to 0.99 with regression line 
slopes of 0.93 to 1.09. 
5.].). Force-time curves 
These are shown in Figures 5.67. to ).69. for the power qrip, 
pan and kettle devices respectively. The horizontal axis represents 
the grip duration (seconds) and the vertical axis the applied force 
(newtons). The scaling being the same as described for the curves of 
the healthy subjects in paragraph 5.2o4~ 
a) Power grip (Figure 5.67) 
No specific fing~r grip pattern can be observed though the 
individual finger forces do appear to vary during the power grip. 
h) Pan and kettle (Figure 5.68 and Figure 5.69) 
For the pan, the curves appeared to consist of two basic 
patterns:-
F""'-e_ i 
I j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
{a.) 
_ handle. 'ir·, ~ 
___ \i~t 
lime. 
' I 
I 
I 
L--~~------~~ 
TiMe. 
(b) 
Tn curve (a) the handle gripping force rapidly increased until 
initiation of the lift, after which it relaxed slightly. \/hen the 
lift was released the grip force decreased rapidly. Curve (b) was 
similar to that observed in the healthy subjects, described in 
paragraph 5.2.4. In both curves the handle grip force exceeded the 
lifting force. Omitting any curve that was difficult to place, the 
pan results were grouped according to their basic force-time curve. 
From Figure 5.68. an approximate measure of the lifting and handle 
grip forces was taken. These are tabulated in Figure 5.70. and show 
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a mean lift of around 10N for curve (a) and 21N for curve {b). These 
means were significantly different, from each other, when compared 
using the X-statistic. A scatter diagram of the extracted results is 
also given in Figure 5.70. 
The majority of the kettle force-time curves appeared in 
the form:-
for.:.e. _ hondle ~r1P 
. -- ll (:t 
TIH~re were many variations. For example the handle grip force 
was sometimes hiqher than the lifting force and oth~r times lower. 
One extreme variation makes the curve similar to p<~n curve (a) while 
in another no grip force was rPcorded. Essentially, the curve 
consisted of an initial high peak, which decreased rapidly as the 
lifting force increased. A smaller peak was in evidence as the lift 
was released. 
Towards the end of the study two patients were measured who 
preferred another lifting method. AIJ the above techniques placed the 
hand, palm downwards, over the handle, with the fingers wrapped 
downwards and around the handle. The second technique was the 
reverse of this with the hand placed, palm upwards, under the handle, 
with the fingers wrapped upwards and around the handle. Force-time 
curves for these are shown in Figure 5.71. and are similar to the 
initial kettle basic curve. 
5.).4. Relationship between the lifting force and handle grip force 
Figures 5.72. to 5.79. show scatter diagrams of the handle grip 
forces against the mean lifting forces. The regression analysis is 
detailed in Fi9ure 5.80a. As for the healthy subject results, no 
relationship was found in the kettle results. However, a positive 
correlation was indicated for all the pan results. ThPse han 
correlation coefficients ranging from 0.75 to 0.79. The regression 
slopes "'ere ahout 1.6 and 2.0 for the ]eft and right handed lifts 
respectively with approximately 2)N intercepts. 
Splitting the results into male and female, the regression 
analyses detailed in Figure 5.80b were obtained. This again shows 
corrPlation in the nan rPsults with coefficients of beiween 0.64 
and o.R1. The female results had the higher coefficients, 0.75 to 
0.81 as opposed to the male, 0.61+ to 0. 74. Roth 9roups had riflht 
handed regression slopes hi9her than the lift. The female slopes 
were about 1.Ro and 2.q6 while the male slopes were about 1.00 and 
1.56. The intercepts of the slopes were around 12.QN and 4o.8N for 
male and female respPctivelv. There appeared to be no difference 
bPtWPen thP rPqression analyses of the handle grip forcesa 
5·'•. Follow Up Of Pat i.ents l\'i th Arthritis 
5.4.1. Druq trial 
The follow up re~ults for thP~e nPtient~ are plotted out in 
Fiqures 5.R1. to 5.Q2. and tabulater! in \ppPnrlix 9. They alternate 
with thP most relPvant clinical results obtained from the drug 
trial study. 
A standard format has been emnloyPd in the measurement nlots, 
for this and the other clinics. The left hand page shows,·from top 
to bottom the patients' sPlf-asse~sment score, the power grip, the 
pan lift and the kettle lift results. The right hand page, again 
from top to bottom, shows the pulp and lateral pinch, the extension 
force and the key and small tube torque results. 
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The patiPnts' self-~ssessmPnt was a score of their own 
suhjective feeling of thP progre~sinn of their hands. Yt was taken 
frnm rP~liPs "iven tn the preliminarv ~uestionnaire and WA~ plotted 
using the follo~ing arhitr~ry scale:-
+2 unit~ 
-
a lot hetter 
+1 unit 
-
a little hPtter 
() 
-
no chan'lP 
-1 unit 
-
R little worse 
-2 units 
-
a lot worse 
The drug tri<~l study r~"sults rlisplayPd an' the articulr~r inrlex, 
nlasma viscositv, gri? pressure, pain and qeneral hPalth visur~l 
analonue scal~s (V,S) and the trPatment drug dosage. Alsn 
inrlicated is the period of device measurPment. 
Both IEJ (J<'inure r:;.R1. ~nd ').82.) and LAO (FinurP ').R). and 
Figure ').~V •• ) felt thf'ir hAnrls improving !"tearlily throuohout thP 
periorl of me<~snr~"ment. LAO, at the heqinning and mirlway through did 
hr~ve periods of no chan0e. JEJ had a low (less than 6) articular 
index, throughout, .,..·hi le LAO had higher values at 15 reducing stearli ly 
to a final value of ~. The maximum possible index is 78, therefore, 
15 is still relatively low. The VAS for IEJ inriicated a variable, but 
reducing amount of pain and a steady 'coulrln't be better' f1Pneral 
health assessment. LAO also had a variable nain assessment, hut 
indicated no general improvement. Her general health anpeared to 
recover after an initial deterioration. The plasma viscosity of IEJ 
was initially 1.90 cp which reduced to a final value of 1.62 cp. 
LAO again had very little overall change. Her plasma viscosity was 
initially 1.68 cp rising to 1.76 cp and then reducing to 1.59 cp. 
Doth patients were weak with power grip forces of less than 150N 
(IEJ) and 115N (LAO). Even though they had a large subjective 
improvement the results rlo not indicate much change. For IEJ the 
main change was a rise from 75N to 150N in the right hand power grip, 
over the first four measurements. This was followed by a sudden 
decline to 8SN for the final measurement. The right hand grip 
pressure, over the same period, also rose steadily (1n7 to 171 mm Hg) 
before falling on the final measurement to 137 mm Hg. A sudden 
decline in final mPasuremPnts was also seen in all right hand results 
with the excention of the extenf'ion forcP. A fall was also noted in 
the left hand measurements of power and fingPr grip, lateral pinch 
and key and tube twist. The left hand lateral pinch showed a 
similar overall nattern to the right hand power grip, with a steady 
in~rease from 32~ to 58N followed hy a sudden decline to 44~. The 
l~ft hand ~ower nrip had a minimum value on the third measurement. 
This was mirroreci in the left hand mPasurements of the micldle finger 
grip, kettle lift and kev twisting forces. ~o minimum was noticeable 
1n the grip pressure measur<~ments. 
For L~O the results hnd ~uite a hit of variation. The main 
r.hanqe!' occurinq in the kPti le lifti111 foq·_p!" (loft e~nd ri'lht h:onrls) 
which harl an iritial markPcl increa~e followecl by Cl decline and 
!'uh~e~uent recoverv. Overall, the lifting forces increased from 5N 
to 35:'-1 ancl then fell to around 15~ on the fourth mPasuremPnt. Each 
pan lifting force h0d a ~imilar ~attern to the kettle with the rif1ht 
hand showing the mo~t mnrkPrl changes. This rose from 5N to an 1RN 
maximum, declining sllqhtly, hut then r<>covPrinq to 1RN a11ain on the 
final measurement. The left hand increa~erl from )N to a 12N 
maximuM. This patient !"uffen~r! a hand trauma prior to the fourth 
mPasurem~nt, her riqht hand bPing kno~kerl hacily. 
Another dramatic change occurerl in the right hand tube twist 
tor1ue~ This rose from an initial steady value of around 1.6 Nm to a 
new steady value of about 3.2 ~m after the third measurement. Each 
hand with the key twist showed a steady overall improvement, though 
the right hand neclinerl from O.Q ~m to 0.7 ~mover the final two 
m~=>asurf'mPnts. The left hand incr£>asf'd from n.J ~m to a final value 
of n.6 \1m. 
The grip prP.ssure measureM~=>nts for each hand reMainPd steady 
initially, hnt over the final half of the study nPriod incrF>asPd 
stParlily. The lrft hann inrrPasPrl from qR mm 4q tn 157 mm Hn while 
the ri (Jht hanri rose from 89 mm IICJ to 119 mm H0. This increase was 
not so ~=>vidPnt in either pO\"Pr CJrip results, ther·e heing quite a 
l.CJrgP Vflriation about a genPral upward trend. The initial to final 
va luPs for each h<lnd were ')Q'I/ to 100:-J ( 1 Pft hand) and 89~ to 1151\ 
(rioht hand). 
The self-assessMent of .\l-ID (Fif1ure 5·85·' inrlicatPd a steady 
improvement in hoth h<lnrls. The rifJht hand showen no change on the 
final assPSSMPnt while the left hancl had a slight relapse over the 
final two assessments. This pattern of chan 0e was mirrored in the 
power 0rip, fin 0er grin, pan and kettle lifting and lateral pinch 
force mrasurPmrnts. The improved well bPing of the patiE-nt was also 
ohserved in thP fallinq articular index and plasma viscosity 
(Figure 5.86.). The VAS, however, indicated very little change. The 
articular index and viscosity both had a slight upward turn over the 
final two measurements. This corresponds to the self-assessment and 
force measuremPnts and with the patient who did not feel well over 
this period. This was because of an increased systemic joint 
stiffness. The decline in the left hand on the fourth measurement 
showed as a reduction in powpr grip from 280N to 200N. The grip 
pressure also fPll from a maximum of 283 mm Hg to a minimum of 
2JJ mm 1-ig. Prior to this, the power grip had risen from 171N and the 
grip pressure from 20l• mm Hq over the same periodo The riQht hand 
power grip rose from 185N before steadying at around 260N. Over the 
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same period, the right h0nd ~rip pre~~ure remained steady at around 
275 mm Hg <'lnd then declined to ahout r'Jl+O mm Hg. The left hand pan 
and kettle lifting forces hoth initially rose from 1JN and 27N 
respectively to n Maximum of )~'\ and )0\1 before stearlying at ahout 
'251'\ and 1+01\J for the final two me<Jsurements. The right hand 
me<JsuremPnts rose steadily from 1JN and lJN to final stPady values of 
around J5N and 115~' res!'ectivPly. 
This patient also had a high midclle finnPr grip force during his 
power nrip on all Pxcept the initial measurements, when it was 
similnr to the other fingers at about )6N. Subse(juently it rose to 
over lOON, which it maintained. Insnection of the individual 
force-time curves (Figure ).9).), from each measurement, revealed 
nothing extraordinary to account for this. Similarly the middle 
finger of the rig'.t hand was also stronn,.,st (Figure 5.q4.). Also to 
be sren, on the third measurement, are the high peaks in the finger 
force just prior to grip release. Ry smoothing out these peaks, 
results that appear to be more consistent with the other measurements 
were obtained. The smoothed results are shown as dotted lines in 
Figure 5.85. The force-time curves in Figure 5.95. of the pan and 
kettle lifts show high peaks, especially in the lifting forces 9 
during the initial phase of the lift. These were probably due to the 
patient's technique. He lifted them very quickly, even after being 
asked to proceed as normally as possible. This fast reaction caused 
an oscillation, as seen in Figure 5.94., to be set up between the 
patient and the restraining springs, until an equilibrium was 
obtained. Again 9 if these peaks are smoothed out 9 more appropriate 
results are obtained as indicated in Figure 5.R5. by the chain 
dot plots. 
Patient DE (Figure 5.87. and Figure 5.88.), over the period of 
study, felt no subjective improvPment in his hand~. Initially, an 
improvement was felt, hut this did not continue, his hands gradually 
worsening, hut showing a slight improvement at the end. Similarly, 
both VAS had an initial improvement, followed by a relapse and then 
slow improvement. The relapse was more marked in the general health 
of VAS and coincides with a n:~duction in penicillamine dosage from 
375 mg to 2~0 mg d~ily. 
With a maximum result of 7, his articular index (Figure 5.88.) 
was VPry low. This maximum was matched by a peak in the plasma 
viscosity which overall remained f]llite high, not falling below 
1.96 cp. The grip pressure measurements cannot show any change 
because only two measurements were below )00 mm Hg. This was the 
maximum of the dial gauge userl to measure the cuff pressure. 
Only the left handed power grip showed any similarity to the 
self-assessment. This initially increased from 21JN to 250N, then 
declined to 188N before rPcovering to 2)2N. The right handed power 
grip declinPd steaciily from )ltON to 250N beforP a final recovery to 
JOHN. This pattern was also followed by the right hand finger 
forces. These changes correspond to the patient's own feelings on 
his health. Most of the time he felt quite well except during the 
third and fourth measurements when he had increased joint stiffness. 
No measurements were obtained from the kettle because the 
-:--patient had sufficient strength to lift it against the protecting 
safety chain, even though a twin-rate spring had been installed to 
ensure a reasonable device range. 
No significant changes were found in the measurements from the 
other devices. 
Both patients DS andES (Figures 5.89. to 5.92.) were poorly, 
having a lot of pain, high articular indices and plasma viscosities. 
The articular index for ns (Fi!=Jure 5.90.) varied between 14 and 29 
while for ES (Figure 5.92.) it fell, unevenly, from )2 to 20, with a 
minimum of 15. The plasma viscositv for DS, over the period of 
device measttrement, rPmained steady at between 2.2) cp and 2.)1 cp. 
For ES it increased steadily from 1.72 cp to 2.06 cp. Neither 
self-assessment (Figure 5.89. and Figure 5.90.) indicatPd any 
improvement. DS feeling no chanpe except for a slight deterioration 
at the Pnd of the study pPriod. ES felt a deterioration throughout 
the whole period. 
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In the clinical trial the VAS for DS both indicated very little 
in improvement. For ES the pain and health scores both coincided with 
each other, on all but the initial measurements. This patient felt 
at her best at thP start of device measurement. This coincided with 
a minimum in the plasma viscosity. She then relapsed and her plasma 
viscosity steadily increased thou~h she did feel slightly better. 
Both of these patients were very weak, DS having a powE'r grip of 
less than 70N and 44N for the left and right hands. A downward trend 
was noticeable in the power grip measurPments. The grip pressure 
measurements were similar for each hand, remaining relatively constant 
at around Ro mm Hg. 
Apart from showing the general weakness of DS, the other device 
measurements remained relativPly unchanqed over the device measurement 
period. During this period the patient had her drug regime changed 
from penicillamine to auranofin, because of haematuria and 
proteinuria. Unfortunately, neither of these cleared up and requirE'd 
hospitalisation, of the patjent, for further investigation. 
Most of the device measurements onES (Figure 5.91.) indicated 
very little change, hut, as for DS, show the overall weakness of the 
patient. Similar to DS, only the power grip measurements follow the 
~arne rlownward tr~nrl as the self-assessmPnt. For the left hand, a 
rP.duction from abont ')S:'IJ to ilbout ~0~ while the rinht had decn•ased 
from on~! to 51N. The grip nressun'! measurements, over the !"arne 
period, reduced from 70 mm Hg to ahout 40 mm Hp. The right hand, 
howevr>r, rose errfltically from 1()(, mm Hg to 1~1 mm Ha bPfore 
decreflsin~ to 61 mm Ha. 
In the majority of measurPment~, the l~ft hand was much weaker. 
This was P'necterl since the patient indicated a more painful 
left sidP.. 
5 .'to2. Rheuma to logv out-patient c 1 in ic 
The follow UP rr>sults for these patient!" an• plotted out in 
Fipur~s 5.0~. to 5.09. and tabulated in Appendix 10. The rPSUlts 
are displayed in the same format as in the previous section. 
Jt was only rossihle to ohte~in follow up res11lts on four 
patients (two male and two fPmale) with a s~ries of four 
mE>asurements. 
The male patients both had a flare up of rheumatoid activity, 
rerpli ring a two to three lV"eek stay in hospi ta 1, midway throuoh the 
measur~ment p~riod. Prior to hospitalisation hoth were fePling very 
poorly, having a great deal of pain, especially in the arms 
and shoulders. 
While in hospital GEL (Figure 5.96.) had intra-articular loral 
corticosteroid injections in each sho11lder. This was to suppress thr 
joint inflammation so as to relieve the pain and imnrove mobility. 
Associatrd with this was a course of Adrendcorticotrophic Hormone 
(ACTH) to stimulate the adrenal artex to produce its own steroid 
hormone with which to reduce joint inflammation. Apart from fef'ling 
very much better in himself and feeling a large hand improvement, his 
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po!"t ho!"pitalisation rPS1!lts shm~ed a striking change in the pan •md 
kettle lifting forc~s. For each hand, the lifting forces increa~ed 
from SN to ap~roximately 25S, for the pan, and 45N for the kettle. 
Other increases, thou~h less dramatic, were seen in the power grip 
forces, both left and right handed, and in the right hand 
measur~ments of pulp pinch force and key twist torque. 
Patient Dh11-J (Figure 5.97.) while in hospital had a course of a 
non-steroid anti-inflammatory dru~ (NSAID) and antibiotics for a 
chest infection. Post hospitalisation he was still poorly and felt 
that each hand was deteriorating. Pre-hospitalisation only one 
measurement was obtained. Compared to this, the post hospitalisation 
meas•.trements showed an initial slight increase followed by a fall off 
with a marked decrease on the final measurement. The patient also 
had a stomach complaint, dysphagia, hut was not fit enough to 
undergo gastric surgery. 
The female results show very little change. Patient JC 
(FigurP 5.9R.) never felt well, having a great deal of pain in her 
wrists and knees. She felt a gradual deterioration in her hands, 
which were very weak. ~ power grip force, that appeared to have a 
downward trend, of less than 51N heinn obtained. 
Patient F.CF (Figure 5.99.) appeared to be stable, feeling quite 
well in herself, with some joint pain, hut not having any subjective 
change in her hand state. The results also showed very little 
change, though the right hand power grip reduced suddenly, after an 
initial tHhN to 121N, hut, subsequently remained steady. The pan and 
kettle lifting force measurements for each hand both had an initial 
increase from about ?N to about 12N and 22N respectively 
before steadying. 
5.4.3. Rheumatoloqy ward 
These follow un results are plotted out in FipurP.s 5.100. to 
5.10G. and tabulated in Appendix 11. Outwardly, it was quite 
significant to observe that most natients 9 after an initial settling 
in period, appeared to become more relaxed and happy with themselves 
in the ward. Of the ten patients tested 9 five were discharged after 
between nine and sixteen days hospitalisation and one after 
fifty six days. Tl1is natient (C~A) had been waiting for a carpel 
tunnel release (hoth wrist~) and an operation on an infected toe. 
He was discharned nine dnvs nost operatively. 
During their stay in hospital, five natients had 
intra-articular injections of steroid. These were:-
i) PMH R & L kn"'PS injected 
i i) GH H Plhow injectPcl 
iii) EF R l<· L shoulder injected 
iv) JW R l<. L shoulder injectPcl 
v) FNC H shoulder injected 
ENC also had a transfusion of four pints of blood because of anaemia. 
The VAS for PMR (Figure 5.100.) indicated a steady subjective 
hand improvement, the score reciucing from 62 mm to 20 mm. A step 
increase wRs seen in the left hand power grip, from 60N to 75N, 
between the third and fourth measurements. The right hand also had 
a step increase from PON to 120N, but this was between the second and 
fourth mPasurements. The kettle lifting forces increased from tON to 
JON for the left hand and to 50N for the right hanrl. Both lateral 
pinches increased, the left hand force measurement from 22N to JlN 
and the right from 33N to around 40N. The left hand key twist also 
increased from about 2.6 Nm up to 4.0 Nm. All these changes occurred 
after the knee injections. The other device measurements show some 
variation, but remained relatively steadya 
Patient GR (Figure 5.101.) felt an improving hand condition as 
indicated hy the VAS, which reduced from 41 mm to 17 mm. This 
improvement was also noticeable in the device measurements. The left 
hand power nrip force increased from 45N to 150~ and the ripht hand 
from 6nN to 135N. Roth the pan and kettle lifting forces with each 
hand increased, with most improvement heing noticed in the left hand 
kettle and riqht hand pan lift measurements. The pan lifting forces 
increased from an initial value of 11~ to 21~ and )1N for the left 
and riqht hands. The kettle liftinq forces for the left and riqht 
hands were initiallv 14N ~nd )0~, both incr~asing to 42N and 
The ri!lht hancl latf'ral pinch forc<'S rPmained steady at about 
65~. hut the left hand had an initial increase from 11~ to 67'-:, a 
level it maintainrd. Thr key and tuhe twist measurements both had 
an ;mproximette tripling in forces mPRsurPd. The kev twist torque 
increasing from ahout 0.2 ~m up to about o.R ~m and the tube twist 
torque from 1.0 Nm and n.B ~m un to ).2 Sm and 2.2 Nm for the left 
and right hands respectively. This patient had an elbow injection 
just before the final measurement, nrior to heinq discl'1arqed. 
imnrovement, from sn mm to )0 mm. The devicP measurPmPnts apart from 
showing the patient to be vrry weak, a power grip force of le~s than 
40S was obtained, exhibited verv little change. Vo effect was 
observed nfter the shoulder injection~. The onlv major change~ 
appeared to he an initial increase in the tube twist measurements, 
followed by a relapse. The left hanrl increased from 0.4 1\!m to 
1.2 Nm, then decreased to 0.7 NM, while the right hand was initially 
0.0 Nm, rising to 0.6 ~m and finishing at 0.4 Nm. 
AnothPr vPry wPak pntiE>nt was J\\ (FigurP '1.103.) with a power 
grip of less than 60~. In the past he had silastic joint 
rrplacements fit1~rl in all his ~en joints. Roth hanrls had a large 
rlegree of nlnar rlPVi<'~tion, which mnrlP it impossihlP. t.o mf'asure thf> 
extensor lift forcP. Following in~ections in each of his shoulrlers, 
the kPttle lifting forces, for each hanrl, increa~erl. ThP lPft hand 
from 1 '1'' to l,n\J and the ri 0ht hand frnm :'Jill to ')ON. Other devi CPS 
alsn showrd a marker! incrf'ase post injection, the ri~ht nower anrl 
finfJPr orin and tuhe twist, hut thPSP im...,rovements were not 
(Finurf> '1.1n~.) thA lPft hanrl wns cl0arlv thP strongAr. Roth hands 
shmvf'rl an initial imnrovr>mPnt up to a stf'nny valuf'. RPc;~usP of the 
differf>nce hetwAen them, each hand was subjPctivPly a~sessed 
Sf'naratf'ly using the VAS. The l0ft hand harl a ?ubjPctive 
imnrovPment from ~'1 mm clown to 1 mm while the rirJht hnnd showP.d an 
initial improvr~Ant from q5 mm to ~0 mm, hut suhse~uAntly 
deteriorated hack to 75 mm. 
The power nrin forces increaserl from 1.()0~ to 10n\J, for the left 
hand, and from 60N to lhON for thf' d qht. The left and ri r.ht hand 
tube twist tor'lues increased from 1.4 Nm and 1.3 \'m to .5.5 Nm and 
3.5 Nm rPsprctivPly. No kettle measuremf'nts were available as the 
patient was ahle to lift the device aqainst the transducer safety 
1 ink. An increase from 16N to a stearlv '•ON was obtainPci for the 
riaht hand ran lift. All the othDr d~vicr ~r~sur~ments generally 
maintainPd a steady value throuRhout th~ study period. 
The majority of device results for JS (Figure 5.105.) showed a 
marked initial increase followed by a slight trend upwards. A similar 
trend being noticed in his VAS score, which was initially 62 mm, but 
improved to 1R mm on the following assessm~nt. Subs~quent 
asses~ments continued the improvement to 5 mm. 
Only the pulp pinch and extensor lift force measurements failed 
to show any similar effect. The power grip force initially increas~d 
from about 60N to about 130N. The kettle lifting forces of each hand 
reached the device maximum for the final three measurements, with 
initial values of 1Q~ and J4N for the left and right hands 
respectivE>ly. 
Of the three other patients, CWA (Fi~ure 5.106.) had a marked 
decrease in power grip, lateral pinch and tube twist measuremE'nts, 
immediately post operatively. However, his hand assessment VAS score 
rPmained constant throughout the measuremE'nt period at about 60 mm. 
All the device measurpments recovereo, within a few days, to 
approximately their pre-operative level. 
ENC's (Fi~ure 5.107.) measurements contain quite a hit of 
variation, but appE'ar to follow an upwarrl trend. This was especially 
noticeahle in the pan and kettle lifting force measurements. An 
increase from 1N to ahout 22N ~as ohtainerl with the kettle, though the 
right hand measuremE'nts decreased finally to 12N. The pan lifting 
forces increaSE'd from JN to 7N, for the left hand, and to 10N, for the 
right. This decreased to 7N on the final measurement. 
This patient had a right shoulder intra-articular injection of 
cortico~teroid a few hours prior to her fourth measurE'ment and her 
blood transfusion was comPleted a few hours prior to her final 
measurement. ~o significant increase, apart from the general trend, 
was noticeable post injection. 
Patient GM (Figure 5.108.) had a hand assessment VAS that 
improved from 58 mm to 28 mm. Correspondingly, the left hand power 
grip force increased from 60N to 165N 1 hut the right hand, being very 
weak at lPss than ?ON, showerl very little chan9e. All the right hand 
mPasurPments were much WPaker than those of thP left. Both left 
handed lifting forces increased, with the pan from 14~ to 24N and the 
kPttle fro!Tl 1211/ to 35N. Conv~>rsely, the right hand lifting forces 
decreased, the pan from RN to 4~ and the ket~le from 12N to 2N, 
thou~h on the final measurament this recovered slightly to 6N. No 
other changes can be observed in the rest of the devices. 
5.5. Physiotherapy Results 
~.s.t. Initial results 
(If the twentv one patients m~asured, six were attending the 
out-patirnt clinic for bilnteral and fifteen for unilateral hand 
di~orders. This breakdown was based on the patient's current 
disorder or complication and not on any previous history. 
FiRure 5.1oq. tabulates the initial measurements obtained from 
the patients with bilateral disorders. Figure 5.110. details a 
brief summary of these patients indicating their need for treatment. 
The measurements were all low with some patients appearing to have a 
differentiation between the left and right hands. For example, JF's 
right hand measurements were higher than his left hand. This aRreed 
with his subjective viewpoint that the right was strongest. VS felt 
that her left hand was stron~est and this was also reflected in 
her measurements. 
~!easurements on patients with unilateral hand disorders are 
tabulated in Figure 5.111. where the affected hand is indicated by 
the horizontal arrow. The patient details are given in Figure 5.112. 
which shows the wide range of hand disorders that are treated. From 
Figure 5.111. the measurements clearly show a differentiation between 
affected and unaffected hands. Hore specific differentiation can also 
be noted:-
a) AKC 1 with a clipp~d hone in his riqht in~ex fin~er, had 
measurements which were lower than the corresn<•nding left hand 
measurements in power ~rin and nulp pinch. 
b) Ut, had TJupeytrens Contracture of the ri~1ht little finger. The 
measurements on this fin~er were lower than the correspondinq left 
hanrl results. 
5.5.2. Follow-up results 
These are plotted out in Figures 5.112. to s.118. and tabultaed 
in Appenrlix 12. Of the bilaterally affected natients FS and FR 
(Figure 5.113. and Finure '1.114.) had fin imnrovinq self-assessment, 
both feeljng rptite well ~ith very little pain. However, FS only 
showed an overall improvement in the liftinq tasks, which increased 
from an ini tia 1 2!\' to about 10N for the remainder of the 
measurements. His other results all decreaserl on the second and 
third measurements, hut subsequently recovered to the initial level. 
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Fn generally had steady results except for the right hanrl 1 which 
tended to show iln upward trend. Initially, this hand was very stiff 
but subsequently improvPrl. This improvPment can be seen in the 
measurements of nower nrin (93~ rising to 122N), pan lifting force 
(4N risin!1 to 10N), kettle lifting force ( 10'1/ rising to 0.6 Nm) and 
tube torque (1.2 Nm rising to 1.8 ~m). 
The patients with unilateral disorders all maintained a 
differentiation between their affected and un;~ffected hAnds. Roth PM 
and AGM (Figure S.115. and Figure 5.116.) were very weak (a power grip 
of less than 100N), hut both had a steady subjective hand improvement. 
This improvement was not mirrored in the measurements of DM and only 
found in the liftinq tasks of 'GM. Initially, \GM founrl it 
irnno!"?-ihlE" to lift the nnn, hut on the finnl men!"urPMPnt a 7~ 
liftinq forcP. wn!" ohtainNl. Her kPttlP. liftinq fore"", usi11o Pithr-r 
hanrl, nlso imnrov.-.d, with the ripht hand improving from 6~ to 27~ 
nnd her 1.-.ft hand from 12~ to 3Rv. 
llnlike thP ahove, ,\(;R (Figurf' ).117.) was very !"tronq 'dth a 
nowP.r nrip, for thP. unr~ffpctPd hand, of ovE>r lfOON. 
thouqht onlv nr-Cf'!"sarv to u!"e th£> str.-.noth mcnsnrinf1 rlPvic-r-~. For 
ohta i nPrl. Both power orip and nuln ninch on the infPCtPd lf'ft hand 
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1"rw to Jf>0"-1, ,,•ith the finn.f'r oripping forcPs incrPasinq from aronnrl 
SO~{ to nro11nrl CJO"'. The T'ttln r>inch forr:Ps ro?-e from an initial "3'' to 
lf1'11 ranrw, to a fin;tl r•H"n~urf'MPnt rnnne of 50"1 to 6q!'J. The 
unaff.-.ctPrl hanrl Mensnrf'ments reMained steady, thonCJh a minimum wa~ 
ohtnined o~ the second and third nuln pinch mea~urPmPnts. 
Finnlly, Jn (FiourP S.11R.) felt no subjective improvPmPnt in 
her 1Pft hand. Fven thouqh ~he fPlt gPnerally vPry well, shf' was 
hPcoming increasinqly annovPd that no improvement anpeared to he 
occuring in her ri nht h<mrl. This was confirmed hy her results, which 
indicated, with some variation, no overall change. This apparent 
stagnation would he expected ~;ince several weeks would be needed for 
her di~ita1 nf'rve to reqrow. The ]Pft hand measurements were a little 
higher than the right hand, and had a similar amount of variation, 
possibly caused bv her feeling of dissatisfaction. 
CALIBRATIUN SYSTEI1IC 
TRANSDUCER ?ACTOR ERROR 
( N/Integer ) ( % : precision ) 
Index grip 0.746 4.0 ± 2.1 
Middle gri-;_:J o.s12 0 ! 2.8 
Ring grip 0.712 1.2 ± 1.5 
Little grip 0.732 2.8 + 0.9 
Pan handle 0.786 -0.5 ± 0.3 
Lower lift 2.77 1.0 ± 0.5 
Upper lift 2.92 2.7 ± 1.0 
Kettle handle 1.36 -0.7 ± 1.5 
Fine pinch 5.03 1.2 ± 2.3 
Coarse pinch 0.35 1.1 ± 1.0 
Fine twist a22.92 2.4 ± 4.4 
Coarse twist a7.72 3.1 ± 1.6 
New lift 2.14 0.1 + 0.3 
-
ARTHROGR.\PH 
:3tiffness a1.24x10-3 
Position b1.03x10-2 
Oscillation b2.68x10-3 
FIGURE 5.1. The calibration factors, accuracy and 
precision of the transducers, where 
precision = 95% confidence limits of 
the systemic error 
a - units = Nm/Integer 
b - units = degrees/Integer 
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finger extension forces 
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LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
DEVICE MEAN s Min Max Sk p ' t-1EAN s Hin Max Sk ·-' 
l_)OWER In 68.4 21.1 36 110 0.1 >.05 26 68.3 21.9 35 117 0.4 
GRIP Mi 129.1 39-1 38 188 -0.4 >.05 26 137-1 37-3 62 218 0.4 
Ri 88.7 26.0 41 142 0.4 "-05 26 99-7 23.5 53 143 0.01 
Li 55.2 18.1 23 97 0.4 >.05 26 57.1 18 .1 23 103 0.6 
TOTAL 335.4 88.0 187 469- 0.2 >.05 26 354.9 74.0 221 476 0 
PAN max grip 119.2 58.0 62 249 1.1 .01 25 131.0 61.3 31 309 0.8 
lo lift 39.9 12.8 20 76 0.8 <,OS 25 44.6 15.9 16 76 0.3 '>,01 
up lift 43.6 16.3 17 79 0.6 >.05 25 48.4 22.2 13 107 1.0 
max lift grip 87.4 48.1 19 227 1.2 <.01 25 91-5 67.7 13 295 1.4 
KETTLE max grip 52.2 33-3 1) 114 0.4 >.05 25 51:S.1 31:S.O 7 156 0.8 
lo lift 111.9 64.2 40 302 1.8 <.01 25 99-5 47.3 29 231+ 1.3 
up lift 119.6 65.7 39 307 1.7 <.01 25 105.3 48.9 28 237 1.2 
max lift _gri_:e 29.1 28.3 1 129 2.0 <.01 25 28.6 20.9 2 65 0.4 
PULP In 55.6 13.2 28 92 0.2 >.05 25 55-9 12.6 33 83 -0.1 
PINCH Mi 53.8 19-5 8 99 0.1 >.05 25 52-9 15.8 19 92 0.2 
Ri 36.9 13-7 14 67 0.3 >.05 25 41.3 13.6 17 78 0.7 
Li 30.3 9.4 11 44- 0.3 ;>.05 25 31.4 8.8 17 44 -0.1 
EXTENSION In 6.5 2.5 1.0 14.9 1.4 <.01 23 6.1) 2.0 2.8 11.7 0.6 
Mi 5.6 1.8 0.4 8.3 -0.8 <..05 23 6.6 2.0 3.0 10.6 0.2 >.0/ 
Ri 4.7 1.4 2.5 8.1 0.6 >.05 23 5-2 1.4 2.5 8.5 O.'+ 
Li 4.0 0.9 2.6 5-7 0.4 >.05 23 3-9 1 .1 1.9 6.2 0.5 
KEY TWIST 1.3 0.3 0.7 1.8-0.3 ""05 25 1.3 0.2 0.8 1.7 -0.2 
TUBE TWIST 6.0 1.5 3-4 8.3 -0.3 >.05 25 5-9 1.6 3.4 8.8 0 
:':ATERAL PINCH 89 .2_____?0 0 0 __ 5~ . 121 -- 0 -· >.05 
--
25_ _ 91.5_ 1z.6 _ 64 11_7 -().2 
FIGURE 5.9. Mean forces (Newtons) obtained for healthy subjects 
S - standard deviation 
Sk - skewness 
P - probability of no skewness 
n - number of subjects 
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FIGURE 5o10o Techniques used in lifting a 
pan or kettle 
FINGER L:1dex t!iddle 
- - -SUBJ.F::C'r X s c X s ,.. :.-:. 
-
CONSECUTIVE MEASUR~MENT 
1 110 12 10.9 151+ 18 11.7 112 
2 43 12 27.9 120 13 10.) 125 
3 44 4 9.1 100 15 ~5.0 7h 
4 68 12 17.6 135 11 Fl.1 97 
5 9+ 7 13.0 92 24 26.1 97 
6 91 .3 3-3 161 12 7.5 128 
7 90 9 10.0 142 25 17.6 105 
8 65 14 21.5 103 17 16. ~) 48 
9 74 17 23.0 90 30 33-3 73 
10 42 8 19.0 75 10 13-3 68 
MEAN 15.5 15.9 
s 7-5 8.2 
FIGURE 5.11• Power grip, subject variability(C) 
x - mean result of subject(Newtons) 
S - standard deviation 
Ihnr; Little 
-~ r .. ... 
,) 
·----··-
13 11.0 6R 10 
10 ,'~ .0 65 7 
7 9-2 5.? 10 
7 7.2 1+7 8 
13 13.4 }+ 3 9 
11 8.1] 7<C3 7 
9 8.6 91 10 
3 6.3 87 10 
21 2R.8 41 7 
G 8.8 66 9 
11 .1 
6.6 
r 
11r. 7 
10.?\ 
19.?. 
17.0 
20.9 
9.0 
11.0 
11.5 
17.1 
13.6 
14.5 
4.0 
------
Toted 
-X s c 
4 39 2~:, 6. 1, 
351+ 211 fi.8 
2(;:) 1h 6. 1 
31+ 3 13 "7 () .).0 
279 27 9.7 
448 23 5. 1 
419 43 10.3 
283 14 4.9 
2h2 19 7-3 
241 18 7.5 
6.8 
2.0 
~.~---------
_,. 
()'\ 
+-
• 
Index 
SUBJECT X s c 
SPLIT MEASUREMENT 
a 80 19 23.8 
b 123 13 10.6 
c 83 6 7.2 
d 65 8 12.3 
e 94 18 19 01 
f 94 11 11.7 
g 112 12 10.7 
h So 15 18.8 
i 98 14 1lt o3 
j 79 5 6.3 
MEAN 13.5 
s 5.6 
FIGURE 5.1~ (continued) 
Middle Ring 
-
-X s c X s c 
19L1. 16 8.2 139 6 !+ -3 
140 39 27.9 119 13 10.9 
167 17 10o2 124 13 10a5 
157 8 501 - - -
148 10 12.8 106 14 13.2 
157 25 15.9 110 11 10.0 
181 21 11o6 133 21 15 .C; 
141 33 23.4 124 6 4.8 
198 35 17.7 119 12 10.1 
149 40 26.8 150 15 10.0 
16.0 10.0 
7.9 3.6 
Power grip~ subject variability(C) 
x = mean result of subject(Newtons) 
S ~ standard deviation 
Little 
X s c X: 
95 1 Ll- 14.7 501 
67 5 7.5 455 
74 3 4 01 443 
71 8 11.3 419 
51 4 7.8 391 
91 8 8.8 446 
55 10 18.1 478 
54 5 9.3 392 
72 14 19.4 480 
52 5 9.4 422 
11.0 
4,9 
Total 
s 
38 
23 
23 
10 
49 
25 
5ll-
43 
51 
36 
c 
7.6 
5.1 
5.2 
2.4 
12.5 
5.6 
11o3 
11.0 
10.6 
8.5J 
s.o I 
3.3 I 
-" 
0\ 
\Jl 
0 
Maximum Lower 
Grip Lift 
-
- -SUBJECT X s c X s c X 
CONSECUTIVE 1'1EASUREMENT 
1 118 22 18.6 27 2 7.4 27 
2 141 31 22 73 5 6.8 72 
3 282 31 11.0 71 6 8.5 90 
4 108 8 7.4 36 3 8.3 43 
5 83 11 13-3 44 7 15.9 48 
6 91 21 23.1 50 3 6 .. 0 61 
7 196 22 11.2 37 3 8.1 44 
8 61 9 14.7 29 3 10.3 35 
9 141 20 1 L~. 2 64 5 7 .. 8 79 
10 148 27 18.2 42 2 4.8 41 
11 171 18 10.5 45 3 6.7 46 
MEAN 14.9 8.2 
s 5.0 2.9 
FIGURE 5.12. Pan, subject variability(C) 
i - mean result of subject(Newtons) 
S - standard deviation 
--
Upper 
I,ift 
-s c X 
4 14.8 89 
9 12.5 -
8 8.9 275 
5 11.6 104 
9 1G.8 82 
10 16.4 90 
3 6.8 180 
5 14.3 58 
11 13.9 132 
3 7-3 -
7 15.2 
-
12.8 
3.8 
---- -- -
Grip at 
1'1ax. Lift 
s c 
27 30.3 
- -
31+ 12.4 
·6 5.8 
11 13.4 
22 24.4 
16 8.9 
9 15.5 
22 16.7 
- -
= 
-
15-9 
8.0 
I 
_.. 
0\ 
0\ 
• 
Maximum Lower Upper 
Grip Lift lift 
- - -SUBJECT X s c X s c X s c 
SPLIT MEASUREMENT 
a 114 26 22.8 39 6 15.4t 37 7 18.9 
b 99 9 9.1 53 3 S.7 56 18 32.1 
c 62 24 38.7 36 7 19.4 38 14 36.8 
d 92 27 29-3 19 2 10.5 17 4 23-5 
e 138 22 15-9 37 4 10.8 36 8 22.2 
f 118 20 16.9 38 4 10.5 39 8 20.5 
g 46 18 39.1 23 11 47.8 33 13 39-3 
h 156 16 10.3 45 3 6.7 59 12 20.3 
MEAN 22.8 15.9 26.7 
s 11.9 13.6 8.1 
~- ~·~~ -----·---· --
-
FIGURE 5.12 (continued) Pan, subject variability(C) 
x - mean result of subject(Newtons) 
S - standard deviation 
-X 
94 
89 
66 
76 
112 
105 
43 
140 
~- -
Grip at 
Max. Lift 
s c 
15 16.0 
10 11 .21 
11 16.7 
19 15.0 
21 18.8 
24 22.9 
17 39-5 
18 12.9 
20.4 
9.0 
--
_. 
~ 
---J 
• 
Haximum 
Grip 
SUBJECT X s 
1 24 6 
2 41 6 
3 17 6 
4 50 11 
5 33 11 
6 52 33 
7 11 4 
MEAN 
s 
Lower Upper 
lift lift 
c X s c X s c 
25.,0 46 4 8.,7 '+7 4 8o5 
14.,6 138 13 9.,4 146 18 12o3 
35o3 87 11 12o6 89 12 13o5 
22.0 72 7 9o7 82 9 11e0 
33 .. 3 96 9 9 .. 4 96 11 11 .. 5 
63o5 79 16 20 .. 3 88 18 20o5 
36o4 128 15 11o7 128 17 13o3 
32o9 11o7 13o0 
15o7 4oO 3o7 
FIGURE 5o13o Kettle = subject variability(C) 
x - mean result of subject 
S - stand:.rd deviation 
Grip at 
max lift 
X s 
15 3 
23 6 
6 2. 
30 9 
24 9 
32 19' 
8 3 
c 
20o0 
26oO 
33o3 
30o0 
37o5 
59 .. 4 
37<>5 
35o8 
12o6 
' I 
~ 
0'1 
Q:> 
Q 
Index Middle lUng 
- - -SUBJECT X s c X s c X s 
PULP PINCH 
1 56.95 3.64 6.4 50.00 5.15 10.3 36.51 6.09 
2 67.46 5-25 7.8 73.61 6.47 8.8 57-99 5.64 
3 22.22 7.42 10.3 60.42 5-30 8.8 40.62 4.68 
4 68.75 4.39 6.4 66.67 9-27 13.9 49.65 10.01 
5 37-50 2.97 7-9 31.95 3-32 10. 1+ 17.46 2.64 
6 48.61 8.27 17.0 51.59 5.28 10.2 36.46 2-32 
7 58.33 3.64 6.2 38.54 5-83 15.1 39.24 3.47 
8 45.14 1.96 4.3 48.26 4.91 10.2 32.99 1.78 
MEAN 8.3 11.0 
s 3-9 2.3 
-------- -------- --
FIGURE 5.14. Pulp and lateral pinch, subject variability(C) 
x - mean result of subject(Newtons) 
S- standard,deviation 
-c X 
16.7 32.29 
9-7 42.71 
11.5 32.99 
20.0 34.38 
15.1 20.83 
6.4 19.44 
8.8 31.25 
5.4 22.22 
11.7 
5.2 
Little 
s 
5.74 
5.54 
5.02 
5.34 
1.49 
2.10 
3.23 
3-32 
c 
17.8 
13.0 
15.2 
15.5 
7.1 
10.8 
10.3 
15.0 
13.1 
3-5 
-> 
0\ 
\.() 
• 
LATERAL PINCH 
consecutive split 
SUBJECT - s X 
--
a 94 6 
b 100 7 
c 102 8 
d 91 '7 I 
e 90 4 
f 102 3 
g 93 4 
h 108 4 
i 86 5 
MEAN 
s 
FIGURE 5.14 (continued) 
-c X s c 
6.4 95 6 6.3 
7.0 103 3 2.9 
7.8 110 14 12.7 
7-7 94 6 6.4 
4.1t- 90 3 3-3 
2.9 99 5 5.1 
4.3 9Lt- 5 5-3 
3-7 108 3 2.8 
5.8 90 8 8.9 
5.6 6.0 
1.8 3-2 
Pulp and lateral pinch 9 subject variability(C) 
x - mean result of subject 
S - standard deviation 
...... 
---.1 
0 
• 
Twist Key Tube 
- -SUBJECT X s c X s c 
1 1o50 0 013 8o3 5o9 Oo7 11o9 
2 1o40 Oo 10 7o6 3o2 Oo5 15o6 
3 1o37 Oo 16 11o7 4o6 1o1 23o9 
4 1o38 Oo09 6o8 lj. 0 7 Oo5 10o6 
5 Oo81 Oo07 8o8 7o7 Oo7 9 01 
6 Oo97 Oo04 4 ,. 0.7 6o3 Oo7 11 0 1 
7 1o08 Oo03 2o8 5o5 Oo7 12o7 
8 Oo86 Oo09 10o2 - - -
MEAN 7o6 - - 13o6 
s 2o9 
- - 5o0 
F'IGURE 5o 15o Key and tube twist and extension force 
subject variability(C) 
x = mean result of subject(Newtons) 
S = standard deviation 
l 
_, 
-....J 
_, 
172. 
':2:/ANSDUCER CONS~CUTIVE SPLIT 
- - X P(X) X s n X s n 
PO'tJ :;_rt In 15-5 7.5 10 13 .. 5 5.6 10 0.68 0.50 
GRIP !1i 15 .. 9 8 .. 2 10 16.0 7.,9 10 0.03 0.98 
Ri 11 .. 1 6.6 10 10 .. 0 3.6 10 0.46 0.64 
Li 14.5 4 .. 0 10 11 .. 0 4 .. 9 10 2.25 0.02 
Total 6.8 2 .. 0 10 8 .. 0 3 .. 3 10 0.98 0.32 
PAN max grip 14.9 5.0 11 22 .. 8 11.9 8 1.76 0.08 
lo lift 8.2 2.9 11 15.9 13.6 8 1.57 0.12 
up lift 12.8 3.8 11 26 .. 7 8.,1 8 4.50 <0.01 
max lift grip 15.9 8 .. 0 8 20.4 9.0 8 -1.06 0.28 
LATERAL PIY.CH 5.6 1 .. 8 9 6 .. 0 3 .. 2 9 0.33 0.74 
FIGURE 5.16. A comparison between the subject variability 
from consecutive and split measurement 
x - mean result 
S - standard deviation 
P(X) = probability of both measurements 
being the same 
TRA~lSDUCER 
?0\iER In 
GRIP Mi 
Ri 
Li 
Total 
PAN max grip 
lower lift 
upper lift 
max lift grip 
KE'I'TLE r.1ax grip 
lower lift 
upper lift 
max lift grip 
PULP In 
PINCH Mi 
Ri 
Li 
EXTENSION In 
Mi 
Ri 
Li 
KEY 
TUBE 
LATERAL PINCH 
FIGURE 5.17., 
173., 
RA:IJGE MEAN s 
min to max 
(7o) (%) 
3-3 - 27.9 15.5 7.5 
7.5 - 3;.3 15.9 8.2 
6.3 - 28.8 11.1 6.6 
9.0 
-
20.9 14.5 4.0 
3.8 
-
10.3 6.8 2.0 
7.4 - 23o1 14.9 ).0 
4.8 
- 15o9 8.2 2o9 
6.8 
-
18o8 12.8 3.8 
5.8 - 30.3 15o9 8.0 
1 L~. 6 
- 63.5 32.9 15.7 
9.4 - 20.3 11.7 4.0 
') 20.5 13.0 3o7 Uo) -
20.0 
-
59.4 35.,8 12.6 
4.3 
-
17.0 8.3 3.9 
8o8 
-
15ol 11 .. 0 2.3 
5o4 
-
20o0 11.7 5.2 
7 01 
-
17.8 13.1 3·5 
1.8 
-
10.2 6.0 2.9 
4.7 
-
9.8 6o6 2.2 
4o2 
-
16.1 8o6 501 
5.8 - 16.7 8o8 3.8 
2.8 
-
11.7 7.6 2.9 
9 01 
- 23.9 13 .. 6 5.0 
2.9 
-
7.8 5.6 1.8 
Summary table of subject variability 
S = standard deviation 
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175o 
LEFT :rA;m RIGHT 'f).:ID 
In l·1i Ri Li In Mi Ri Li 
~ 
T'HS X 18.9 37o0 29a7 16o4 19o5 37o3 28.3 16.5 
THESIS s . 4.0 5o8 6o2 3a8 4o2 6o2 4o4 4o8 
- 23o2 33o9 27o7 15o2 24o7 32a8 27o0 15a5 X 
OHTSUKI 
s 4o2 5o 1 3o2 3o3 3o9 3o4 2o2 2o0 
FI~~RE 5o19ao Peicentage contribution of fingers to power 
grip in healthy subjects 
-x = mean result 
S standard deviation 
n - number of subjects measured 
LEF'I' nAND RIGnT HAND 
In 11i Ri Li In Hi Ri Li 
~ 
20o0 36o5 29o? X 15o9 19o6 36o9 29o2 16oO 
HAXHIUM 
s 4.0 7.0 5o9 4oO 4o6 7 01 4o3 4o3 
-FORCE AT X 19o0 36o4 29o2 15o5 18o9 36o2 30o3 15o3 
HAXH!UN 
PO\>JER GRIP s 4o4 7 01 5o6 4o0 4o6 7o5 5o2 4o 1 
FIGURE 5a19bo Comparison between percentage finger 
contribution measured at the power grip 
maximum and that using the maximum finger 
force 
x ~ mean result 
S ~ standard deviation 
n 
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FIGURE 5.38 Scatter diagram of the mean kettle lifting forces against the maximum 
handle grip forces for left hand lifts of healthy subjects 1\) 
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FIGURE 5.39. Scatter diagram of the mean kettle lifting forces against the handle 
grip forces at maximum Jift for left hand lifts of healthy subjects 
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FIGURE 5o40o Scatter diagram of the mean kettle lifting forces against the maximum 
handle grip forces for the right hand lifts of healthy subjects 
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FIGURE 5.41. Scatter diagram of the mean kettle lifting forces against the handle 
~rip forces at maximum lift for right hand lifts of healthy subjects 
I\) 
0 
\..N 
• 
Left Hand Right Hand 
Corr Sl In Sig Corr Sl In Sig 
PAN 
max grip 0.560 2.28 23.8 0.0018 0.587 1.93 41.4 0.0010 
max lift grip 0.363 1.23 36.3 0.0374 0.277 1.00 4L~ .8 0.0902 
KETTLE 
rnax grip 0.161 0.08 42.7 0.2210 0.141 0.11 46.6 0.2502 
max lift grip -0.144 -0.06 36.4 0.2463 -0.;·23 -0.14 42.4 0.05751 
FIGURE 5.42. Regression analysis of the m~an lifting forces against the handle 
gripping forces of healthy subjects 
Carr - Correlation coefficient 
Sl - ~egression line slope 
In - Regression line intercept 
Sig - significance of no correlation 
1\J 
0 
~ 
• 
LSFT HAND 
DEVICE a MEAN-- SD :nN ;:JAX SK p 
POWER In 22 .. 2 17.3 0 81 1.5 <.0.,01 
GRIP Mi 37 .. 8 28.0 1 137 1 .. 4 <0.,01 
Ri 32 01 26.7 2 100 0.9 <. o.o'!) 
->G>.OI 
Li 23.0 16.9 0 64 0 .. 9 < o.os ;::o-0.01 
Total 110.9 70.1 30 291 o.8 <f'.OS >o.or 
PAN max grip 46.2 29.0 0 110 0,6 * >0.05 
lo lift 11.9 11.8 0 50 1.6 <0.01 
up lift 14.6 14.9 0 62 1 .. 7 <0.01 
max lift grip 41.5 26.2 0 98 0.5 >0.05* 
KETTLE max grip 32.2 22.9 0 97 0.9 .O::.o.oS >o.or 
lo lift 22.9 27.2 0 99 1.9 <0.01 
up lift 25.7 29.0 0 99 1 .. 6 <0.01 
max lift grip 18.1 18.6 0 84 1.6 <0.01 
PU.LP In 18.8 12.4 0 61 1 .1 <0.01 
PINCH J:Ii 18.2 12.8 2 72 2.1 <0.01 
Ih 13.6 10.2 0 50 1.4 <0.01 
6.6 28 0.6 • Li 11 .. 5 0 0.05 
EXTENSION In 2.6 1.8 0 7.7 0.6 >0.05. 
i'1i 2.7 2.1 0 .. 2 7 .. 3 0.8 <o.oS >o.or 
Ri 1.9 2.1 0 9 .. 4 2.1 <0.01 
Li 2.1 1.7 0 6o4 0.8 <o.O'S >o.o1 
KEY 0.5b 0.3 0 .. 1 1.2 0.9 <o.os ~..,~. 
TUBE 2.1° 1.2 0.4 5.4 1 .1 <.0.01 
LATERAL PINCH 38.3 24.3 8 92 0.6 >0.05* 
FIGURE 5.43. Mean results obtained on each transducer 
from patients with arthritis(a-all units 
Newtons except b=Newton-metres) 
SO-Standard Deviation 
P-Probability of no Skewness (•- none at 
5% level) 
N-Number 
205. 
N 
38 
38 
38 
38 
38 
36 
36 
36 
36 
37 
37 
37 
36 
38 
38 
38 
38 
31 
31 
31 
30 
35 
31 
24 
RIGH'r HAND 
DEVICE iv!EANa SD MIN l-'iAX SK p N 
PO',v:2:R In 25.,8 18 .. 6 4 73 1.,2 <.0~01 37 
G::HP Mi 37 .. 9 30o0 6 120 1.,4 <0 .01 37 
Ri 32 .. 2 22 .. 2 4 81 Oo7 <. o.os 37 >o.ot 
Li 21o9 18 .. 5 1 72 1 .. 3 <0.01 37 
Total 113 .. 4 77.8 22 341 1.,2 <0.01 37 
PAN max grip 53o9 33 .. 6 0 127 0.,5 >0.05* 36 
lo lift 12 .. 1 11o4 0 53 1.,9 <0.01 36 
up lift 14o2 13 .. 6 0 64 1 .. 9 <0.01 36 
max lift grip 48 .. 4 31 .. 9 0 125 0 .. 7 .c.c.cS 36 >o.DI 
KETTLE max grip 25o9 17.,9 1 89 1.,4 "'-0.01 38 
lo lift 25 .. 2 24 .. 5 0 99 1 .. 7 <0.01 38 
up lia 28o6 27.7 0 99 1.,3 <0.01 38 
max lift grip 13 .. 3 17.0 0 89 3 .. 0 <0.01 38 
PULP In 19e9 12 .. 5 2 58 L1 <0.01 38 
PINCH Mi 17.,4 10.7 5 44 0.,7 <o.os 38 >O.Ot 
Ri 13 .. 1 8 .. 5 0 38 LO <.0.01 38 
Li 9 .. 7 5 .. 5 0 19 0 >0.05* 38 
;:;~~TENSION In 2 .. 8 1 .. 8 0 7 .. 1 0 .. 7 <o.oS 31 >o.DI 
!1i 3o0 2 .. 0 0 8 .. 1 0.,6 >0.05* 31 
Ri 2.,2 1 .. 9 0 9a7 Co3 <0.01 31 
Li 2o0 1.,6 0 6 .. 0 0.,7 <O.OS 31 >o.D\ 
KEY 0.,5° 0~3 Oo04 1.2 o .. 4 >0.05* 38 
TUBE 2 .. 0° 1 .. 4 0 6 .. 2 1.,4 <0.01 31 
LATERAL PINCH 43 .. 3 21 .. 8 8 7 .. 8 0.2 >0.05* 24 
FIGURE 5.43.(continued) Mean results obtained on each 
transducer from patients with arthritis 
(a-all units Newtons except b-Newton-metres) 
SD~Standard Deviation 
P-Probability of no skewness (*- none at 
5% level) 
N-Number 
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FIGURE 5o44o Scatter diagram of the maximum power grip forces 
from patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5o46. Scatter diagram of the maximum kettle forces from 
patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5.47. Scatter diagram of the maximum pulp pinch 
forces from patients \ITith arthritis 
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FIGURE 5 .. 48. Scatter diagram of the maximum extension forces 
from patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5.49. Scatter diagram of the maximimum key and tube torques 
from patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5.50. Scatter diagram of the maximum lateral 
pinch forces from patients with 
arthritis 
TRANSDUCER 
PO\vER In 
GRIP Jvli 
Ri 
Li 
Total 
PAN max grip 
lo lift 
up lift 
max lift grip 
KETTLE maxgrip 
lo lift 
up lift 
max lift grip 
PULP In 
PINCH Mi 
Ri 
Li 
EXTENSION In 
Mi 
Ri 
Li 
KEY 
TUBE 
LATERAL PINCH 
?IGURE 5.51 .. 
LEFT HAND RIGHT 
MEAN a s MIN MAX n MEANa s 
34 .. 0 21 .. 2 12 81 13 30 .. 3 21.0 
48 .. 2 35-9 16 137 13 49 .. 2 33.8 
34 .. 2 28.3 2 100 13 38o6 26.0 
23.5 17.3 5 59 13 26.7 20 .. 0 
133-5 80 .. 8 53 291 13 139.2 89 .. 4 
47.4 33.8 0 110 12 63 .. 6 43.2 
17.2 14.4 0 50 12 17.4 14.7 
19.8 18.6 2 62 12 20 .. 4 17.8 
42.7 30.7 0 98 12 59.4 42.0 
34.8 29.2 0 97 13 29.3 22.6 
33 .. 6 39.8 1 99 13 37-3 33.2 
36.7 35-9 0 99 13 41.1 36.7 
18.1 23.4 0 84 13 15.7 23.3 
24.5 15.1 7 61 13 24 .. 9 15.5 
23.2 17.0 7 72 13 20.8 12.4 
16.8 12.5 6 50 13 13.8 9.3 
11.8 5.9 4 23 13 10.7 6.4 
3-4 2.0 0.9 7-7 10 3.1 2.2 
3o 1 2 .. 5 0.4 68 10 3.2 2.1 
1.,6 1.2 0 3 .. 8 10 2.0 1 .. 2 
1.7 1 .. 6 0.2 5.0 10 1 .. 9 1.6 
0 .. 7° 0.3 0.1 1 .. 2 13 0.7b 0 .. 3 
,b 2.3 1.5 1.0 5.4 12 2.4° 1 .. 7 
48.8 27.9 11 92 10 50.4 23.8 
Mean results obtained from patients 
attending the drug trial clinic 
a - Newtons, b - Newton metres 
S - standard deviation 
n - number of patients 
214 .. 
HAND 
MIN MAX n 
5 73 13 
13 120 13 
8 81 13 
8 69 13 
44 341 13 
0 127 12 
1 53 12 
3 64 12 
0 125 12 
1 89 13 
6 99 13 
5 99 13 
0 89 131 
8 58 13: 
5 44 13 
5 38 13 
0 19 13 
0.8 7.1 10 
0.7 6.5 10 
0 3.8 10 
0 4.6 10 
0.2 1.2 13 
0.7 6.2 12 
14 78 10 
TRANSDUCER 
POWER In 
GRIP Mi 
Ri 
Li 
Total 
PAN max grip 
lo lift 
up lift 
max lift grip 
KETTLE maxgrip 
lo lift 
up lift 
max .lift grip 
PULP In 
PINCH Mi 
Ri 
Li 
EXTENSION In 
Hi 
Ri 
Li 
KEY 
TUBE 
LATERAL :-FINCH 
FIGURE 5.52. 
LEFT HAND RIGHT 
MEAN a s MIN MAX n MEANa s 
16~3 14o 1 0 48 15 29o2 20~3 
37o9 23.6 1 80 15 39v8 32o 1 
35o2 26v1 5" 86 15 35-5 22 0 
30.0 17o3 0 64 15 27.7 18.5 
115.6 63o7 23 236 15 126o8 77e7 
47.4 28.3 9 108 15 57-7 28.5 
9-9 8e9 0 32 15 10.9 10 01 
11.7 12.2 0 46 15 12.7 11.5 
43.2 25-5 8 85 15 5 .. 5 25.2 
30.1 20.5 0 62 15 22.9 16o 1 
14.9 14.4 0 49 15 19.9 17.8 
18.6 18.9 0 71 15 23.7 22.4 
20.1 18.5 0 56 14 13-7 15.0 
15-5 10.2 0 35 15 18.1 10.1 
16.6 9.5 4 32 15 17.1 10.0 
13.4 8.7 2 29 15 14 .L~ 9.0 
10.6 5-3 3 19 15 8.5 5.8 
1.9 1.8 0 5-2 13 2o6 1.8 
2.8 2.3 0.2 7.3 13 3o5 2.2 
2.4 2o9 0 9-3 13 2 .. 7 2.7 
2.1 1o8 0 6.4 13 1.9 1.9 
0.5° 0.2 0.2 1 .. 0 12 0.5° Oo3 
2.2° 1o0 0.7 4.2 9 2.4° 1.2 
40.0 20.1 16 65 4 48.5 24.2 
Mean results obtained from patients 
attending the rheumatology clinic 
a - Newtons, b - Newton metres 
S - standard deviation 
n - number of patients 
215. 
I HAND 
HIN MAX n 
4 68 14 
7 113 14 
4 70 14 
8 72 14 
22 260 14 
14 112 15 
0 38 15 
0 44 15 
9 87 15 
3 65 15 
0 59 15 
0 74 15 
0 58 15 
2 35 15 
5 35 15 
0 29 15 
0 19 15 
0 6.0 13 
0 8.1 13 
0 9-7 13 
0 6oO 13 
0.4 0.9 15 
0.5 4.7 9 
23 77 4 
TRANSDUCER 
POWER In 
GRIP Mi 
Ri 
Li 
Total 
PAN max grip 
lo lift 
up lift 
max lift grip 
KETTLE maxgrip 
lo lift 
up lift 
max lift grip 
PULP In 
PINCH Mi 
Ri 
Li 
EXTENSION In 
Mi 
Ri 
Li 
KEY 
TUBE 
LATERAL PINCH 
FIGURE 5.53 .. 
-
LEFT HAND RIGHT 
MEANa s MIN MAX n MEANa s 
15.5 9.4 4 31 10 15.3 5.9 
24.1 16.7 5 60 10 20.8 8.6 
24.7 26.7 4 88 10 19.1 10.7 
11.9 9.5 1 28 10 7 .. 5 4.6 
74.5 54.6 30. 190 10 61.0 23.1 
42.6 26.2 9 84 9 34.6 19.0 
9-3 10.5 1 36 9 7.0 4.2 
12.6 13-3 2 45 9 8.4 5-9 
37.2 23.4 9 76 9 28.7 16.9 
32.1 18.3 8 63 9 25.8 14.3 
20.1 30.6 1 99 9 17.4 13-3 
21.8 30.6 1 99 9 19.6 15.2 
15.0 11 • 1 0 32 9 9.4 8.9 
16.4 9-9 1 33 10 15.9 9-9 
14.0 9-3 2 31 10 13.5 8.7 
9.7 8.2 0 22 10 10.2 6.2 
12.4 9.2 0 28 10 10.2 3-6 
3.0 1 i· • -r 0.9 5.5 8 2.6 1.0 
2.0 1.0 0.6 3.6 8 2.1 1 .1 
1.5 1 • 1 0 3.0 8 1.8 0.9 
2".7 1.5 0.8 5-3 7 2.1 1.3 
0.4b 0.3 0.2 1.2 10 0.3° 0.2 
1.62b 0.9 0.4 3.4 10 1.3° 0.7 
27.1 18.4 8 64 10 34.2 17.1 
Mean results obtained from patients 
in the rheumatology ward 
a - Newtons, b - Newton metres 
S - standard deviation 
n - number of patients 
216. 
HAND 
MD: l·IAX n 
7 23 10 
6 33 10 
7 37 10 
1 14 10 
29 102 10 
11 60 9 
2 14 9 
2 17 9 
8 53 9 
2 51 10 
2 34 10 
2 39 10 
0 28 10 
7 33 10 
5 31 10 
2 22 10 
3 14 10 
0.6 4.0 8 
0.4 4.0 8 
0.8 3-3 8 
0.4 4.1 8 
0.1 0.7 10 
0 2.7 10 
8 58 10 
TRANSDUCER 
PO'!IER In 
GRIP Hi 
Ri 
Li 
total 
PAN max grip 
lo lift 
up lift 
max lift grip 
KETTLE maxgrip 
lo lift 
up lift 
max lift grip 
PULP In 
PINCH Mi 
Ri 
Li 
EXTEiJSION In 
Mi 
Ri 
Li 
KEY 
TUBE 
LATERAL PINCH 
FIGURE 5.54., 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
F A c A F A c 
5-43 0.009 0.61 Oo024 2.38 Oo 108 0.50 
2 .. 23 Oo 122 Oo61 0.024 2o83 Oo073 0.51 
0.51 0.604 0 .. 36 1aOOQ 2o65 0.085 0.53 
4.02 Oo027 Oa44 0 .. 531 5o 13 0.011 Oo53 
2 .. 18 0.128 0.48 0.286 3a66 0 .. 036 0.55 
0.09 0.915 0.43 Oa563 2o23 Oo 124 0.61 
1.31 Oo283 0.54 Oo118 2o50 0.097 0.64 
1.08 0.351 Oo51 o. 196 2o32 0.114 0.65 
0.16 0.856 0.44 Oo530 2o76 0.078 0.66 
0.,14 0.866 0.53 Oo 149 0.43 0.656 0.52 
1.75 0.189 0.50 0.237 2.68 0.083 0.69 
1.50 0.237 0.50 0.245 2.21 0.124 0.65 
0.20 0.820 0.54 Oo 125 0.39 0 .. 683 0.64 
2.21 0.125 0.53 Oo 129 1.80 0.180 0.55 
1.73 Oo193 0.62 0.018 1.37 0.267 0.47'· 
1.43 0.252 0.52 0.153 0.79 0.460 0.42 
0.24 Oo791 0.57 0.059 0.62 0.545 0.47 
2.36 0.113 0.42 0.709 Oo35 Oo705 0.52 
o.61+ 0.537 0.49 0.362 1.27 0.295 Oo47 
0.60 Oo557 0.76 Oo001 Oo72 0.498 0.,77 
0.74 0.485 0.41 Oo823 0.03 0.972 0.48 
1.48 0.242 0 .. 48 0 .. 316 4.65 0.016 0.49 
1.05 0.364 0.55 0.146 2.19 0.131 0.60 
2.21 o. 135 0.51 0.336 1.59 0.227 0.40 
Comparison of results from the three clinics 
using ANOVA and Cochrans C - test 
F - F factor( comparison of means) 
C - Cochrans factor( comparison of variances) 
A - Probability of the means/varianees being 
the same 
217 .. 
A 
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P(x) 
F 
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FIGURE 5.55bo 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
In Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li 
28.3 35.7 23.2 18.2 22.5 34.5 26.8 21.3 
11.0 9.5 10.1 7o5 9.6 6.0 7.4 12.1 
14.6 31.4 27.2 30.6 23.9 29o3 27.6 24.8 
6.8 12.5 9.5 17.2 10.9 10.7 7-9 14.1 
25.4 33 .. 4 28.0 18.3 25.7 33·5 30.6 12.7 
20.2 11.9 10.8 10.8 10.8 7.4 12.1 6.8 
22.7 33o4 26.0 22.8 23.9 32o3 28.1 20.3 
13.6 11.3 10.0 14.4 9o3 8.5 8.9 12.5 
18.9 37.0 29.7 16.4 19.5 37-3 28.3 16.5 
4.0 5.8 6.2 3.8 4.2 6.2 4.4 4.8 
Percentage contribution of fingers to power grip 
i - mean contributions(%) 
S = standard deviation 
n - number of subjects/patients 
In 
1.69 
0.10 
11.6 
<0.01 
LEFT HAND RIGHT HAND 
Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li 
1.60 1.73 2-57 2.47 2-57 0.11 1.65 
0.10 0.08 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.92 0.10 
3.8 2.6 14.4 4.9 1.9 4.1 6.8 
<0.01 )0.01 (0.025 (0.01 <.0.,01 :>0.05 (0.01 <.0.01 
Comparison of finger contribution results; 
patient results against healthy subject 
results. 
P(X) = Probability of both means being the sa~e 
P(F) = Probability of both variances being 
the same 
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FIGU~E 5.56. Diagram comparing the finger contributi8n 
to uower ~rip of patients with arthritis 
(B) and healthy subjects(A) 
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FIGURE 5-57. Histograms of differences between 
the upper and lower maximum lifting 
forces of patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5.58. Scatter diagram and regression analysis of the upper lifting force 
measurement against the lower liftinG force measurement in the left 
hand pan lift of patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5.59. Scatter diar,ram and regression analysis of the upper lifting force 
measurement against the lower lifting force measurement in the right 
hand pan lift of patients with arthritis 1\) 
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FIGURE 5.60. Scatter diagram and regression analysis of the upper lifting force 
measurement against the lower lifting force measurement in the left 
hand kettle lifts of patients with arthritis 1\) 1\) 
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FIGURE 5.61. Scatter diagram and regression analysis of the upper lifting force 
measurement against the lower liftin~ force measurement in the right 
hand kettle lifts of patients with ~rthritis 1\) 
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FIGURE 5.62. Histograms of the differences between the 
maximum handle grin forces and the grip 
forces at maximum lift in the pan and kettle 
lifts of patients with arthritis 
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FI:lURE 5.63. Scatter diagram and regression analysis of the handle grip force 
at maximum lift against the maximum handle grip force - left hand 
pan lifts of patients with arthritis 
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Fl(iURE 5.64. Scatter diagram and regression analysis of the handle grip force 
at maximum Lift against the maximum handle ~rip force - right hand 
pan lifts uf patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5o65o Scatter diagram and re8ression analysis of the handle grip force 
at maximum lift against the maximum handle grip force - left hand 
kettle lifts of patients with arthritis 1\) 1\) 
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FIGURE 5.66. Scatter diagram and reeression analysis of the handle grip force 
at maximum lift against the maximum handle grip force - right hand 
kettle lifts of patients with arthritis 1\J 
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FIGURE 5.6?.(continued) Force-time curves uf vuwe~ grip from patients with arthritis 
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FIGIJRE 5o67o(continued) Force-time curves of power grip from patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5.68.(continued) Force-time curves of pan lift from patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5.68.(continued) Force-time curves of pan lift from patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5.69. Force-time cuves of kettle lift from patients with arthritis 
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FI~URE 5a72. Scatter diagram of the mean pan lifting forces against the maximum 
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FIGURE 5o74o Scatter diagram of the mean pan lifting forces against the maximum 
handle grip forces for right hand lifts of patients with arthritis 
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FIGURE 5.109. Initial results of physiotherapy patients with bilateral 
hand disorders ( all units are Newtons) 
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Initial results of physiotherapy patients with 
bilateral hand disorders. (all units are 
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Newton - metres.) 
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FIGURE 5.110. Detai~s of the bilateral hand disorders of 
patients attending the physiotherapy clinic 
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FIGURE 5o111a Initial results of physiotherapy patients with unilateral hand 
disorders ( all units are in Newtons) 
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Fil1URE 5o111a(continued) Initial results of physiotherapy patients with unilateral 
hand disorders ( all units are in Newtons) 
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FIGURE 5o112o Details of the unilateral hand disorders 
of patients attending the physiotherapy 
clinic 
RA= Rheumatoid Arthritis 
OA~ Osteoarthritis 
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DISCUSSION 
6.1. Calibration 
CalihrRtion of the rlevice transducers revealed a reasonably 
accurate system. The accuracy of the transducers was in the ran~e of 
-fl.""r.{. to 4.CP,i:, with a precision of better than ~4.11~~. 
Minor inaccuracies in the system will be introrluced by the 
strain gau9es, electronic circuitry and nrimarilv the analogue to 
digital conversion. In the electronic circuitry, lossP~ may be 
causrd by any of the circuit elements, for example the s"·itching 
relays. However, theE'e wi 1] probably be t']uite small, the 
non-lineilrity of the strain gauge amplifier is quoted at better thAn 
o.to.! of the full ranr,e. The Analogue conversion has an inherant 
inrtccurncy since it is not strictly linenr, but ~ten wise. l'::1ch 
strp l)einf! 1tfl mV oro.'~~: of the full scnle amplifier output. 
How0ver, the mnst siqnificant inaccuracy would he due to the 
calibration factor. The value inserted in the software is the ~can 
rP.Sillt of several calibration t<"sts and is, therefore, only an 
0.stimate of the true value. We can cAlculate limits, around the mean, 
het"'een which we have a 95~~ confidence of finding the true mean. As 
indicated in Table 5.1. these limits are within !5.4% of the mean 
calibration factor. 
6.2. Handling Experience With The System 
Over a period of several months, during subject measurement and 
with the system located in the hospital, no major breakdowns '"ere 
encountered and no major design revisions were found necessary. The 
only revisions were of a continuous software developmPnt as operating 
experience grew and areas for improvement were identified. 
The coll~ction of power nrip, pan and kettle device data was an 
early improvem~nt. Initially, the rtata collection time was fixed at 
four seconrls, but as soon as patient measurement was started, this 
was quickly recognised as inade~uate. Patients with arthritis tend 
to be slower in accomplishing tasks than their healthy counterparts. 
The data collection was therefore changed from a fixed time, 
controlled by the software, to a variable time controlled by the 
operator. 
The results output was also chan0ed to reduce the length of the 
measurement session. Initially, the maximum results and the 
force-time curves wen' printed out during the session. This was 
time consumina and hv eliminating the curve printing and compacting 
the format flown to the minimum numher of lines, the ses.::ion length 
was rerluced hy about one third (down to approximately thirty minutes)o 
A~ all the rPsults were always stored on floppy disc, the full set of 
results and force-time curves could easily he printed out later when 
more time was availableo 
Operator interaction with the computer was reduced to a minimum 
by rPmoving all unnecessary keyboard operations. Where convenient, 
sinnle key re~ponses were inclurted and any unnecessary responses 
exc lud erl o 
Patient reaction to the system was good. No patient showed any 
apprehension on being introduced to it. Generally, a lot of interest 
was shown, especially at heing 'connected to' a computer and then 
seeing the almost immerliate display of their results. 
The devices were found to he comfortable with no adverse 
reactions. Some discomfort was not~d on some device measurements, 
which appeared to be caused by the awkwardness of the task or the 
feeling of a small amount of pain. This pain was a by-product of 
both the maximum effort exertion requirPd for the test and the 
di~ease progress, rather than being a direct cause of the 
measuring device. 
The individual finger tasks, pulp pinch and extensor lift, were 
found to be the most awkward tests to perform, for both healthy 
subjects and patients. In pulp pinch the thumb to index finger 
pinch was s~tisfactory, hut it became increasingly difficult as the 
effort was transferred to the middle, ring and little fingers. The 
main problem was in maintaining sin(Jle finger measurf'ment. With the 
middle, ring and little fingers there was an increasing tendency for 
either/or both of the adjacent fingers to interfere, bv closing 
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down on to the finger l>ein!"J measurPd or onto the pinch platen. If an 
individual finqer condition could not he accomplished the operator 
had to restrain gently the offending fin~ers. The mo~t probable 
exnlanation for this interference is that anatomically, when flexed, 
the finqers simultaneously adduct becatt~e of the direction in which 
the flexor tendons pull anrl the anatomical configuration of the 
~~CP joint. 
During pulp pinch measur0mPnt, it was observed in both healthy 
subjects and patients that the distal interphalangeal joint would 
sometimes shift position from flexion to extension. This again was 
more obvious with the midrllP., ring and little fingers. It could 
indicate a Jack of joint stability under maximum effort with the 
joint exhibiting a dynamic change into a more stable configuration. 
During extensor force measurement it was necpssary to restrain 
gently the thumb and the fingers not being mPasured. This was not 
only to restrain their involuntary extension, but also to reduce the 
tendency of subjects to extend the fingers by pivoting or rotating 
the palm on the heel of the hand. 
Involuntary extension of th~ finQers is due to the 
intertenrtinous connrctions in the dorsum of the hand, hetween the 
four extensor tPndons. The in~PX and little fin"ers are easier to 
PXtenci hecAuse they f'ach hAve an extra independent t~ndon. 
~ fundamental problPm ~ith the extensor force ~easurPmrnt that 
hecamP evident was caused by_ thf' use of the flat pronatPd hand. 
This not onlv allowpd the suh~Pct to pivot or rotate ahout the heel 
the hPalthy h~nrl this would only bf' hetween five nnd thirty ~Pgrees 
And 1PSS in a dispacrd han~. ~n imnrnverl Arranpement woul~ he to 
nrranne the MCP ioints at nn° of flexion and Measure the ~xtension 
This minht alcn mAk~ it ~"'asier to acrnmmnrlate nntirnts with 
do and in nne ca~e im~ossihle (naticnt JW - Rheumatolo~v ward). 
OvE'rAll, thr> finnPr measurPMPnts have an AssociatPd awkwnrciness 
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rluP to th~=> nnl'ltol'dc<d construction find funrtioninq of the hand. This 
ensurPs that the finqPrs are i.nterdenrnrlPnt, 1:orking to(lrt.hPr in a 
r.ommnn rtction. Only the indf'x finnnr, hPcnusp of its indPpenrlent 
muscull'lr n~t.work, <i"ln have inciependrnt control. 
With the pan and kettle devices, it was not possible to obtain 
the ri~ht combination of lifting force mea~urement transducers and 
restraining spring~. This was becausP of the wide range in lifting 
abilities nbtainPd. Whereas patients with arthritis, bPing VPry 
WN'I.k, only needed a v.·pak restraining srrin~, healthy subjec.ts 
rertuired a much stronger sprin~ to reduce the movt:>ment available. 
With too 0reat a mov0ment the lift could not be d~fined as a true pan 
or kettle lift. During patirnt measurPment, the twin-rate s~ring was 
OPnerally acceptabl~, except in a couple of situations where the 
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kettle lift exceeded the transducer maximum of lOON. The 
transnucers wen> rated at this value to ensure adf'quate SE'nsitivity 
'''hf>n meaf"uring patients. llowevPr, this arrann~>mPnt wns unsati:::factory 
when mea~1ring healthy RuhjE'cts. For the pan it was only necessary 
to instnll stron~er rrstraining springs to limit the lift movE'mrnt. 
For the kettlP, however, it was necessary to in:::tall hinher rated 
transducf>rS as well. 
The aim of usinq restraining :::prinns was to nive movement to the 
rlevice so that it was a close renresentation of the real thing. for 
nnt ients the arrangemf'nt w,,s satisfactory. However, for heal thy 
subjects Vl?'rv hiC]h lifting forcPs were encountered especially in the 
kettle lift (u~ to anproxim;lt"lY JOON). ldPnlly, c>ll tWr!"nr•!" tPsted 
!"honld lift thP nevice the s=tme amount. To fulfil this co11dition 
'"ould re11uin' a fPedback syst!"m that increased the resistance to 
motion in pronortion to the lj ftinfl force. This would lead to an 
unneccessarily complicated hydraulic system. A simpler improved 
arrangemf'nt wotJld utilise a damp pot (Figure 6.1.). For weak 
patients, the damping would be small since very little lift would be 
involved. For strong patients and suhjf'cts the damning resistance 
would easily be overcome and the damp pot would reach the limit of 
its movement. The lift would then be acting on a rigid system with 
pivots at either end to accommodate all lifting angles. 
6.). Initial Results 
Both the results from healthy subjects and patients show clearly 
the wide range of forces that the system can accurately measure. 
Thesf> results confirm the hinh variation that is obtained patient to 
patient and suhject to subject, making it difficult to consider any 
set of results as a norm. Therefore, any comnarisons that are used 
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Rigid base 
FIGURE 6.1. An improved arrangement for measuring 
the full range of lifting forces 
to assess a pPrsons pronrPSS to treatment must be confined to the 
prf!vious results of that person. Hm;Pver, in any pr!'!liminary 
investi(lation of a nPw riece of ef'!Ull'ment, comparisons between 
various qroups must he made in order to assess thP. €'Qui pment 1 s full 
canahi li ty. 
The most obvious differencP between the hPalthy subject and 
p~tient rP.sults is the clustering of the latter towards zero force. 
This is as exnected since patif'nts with arthritis are known to he 
weak. The clustering was shown hy the scatter diagrams (Fipures 
5.44. to s.sn.l and skewnf'SS results (Figure 5.4J.). The scatter 
diagrams (FiourPS 5.2. to 5.R.) and results (Fipure 5.9.) of healthy 
suh.iects indicate no skewness. Therefore, the patients' results do 
not form a statistically normal population. This aoain limits any 
statistical comparison between thf! two populations. The mean of a 
set of rP.sults is statistically robust, therefore, it can always be 
usPd to compare two Rroups. The variance is not robust, therefore, 
it cannot be used in statistical comparison. 
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In comparinq a subject or patient to his or her prPvious r~sults 
care must he takf'n. It hns been shown that each suhjPct when 
repeatedly m0asur€'d on a sinqle device, exhibits a large variation. 
The mean COPfficients of variation obtained, for all devices, range 
from 5.6~;· to 35.R~: (Fiqure 5.16. anrl 5.1?.). The lowest coefficient 
hf>inq ohtainPd for the lateral pinch force measurement 
(2 .. ~, 6 C ~ ?.fW) and the hiqhest for the kettle handle !1rip at 
maximum lift (20.~; ~ C ~ 59.4~:.). The majority of the devices had 
mean coefficients of less than 15~:, with their maxima fall inp 
below 2<J;'b. 
The finger extension forces each had mean coefficients of less 
with the ring and little fingers exhibiting a greater 
variation than the others. 
Of the pulp pinch forces, only the inoex finger had a mean 
coefficient unoer l~A. the others increasing towards the little 
finger. The v~riation of the fingers was similar though the middle 
finger was lower. 
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As the difficulty in performing these tasks was noted to increase 
towards the little finger (paragraph 6.2.) the tendency for increasing 
coefficients of variation in the same way is probably due to 
performance difficulties rather than any fumlamental di ffenmce in 
the ~ulp ninch or extension of the fingers. 
The functioni-11 tasks of pan and kettle lifting had the greatest 
overall variation. For each task the lifting forces had similar 
coefficients (I+ .8&. ~ C ~ 20. 5"i) though the pan lower lifting force 
transducer did have a smallPr mean coefficient. 
Both kettle handle grip forces had extreme coefficients of 
variation (11,.6%~ C 4 6).59:.) while the pan handle grip forces were 
much lower, but still above average. The mean coefficients for the 
p<l.n grin were ahout 15~:. with a large variation, 5.80,'. ~ c ~ 30.3~·' the 
qrip at maximum lift having the widest range. 
The extreme variation for kettle handle grip forces is probably 
because the forces involved were relatively low (lPss than 52N-
Figure 5.13.). For the pan hanrlle the grip forces were between 61N 
and 282N. Therefore, even if the kettle handle forces exhibited a 
similar absolute variation ahout the mran, as the pan handle, the 
kettle coefficient of variation would still be much higher. 
Even though the total power grip had low coefficients 
(3.8~.·. ~ C ~ 10.390 the finger force variation was much higher 
().8~: ~ C ~ 27.0%). This indicates that while the fin(lers, operating 
together, in a power grip, provide a fairly consistent maximum force, 
the maximum forces 'Produced hy individual fingers in the !lri'P are 
not consistent. 
A~ain, as with the pan and kettle devices, the relative values 
of the forces involved must he considered. The fingers, obviously 
having a lower force than the power grip force, would give a higher 
coefficient of variation for a similar variance about the mean. 
\~hen using the coefficient of variatlon, care must he taken not 
to liSe the results in isolation. The mrnn and standard deviation 
must he considered as well to ~ive a proner comnarison between 
different populations of results. However, with each rlevice, the 
rPsnlts obviouslv show a sir;nificant amount of intra-subject 
variation. As the syst"~ has hePn shown to he accurate, these 
variat inns are "'O"'t nrohabl y tre effect of subject techt1 i 'HIP. 
Frn- ohsrrv~1in~ rlurinn ~he rePrRtabilitv trial, it w~s notice~ 
that the most nhvious causes to ~ffPct techni~l!P annearPd to he 
m11srle ft>tiquP ;md suh.iPrt motivation. "usclP fatigue was gPnerally 
indicated hv the subject nerfnrminn limbering un type exercises 
rlurinn the rrst ~nriod. Ty-icallv, this would involve ranid flPxion 
~nrl ~xtensio~ of the finoPrs, or Plhow or both. Motivation is more 
difficult, brca1tse unfortunately it is a subjective assessment by 
the author based on oLs"rvatinns of the subjects' attitudes and 
mannerisms during the trial. 
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llm•f'vPr, nn noticPahl e reduction wa~ ohserved in the varia hi 1 i ty 
results obtained from mf'asurP~Pnt~ performed at the same time on two 
consecutive days, as opposed to those obtained in one continuous 
measurement se~sion. 
From this, we conc1urle th<~t Pither fatiguP and motivation are 
not a problPm or that snlit measurPment, while reducing both or one 
of these factors, has introduced another factor with a similar or 
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oreater effect, i.e. a dav to day variation. 
To stuctv this nPw factor would involve single daily 
!T'f'asur""'"'nts o\·Pr a fairlv long tiT'1e scr~le, <~nd the res11lts compnred 
for anv rlailv or wepklv variation. 
~nother mr~ior source of '~riation, espe~iallv in the pan and 
kPttlP functio!"a] tasks, cnnlrl he caused hv the mf"asurernent process 
i tsPl f. 
norT'1:'1llv wnnld. 
consrions thn11nht l•Pino rr-nqjr~rl for itc "''lrcessfl!l nPrfor..,anre. 
how they in~tinrtiv0lv ~o thP t~sk, are the ~[I!T'P. 
forre or 'score'. To 
b•1t rr>flrtions !'!Urh ;>s "T r<Jn no hnttPr nPxt time" confirm the 
comnetitive snirit that soMP subjects gave to the prncf"erlinas. 
This indicAtes th~t Mttlti-pPrform:'lnre tasks would hP imnrovr>d 
HO\·<ever 1 this wou 1 d then he 
suscePtihlP to thP rlav to r1<~y v<trirttion mentione>d above. Obviously, 
single measurP,.,ent is prPfPrable in the~t suh.iects and patients do not 
rwt an opnort11ni ty to change thf'ir technique as the tests proceed. In 
all our tf'sts the patiPnts were mensurPd onlv once per device per day, 
though they were given the opportunity of a single trial to 
familiarise themselves with the devices. In this way, intra-
subject variation was, hopefully, kept to a minimum. 
Comparing tl•c powC'r grip force-time curves of hea 1 thy subjects 
(Figure 5-Jl.) to those obtained from patients with arthritis 
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(Figure 5.67.), it can be seen that the healthy subject finger forces 
are much steadier for the duration of the grip. In the patient 
curves, the fin~er forces can he seen to chan0e substantially 
during the ~ripo 
The percentage contribution of each finger to the power ~rip, 
of hPalthy subjects, also shows a more consistent pattern than that 
obtainf'd from patients .(Figure ).')5b). The mean values are 
approximately equal, hut the standard deviations of the healthy 
subjects (3.8 to 6.2) are much lower than those from patients 
(8.'5 to 14.4). 
From the healthv subject res11lts the mirldle and ring fingers can 
he seen to con t.ri hute over 65°. (approximately )?){. and 2q~: 
respectively) of the maximum power grip. The remainder is split 
almost equally between the index and little finqers (approximately 
19~/ and 16~·:. respectively). The middle and ring finrtf'rs appear to hf' 
resnonsible for the primary role of providing the grasping force in a 
power grip. The role of the index and little finqers is secondary, 
hut since thev still sunply a significant portion, must he just 
as important. 
An explanation could be that thev rrovide a stabilising action, 
that resists anv movement of the object being held. This movement 
being caused by the primary, midrlle and ring finger, grip force acting 
on the object's shape. 
This arrangement anpears contrary to what would be expected. In 
a power ~rip, the thumb is primarily in opnosition to the middle and 
inrlex fingPrs. Therefore, it woulrl he exnected for these to provide 
the majoritv of the grip forcP. 
Our results agree well with Ohtsu~i (1qRta), given in 
Fiqure c:;.S')a, even thounh his device was fundamentally differP'1t 
from the o11e uf'erl here. !lis apparatu10 is (1 i c:;cussen in ,..,,r ... ~ranh 
2. 11.:?.. The an'lflratus r"strainrd thP sub.iPct's forParm in a nlastPr 
cast, in a supinr1ted position, with the finoers attachPd to thPir 
individual transducers. The finnPr forcP heing measurPd by flexing 
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the finqprs against the transducers. This is an unnatural nosition 
anrl if usPd to mensure n~tiPnts, a large numher woulrl find difficulty 
in nettino into it. Thi~ is contrary to ours, as the power nrip is a 
natural position and is normally used in many daily activities. and 
can hp us~rl hv hoth hPalthy suh,if>cts and natients. The thumh took 
no nnrt in Ohtsuki's anparatus, wherpas in ours it is an esspntial 
p:1rt of the powPr orin, forming onP ,~aw of t::e vice, t.be finners 
heinq the other ;:1w. 
In the nan and kettle lift, threP asnects can he studied:-
a) ThP rclntinD~hin b~tween the unper and lower lifting 
force measurement. 
b) ThP relationship between the maximum handle grip forces and the 
hnnrlle grip forces at maximu~ lift. 
c) The relationship between the handle grin forces and the maximum 
lift forCPS • 
Examination of the rf'lationship between the uppPr and lower 
lifting force measurements rPveal that, for both the pan and kettle, 
the results are highly correlate~ (coefficients bPtween 0.91 and O.Q0) 
with rP-~rPssinn slopes of less th~n 1.0 (lowP.r ov0r upper). 
The pan lift results of both patients and healthy subjects had 
regression slopr>s of much less th;om 1.0 (0.66 to o.R2). From the 
lifting techni~ues displayP.d in Figure 5.1n. a non-vP.rtical lift and 
pan tilt is indicated. Tiltinq is expecterl, being a result of the 
increasing turning moment applied to the hand as the pan is lifted. 
~hy this lift is non-vertical is difficult to answer for healthy 
subjects. For patients, it is brou9ht about by the patients tilting 
their bodies backwards. This action was confirmed by observation. 
As the patients are in pain, they compensate for lack of movement by 
tilting their bodiPs to get the extra lift they require. This then 
causes a non-vertical lift of the pan. 
The kettle lift results appear oifferent for hoth groups. The 
hPalthy subjr>ct results, with slopes of close to 1.0 ro.Q6 and n.q?) 
indicate a verticill lift (Techniflue 1, !'ir~ure 5.10.). lloh·ever, thf' 
rPsults from patients indicate a similar non-vertical lift as seen 
with the pan. The hPalthy suhiect results are as expPcted, a 
vertical lift since the handle is directly over the kettle hody. The 
patients' rPsults are explained in the same way as the pan lift, in 
terrl"s of a body tilt to cnmpPnsate for the l<1ck of sho11lder movf'ment. 
Two hasic force-time curves (Fioure 6.2.) are evi<lent for the pan 
lift, one being common to both healthy subjects and patients. Curve 
(b), apparentlv for hi~her Jiftin9 forces, sho~s the handle grip and 
the lifting forces increasin~, simultaneously to a maximum. The other 
curve (a), for lower l i fti.n~1 forcP.s, was only found in the patient 
r~sults, and shows the handle qrip force reaching its maximum prior 
to any attempted lift. From these curves, it appPars that, in a hi~h 
lift situation, subjPcts or patients alter their handle grippinR force 
as the lift progresses. This is possibly a reaction to the increasPri 
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-- Handle grip 
--- - Lift 
Force Force 
Time Time 
(a) (b) 
PATENTS WITH ARTHRITIS 
FIGURE 6.2. The basic force-time curves observed in 
the pan lift of healthy subjects and in 
patients with arthritis 
turninp ~ovem~nt imnosed hv the nan hody and restraininq spripns. 
The low l j ft nati<>nts, h0cause tl•<>y know th~t t~ev 1<1i ll hnve 
rtiffi~tJlty in liftin~, 0rip thP handle as hard a~ Po~sihle nrior to 
1 i •tinf!. This Pnf'ures that thr>v have a qood hold and thrrf'fore will 
have a rPlativPly snfe and satisfactory lift. 
EXAI!line>tion of the relationshi]'"l hetlvN>n the two hnndle rri;"l 
fnrcPs tPnd to r.onfir!'1 the hnsic curvPs. ThP rrf''llts (Figures 5.6). 
nnd s.~~.) for r~tiPnts f'hnw a hiphlv corrf'latP~ (coeffi~ir~ts of 
().()<:: i"lnd ".OC)) Nl\Wlitv l·•PtlvPen thP two gri!' forCPS. 'T'hi~ P(jURlitv 
woulrl 1-;e P'<~PctPrl in curv0 (h) nc: the rrip force incn~asPs with the 
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1 i ft forr:f' nr>d thPr<'fm-e thP rr,qximnm (1ri n fore~ anc-1 the grip forcf' at 
~r1ximnm lift coincirle. For nn rnuality to f>Xi"'t in Cl'rve (a) the 
thP p.-m lift. 
~ince the hPalthv suhjPcts also han~ a \-elsie curvr similAr to 
cu rvr (h) , an PCJUa 1 it y \\Onl rl bf' ex fl"<'t erl. llowevPr, thPSf' rPSU 1 t s 
(Fi0ure S. 0 ~. and Figurf' S.2A.) have rrpression slones of lf'c:s than 
1.0 (n.or anrl 0.7~). ThPV are more scattPrerl, with cnrrf'lation 
cnpfficir~tc: nf n.~s and n.P~, and thry have sinnific~nt int~rcepts 
of ~ON nnd hJ~. ThPrPforP, thrrp ap~enrs to bP a maximum nrip force 
hP]o~ ~hich there would he no h~ndle grip force at maximum pan lift. 
AhnvP this thrrshold, the grip rPlaxPs hetwePn its maximum and the 
lift maximum hy an amount which ~ecreases sli9htly with qrip force 
(slope <1.0). This threshold could be the minimum hnndle grip force 
reflnired for a pan lift. lln~o.·pver, care should be ta'<f'n in 
intf'rpretting this since it is an extrapolation outsi~e the measured 
range (Fi!lure 5.27. and 5.2A.). The results in this extrapolated 
region could easily have a different relationship than the other 
re(:lions and curve down to the origin. 
If as stated above the healthy subjects alter their grip to 
suit the amount of lift, a relationship would be expected betw~en 
these two parameters. However, as can be seen from Figure 5.8oa, 
no such relationship exists. The only reasonable correlation that 
exists is in the pan lift results of the patients with arthritis. 
Therefore, for healthy subjects it appears that the handle ~rip 
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force is independent of the amo11nt of lift. A relaxation of the grip 
force is evioent during the lift which is posRibly due to stress 
relaxation of the muscle. 
Patients, however, appear to have a pan handle grip force that 
is dependent on the lift force (Fiqure 5.80a) and which remains 
steaoy ouring the lift. There is also very little difference to be 
s~en between the regression analyses of the two pan handle grip 
forces, even when split into male and female groups (Figure s.ROb). 
This is as would be expected if the two forces are similar. 
For the kettle lift, the same basic force-time curve was 
observed in healthy subjects and patients with arthritis (Figure 6.3.). 
This consisted of a peak in the kettle handle grip force just as the 
kettle lift was started. This was followed by reduction, sometimes to 
zero force, as the lift attained its maximum. A second peak, lower 
than the first, was sometimes seen as the kettle was replaced. The 
kettle lift generally involved very little handle ~rip force, this 
being lower than the lifting force. This was because the kettle, 
when lifteo, appeared to be supported on the medial and distal 
phalanges in a 'hook grip'. Since the transducer was deliberately 
situated on the top of the handle, to ensure that the actual grip 
force was measured, the two peaks are probably due to the palm of the 
hand resting on the handle prior to and after the kettle lift. Very 
little relationship would therefore be expected between the two 
KEY:-
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FIGURE 6e3. ~he basic force-time curve observed 
in the kettle lift of both healthy 
subjects and patients with arthritis 
kettle handle grip forces. 
Examining the kettle rpsults (Figures 5.29., 5.30., 5.65. and 
5.66.) shows that even though there appears to be a large degree of 
scatter there is a reasonable correlation between the two handle 
grip forcPs (correlation coefficients from 0.78 to 0.88). This 
occurs above a maximum grip threshold of between 13.5N and 17.2N 
(the regression slope intercepts). Between the two groups, the main 
difference is the steeper regression slope found in the healthy 
subject results (1.29 and 1.48, the patient results being 0.93 and 
1.05). 
It appears, in a kettle lift, that there is a threshold above 
which the handle is grippPd by the hand, and below which it is just 
supported on the finRers. In a kettle lift a threshold could be 
accounted for by the reaction to the lift of the restraining springs 
i.e. the weight of the kettle. This would force the fingers of the 
hand to opPn and therPfore reduce the grip force. Helow the 
threshold the reaction force is enounh to eliminate all the grip 
force. 
For the patient rP~ults, the difference between the two grip 
forces appears to he constant throunhout the grip force range, the 
regression slope heing close to 1.0. In the healthy subject results, 
the difference appears to increase with the grip force (regression 
slope:>"1.0). From Figure '5.Roa, none of the kettle lifts show any 
correlation between the handle grip forces and the mean maximum 
lifting forces. 
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Therefore, in a kettle lift the han~le is not just supported on 
the finqers, hut is grippPd as well. This ~rip does not depend on the 
amount of lift, but it is rerluced during the lift. This is possibly 
because the wei!lht of the kettle forces the finnPrs to open slightly. 
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In the pan and kettlP lift~ di~cussPd ahove, the scatter 
diagrams usPd clrarly have a large degree of scattPr. This scatter 
i~ obviously the result of the inter-subject and inter-patiPnt 
variation. However, 1n some cnsPs a reasonable correlation was 
ohtainPcl, hut ~'er.ause of thP scatter, t!1is could ]Pacl t0 fnlsP 
irnpressions heing formPd. ThPrP.fore, any conclusions that are drawn 
must hP. onlv used as ouidPlines and not as ahsolute rules. 
Follow-up Hesults 
ThesP confirm how difficult it is to monitor nnv natiPnt 
funrt ion. 
trraterl scparatrly. 
rorf' oft':"' follnw-un rn·-=nlts, t''is is not '1r"'rtical for this 
(~ i !-== r 11 c:- c:::: i or~ • 
rlisrtl~sion of the nni~ts thnt have rrlrvanrP to whPthPr or not the 
systPm is suitahlP. as a mo!'dtor of hand flJnction. 
From a" nvr>r<tll viPwnoint, i.t is nossihlP to observe Pncouraging 
si'lns. 
have 'lUite large variations. Even so, in srvPral cases, the 
follow-11p mrnsurPmrnts can hP srpn to follow sirmi ficant trends. 
Thr.rP. arr. also a numbrr nf casrs in which the rnP<tsurPmrnt~ sudrlPnly 
drvi<ttP from the nvP.rnll trP.ncl. This clr>viation beinq areatPr than any 
nnssihle expected variation. Therrfore 1 In all probability, the 
dPvintion would he caused hy some change in the patiPnt, ~ither 
patholo~iral or psycholonical. Jn ~ost casr.s Pvirlence exists of 
similar chan~e>s in othPr clevi ce measun"mf'nts, then•hy lenr1ing 
suprort to the prPmise that the r1rviations arP the pfff'rt of some 
~atiPnt rh::mo<'. 
Patholonical <>ffr>cts coulrl inclur1P joint pain and/or :::tiffness. 
Psycholo~ical effects could he depression or just a 'can't be 
bothered torlav' feeling. ~o sturlv was nerformed to locate the causP 
of any chanqes, these hein~ bPvond the scope of this project. 
The most convenient way to find out if the svstem is capable of 
patient monitorino, would be to examine the> results of patients 
whose trPatmPnt WOJJ]d he expectPd to vield some channe in natiPnt 
pf'rform~nce. The most obvious examplPs heinq prP- and nost-opE>rativP 
or -iniertinn. 
f'atir>nt C\'\ (Finure r:;.1n6.) was mea:::ured prP- anrl nost-
orerativf'lv. fie had the relPase of the mPrlian nervP in the carpel 
tunnel performPrl on hoth wrists. As Pxpected, there was a tPmnorary 
post-operative decrease in his mPasurements of power prin, pan and 
kPttlP liftinq, tuhe twistina and lateral pinch forcPs. This dPcrPasp 
would he due to the usual immP0iate after pffects of surgery. These 
forrPs rpcovr>red in a few nays, almost to their prP-opPrative 1Pvel. 
l'nfortunatrdy, ro forther imnrovPmPnt wonld he expected for sevPral 
wreks, sincP a rrleased nerve nPeds this time to regrow. 
It was also possible to obtain measurements ~rior to and after 
shoulder intra-Articular injections in four natients (GEL, EF, JW anrl 
ENC, FirurPs 5.06., S.102., 5.103. and S.10?.). Of these, two (EF and 
ENC) showprl no significant chan~es while GEL and JW both harl 
relativPly lar~e increases in their kettle lifting forces, with 
lessrr pffects noticeable in the powPr grip, lateral ninch and tube 
twisting force measurement!'!. A large improvem<'nt in kettle lifting 
force wmtld he exppcterl, since a kettle is generally lifte>d by 
pivotin0 the i'lrm nl->out the shoulrler. Any rPrluctinn in joint pain, 
hPCi1u~e of thP <~nti-inflamm<ttnry action of thP ~tProirl, \•mulct rxtPnd 
the ranrw of motion of the s''oHlrer 1P;,r1inf) to a ClreatPr lll'10Unt of 
lift. This is hec<Hl~f', in rwneri'll, kPttle liftinn rlnes not involve 
a ~trong ~rin forrP., just a c::up;'ortinq actio.,. Therefore, anv 
im~rovrment in the shoulder joint ran0e n~nn~ nn increa~e in the hand 
movnmP.nt, <Jnd as 1 on~ as the nat i Pnt is canable of making and 
maintainin~ a 'hook 9rin', <Jn incrra~e in lifting force. 
S~""'conrlarv imnrovPmf!nt in othPr mPaSIJrPments w0uld al~o be 
expectP.d, since it is imYJos~ihle to r>nsHrf" that all the injectrrl 
m.'ltPrial stnys in the selP.cted joint. ThPre w0tJlr! hP a small 
sv~tPmic 1PakAf1e which coulrl hP hrnPficial to othrr ~nints. This 
1Pakaf1(' is confirmP.d by the neasur~""'mPnts of Pl\IR (FiflurP. "i.tnn.). 
She had an intr11-articular stnroirl injection to thP knees and her 
fore!" rnr•asurrmPnts ( nowrr 0ri p, kettle 1 i ft, latPra l pinch and tube 
twist) indic<tted" suhsf'fJ11Pnt nPneral imnrovf'mPnt. 
From the above it app~nrs that the k!"!ttle lift, power 9rip, 
pnn Jirt, l<tteral pinch anrl tuhe twisting force mea~trPments are the 
most srnsitive to chanf!PS in patiP.nt rerformi'lnce. ThPy hr~ve shown 
varving def1rPes of chan0e in situations where change was expected. 
The remainrler, nulp ninch, extension and kev twist force ~easurPments 
failed to show any siqnificr~nt chr~nf1P.S dnrin[l the peroir1 of study. 
The individual finger, pulp pinch and extension measuremPnts have a 
lRr!le varintion with no pnrticular trP.nd, appearing to vary about a 
stPady value. Owing to the method usPd, it would not be expected for 
the extension to show much chanpe. This is becuase the hand is fixed 
in a limiterl movPment position. If the hand were fixed with the XCP 
joints flexed to ninety degre~s, so that a large degree of extension 
was possihlP and therefore plnntv of room for improvement, a 
different nicture from above miqht apnear. 
Several small changes WArA obtained in the key torque 
me<tsurements, hut apain no consistent trenrl was observed. However, 
a larqe imnrovemer.t in hanrl function would he needed to show a key 
torque incrPase becnuse the moment arm of the krv, its diameter, is 
verv smnll. A tvpical aid for patients with arthritis is a 
modification to a kev that incr0ases its moment arm, so as to 
amnlifv the small twistin'l torf]ue thCJt thl"v can apnly. 
From All thl" natiPnt results the devices that appearrd to be 
the ~ost sensitive in in~icatinn cnnsistl"nt chanqA in patient 
nnrformr1nce, AS opnosed iust to VRriahility chilnqes, ,,·ere tho .-.ower 
anrl i1"1mllnio1n~ical i1nrl binchrmical nnRlys~"'s of the pc-tie!1ts' hloorl. 
ThP most rf'l 0vant n:,rts of thf' stu ely, '"-'hich were usf'd as the 
indicAtorf' of cliseAse activitv were the RitchiE' .\rticuL<r inr1PX 1 
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plnsma vi scosi tv, nri p nrrs<O.nre, PTP .ioint circumferenr.e me'l!"uremPnt 
and Pain Ann f1Pn~"r<tl henlth visu<tl Rn<tloque scalPs. The plC'lsMa 
viscosity "·as the onlv nuantitative mPi1suremf'nt usrrl, all the others 
ThE' articulnr inclPX and 
visual an<tlO<lllP scnlPS were nurely suhjrctive. The formPr rPlierl 
heavilv on the clinician, who had to apply the Rame physi~al prPssure 
to each joint, and to r~connise the sevrrity of the patients' 
reactions. 
On inspPction of th~ rlrun trial result~ (Finur~s 5.P2., 5.~4., 
~.A6., S.88., ).00. ~nn ).02.) thPy all appP~r to follow similnr 
trrnds to ~~ch othPr. In ~nst casPs the articular inrlex was too low 
for any im~rovemPnt to he sinnificant. Though in threP cases 
4' (LAO, UID ;md ES) improvement was noticeablP, hut because their 
initial indices werP hioher than those of the other patients. Over 
the period of the studv, the visunl analorllle scales showPd little 
chanoe, thou'lh thPy rlid vary from measurem<>nt to measuremPnt. The 
PIP .ioint mensuremPnt alc:o f<"i lPCi to show anv sipnificant changP, 
thouflh ••ith the m~thod used, only larlle chan(]PS would be noticeable. 
Direct comparison hPtween both sPts of resttlts was not Possible, 
all havP simil~r trPnrls Pxcent DE, whPrP no cnmr"rison was nnssihlP 
because his rrip pressure excePrlPd the maximum of the nressurP 
recnrdin~ rlial 0nugP. This is an imnortant limitation of the usP of 
an inflnt.Pd cnff to a"Esess orin strPnnth. The inflater! cuff is 
widely used in assessing the prn<Jress of rhenl'latoid rliseasp. 
Howev0r 1 in the Parly stng0s nf thP disease, many patients would ~e 
ahlP to excPed the rlial nnu<JP limit. Therefore, an imnortant asnect 
of their func-tion cannot he moni tore>d at an i mportnnt !=tage of the 
disease r.ro(jrPSS. In our system, the powpr qrip rlevice fills this 
important gap and, RimultanPously, provides additional information on 
the fin"Pr condition. 
GPnerally, hoth ~Pts of results were similar. Visible trends 
were not consistPnt within the mrnsuring devices of a set, that is, 
both srts of results consistPd of a mixture of agreeable and 
contradictory results. Also, all the devicE's, in each sPt, provided 
very variable results. 
Overall, it appeared that the drug trial study results supported 
those obtained from our study. That is the areas of agreement were 
more num0rous than ~reas of contradiction. However, since we were 
only comparing six SPts of results, we can not expect to obtain a 
complete picture. As a preliminary investi9ation it does,.however 9 
.provine evidence that cha·n-ges in patient pE>rformance registered on 
our system are related to changes in disease activity as monitored 
by the drug trial assessment. 
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Further evidence that the system is capable of monitoring 
change can he fm1nd in the results of patiPnts from the Physiotherapy 
clinic. Here, especially in patients with unilateral hand disorders, 
the rPsults (Finure ':;.111.) show a clear rlifferentiation hetween the 
hands. This is over a wide r~nne of forces and for all the 
devices usPrl. 
The affected hand results art" lower than the- Op"flosing hand. on 
all device~. EvPn in patients where bilateral weakness was already 
evirlPnt, the most rece~t complication has further exacerbated their 
prohlem. AKC is an example of the system showing up more specific 
effects of an injury. He had a chipnE'd distal phalanx in his left 
in~Px finger. His left handed nower grip was much re~uced with the 
major contribution now coming from the ring and little fingers. The 
index pulr pinch and kPy twist forces were also reduced while no 
change was apparent in his other results. 
~- 1 ost of the other unilaterally affected patients had suffered 
major traumn and much lower results with all devices would be 
expected. Of the patients that had bilateral disorders, mo~t were 
weak in both hands, though some differentiation could he seen. For 
example, JA and JF have weaker left hands and VS has a weaker right 
hand, indicated on all devices. No specific reason is obvious why 
there should be this diffE-rentiation. It is probable that it is just 
anothPr manifestation of the disease process. 
Some rlifferentiation bPtween left and right hand forces would 
always be expected. As ~entioned in Chapter 2, one hand can be 
shown to he weakP.r than the other. ~l~o, no sprcific relationship 
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can he used to define what forcPs would be expected from one hand, 
based on the opposite hand results. However, in unilateral disorders 
efJuality hetwePn each hand could be used, in the first in~tance, as a 
rulP of thumb guide to assess any localisect disorder. It coulct also 
be used to indicate a reasonable level that an injured hand should be 
able to hea 1 to. 
Of the patients that had any reasonable follow up, only two 
(AGM and AGR) would he expPctPd to show short term improvPment. AGR 
clearlv showed continued improvement with his left hanct, his opposite 
hand rrmaining relatively steadv. AG~ showed right hand improvement 
in the lifting tasks (left hand also) and tuhe twist tasks. Her 
other results indicated very little. The other patients would not 
he expected to improve greatlv, two having arthritis, one a tendon 
and nerve repair and the other a generalised loss of hand function. 
However, none in eli cates any deterioration of their hands though FB 
does indicate slight improvPment. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
CONCLUSION 
This study has resulted in the development of a microcomputer 
controlled hand assessment system. The system connects together a 
blend of everyday activities and strength tasks through a 
microcomputer which performs all the necessary electronic switching 
and data-handling. The everyday activities are pan and kettle 
lifting and key turning while the strength tasks are power grip, 
individual finger qrip, pulp pinch~ extension and tube twist. The 
system was developed with user friendly instructions to enable easy 
operation by non-technical staff with minimum training. In the 
clinical environment the system proved robust and reliable and most 
of the devices were found to he capable of accurately measuring the 
full range of forces encountered in a human population. 
As a preliminary investigation into the system's capability of 
monitoring change in pati~nt performance, several patiP.nts were 
tested over a period of several months. The initial results showed 
the wide variation that needs to be measured and the weakness of 
patients with rheumatoid arthritis. The follow up results from each 
device were found to follow the same general trends. When used 
alongside a typical clinical assessment, which was highly subjective 
compared with our system, both gave similar overall results. This 
indicates that the system developed was no worse than the current 
assessments in use. 
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Further evidence that the system was capable of detecting changes 
in patient performance was obtained from the results of patients pre-
and post-injection and pre- and post-operatively. The results from 
patients with unilateral hand disorders also showed the same 
capability. These results revealed not only substantial differences 
between each hand, but also indicated more specific finger differences. 
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A more thorough study was possible of the power grip and the pan 
and kettle lifts. In power grip, even thouph patients with arthritis 
were, on average, much weaker, they retained the same average finger 
contribution to nower grip. flowever, the patients' results did have 
a larger overall variation, the results of healthy subjects being 
more consistent and stable. 
In the pan and kettle lifts if was nossible to investigate the 
different techni~ues of liftinp. In the pan lift the handle nrin 
force was greater than the lifting force. When lifting, the patients 
appear to ~rio the handle, maintaining a constant grip throughout the 
lift 11ntil the nan is replaced. The handle grip also apnears to be 
proportional to the lifting force. HowPver, for he~lthv suhiects 
thi~ rel~tionshin does nnt appear to hold. In hoth gro11ps, the pan, 
a~ expect~d, apnears to he lifted in a non-vertical direction, with 
the handle tilted away from the horizontal. 
The kPttle tPchninues were similar for both oroups except that 
the natients lifted non-vertically while healthv subjects lifted 
vertirallv. The results confirmed that the handle is positively 
gripped dtirino a lift and does not just rest on the medial and 
distal phalanges. 
The above findings were based on a studv using the results 
collected from many patients and healthy suhjects. However, one of 
the higge~t advantages of this system, since it is quantitative, is 
that it gives clinicians and therapists the ahilitv to monitor 
individual patients accurately. Even thouph the results did show the 
well correlated trends indicated, they al~n showed the large 
inter-subject/patient variation present. This makes it difficult to 
define a normal techni~ue that should he utilised hv a patient. The 
pan and kettle devices cnuld be used, however, to demonstrate to a 
patient how to alter their technique to improve their functional 
capability of these tasks. 
This assf'ssment system, sincP it providPs Rn objective 
me<tsurement capable of monitoring individual patients, would enable 
the clinician or therapist to gain valuable information. The 
combination 0f measurement devices would give information on the 
hand condition not readily availahle hy other methods. Using this 
extra information the optimum treatment can he formulated or the 
treatment modified to correct any detrimental effects. 
7.1. Suggestions For Future ~ork 
Prior to any further work with the system, the pan and kettle 
lifting transducer should be modified to ensure that it is capable 
of mP.asurinfl the ful I range of expected forces. Similarly, the 
extension force mP.asurPmP.nt procedure should he modified so that at 
the measurement position a large range of extension is possible. 
The suhiect of this thesis should be continued and extended to 
provide a complete evr~luation of the short and long term patient 
monitoring capability, of each device, attached to the system. This 
would involve monitoring a large number of patients with rheumatoid 
arthritis etc. The patients \vill be havinf1 Pither drug or surgical 
treatment nr physical therapy. 
Fundamental knowledge of the hand could be extended by using 
specific devices of the system. Circadian rhythm of the gripping 
forces could he evaluated as could the day to day variation. The 
former would involve both patients and healthy subjects while only 
healthy subjects would be required for the latter. Finger 
contribution to power grip and lifting techniques could be fl1rther 
evaluated to see how they alter ttnder different conditions. For 
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example, the effect of object shape on finger contribution could be 
assessed. The system might also prove useful in demonstrating the 
usefulness of various therapeutic techniques. 
Primarily, this thesis has been concerned with the development 
of a microcomputer controlled quantitative hand assessment system. 
After a preliminary investigation, it has been shown to be reliable 
and robust in use, and to be capable of detecting changes in 
patient performance. 
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7.2. Achievements and future work 
The development of a hand assessment system for use in the 
clinical environment has been described. The system, an extension 
of previous assessments and ideas, contains a comprehensive blend 
of strength ( total grip, finger grip, pulp pinch, lateral pinch and 
finger extension force ) measurement and simulated functional measurement 
pan lift, kettle lift, key twist and cloth wringing out tasks). 
Initial results from healthy subjects and patients with arthritis 
have shown that the· system gives accurate and reproducible results, 
that it is simple to operate, that it is robust and reliable, that 
it can be used over a wide range of measurement and that it is 
acceptable both to subjects and patients. 
Therefore, this system, for the first time gives to rehabilitation 
medicine a quantifiable approach to hand assessment. Linking the 
elements of the system to a microcomputer substantially reduces the 
component of subjectivity due to observer variation, though the 
patient variation is obviously still present. 
In designing the functional simulations some compromise was 
essential, especially in the pan and kettle lifts. Greater accuracy 
would have resulted if the pan body had been rigidly fixed to the 
transducer, thereby controlling any angular variation. However, to 
ensure that the simulations were as close as possible to reality, 
so that patients perception of the task was not diminished, it was 
considered desirable to incorporate a spring so that on lifting, the 
pan and kettle would move under the infuence of the applied lifting 
forces. 
Using the microcomputer ensured that operation of the equipment 
was kept simple. The control of the devices was automatic, as was the 
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data collection, calculation of results and their display. The only 
interactions required by the operator were simple choices or yes or 
no decisions ( eg. i, Which device is required? and ii, Is data to 
be stored? ). The software was written so that simple step by step 
instructions were presented to the operator. In this way therapists 
found that they could successfully use the system without extensive 
training. 
The robustness and reliability of the system was demonstrated 
during the initial trials with healthy subjects and patients with 
arthritis. These results showed that the systems capability extended 
over the complete range from healthy subjects to patients. This 
feature is, again, something that has not been readily available in 
both strength and functional activities before. 
Since the quantitative value of the system has been confirmed, 
variations seen in the single patient monitoring study can confidently 
been seen as real changes and not just changes related to errors in 
the equipment ( ie. they are changes in the patient performance). 
The patient monitoring, reported here, obviously requires further 
study to evaluate more thoroughly the cause of the variations since 
the present study was aimed at evaluating the instrument and not the 
treatment. 
The results of the total grip and finger grip measurements 
revealed an interesting distribution of the contributions each 
finger makes to the total grip force. It was found that the middle and 
ring fingers gave the major contribution to power grip ( 37% and 29% 
respectively ) while the index and little fingers were significantly 
lower ( 19% and 16% respectively). This confirmed similar work by 
Ohtsuki(1981a) though it is contrary to the popular belief that the 
major contribution comes from the middle and ring fingers. Further 
study is therefore warranted to investigate this observation in 
both subjects and patients and to investigate the effect on the 
distribution of different conditions ( eg. object shape ). 
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Measurements obtained from this system could be used as input 
to biomechanical analyses of the hand. These would be investigating 
the distribution of forces through the tendons or the forces 
encountered in joints. These results would give a greater confidence 
in the design of endo-prostheses. 
As a preliminary study has now been performed with a quantitative 
system it would be possible to use it as an assessment standard. 
Against this the subjective assessments typically used by therapists, 
as well as therapeutic techniques, could be evaluated. If the 
assessments do not correlate with this standard, their value must 
be considered to be limited. 
APPENDIX 1 
MAXIMUM GRIP PRESSURE 
OF THE HEALTHY HAND 
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MAXIMUM GRIP PRESSURE OF THE HEALTHY HAND 
A1.1. Introduction 
A preliminary study was performed to evaluate the use of the 
inflated cuff in the assessment of grip strength. It was decided 
to assess three methods of measuring the pressure change using:-
1 a mercury column 
2 a dial gauge from a proprietry grip tester 
J a pressure transducer 
Finally the pressure transducer was used to study the effect of cuff 
size on maximum grip pressure. 
The subjects that participated in the study were all volunteers 
from within the university department. There were thirteen males, 
from nineteen to fifty three years of age, and five females, from 
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twenty to thirty seven years of age. They were measured seated, with 
their forearms horizontal, resting on the chair arms. They held an 
inflated cuff as comfortably as possible in their hands. On a vocal 
signal they gripped the bag as hard and as fast as possible, without 
moving their forearms off the chair arm. The grip was held for a few 
seconds and relaxed on another vocal signal. Each grip was repeated 
with alternate hands with a one minute rest period between grips. 
Three grips were obtained from each hand for each cuff size, the 
maximum grip pressure being their mean. There was a five minute rest 
period between different cuff sizes. 
The rubber cuffs used were courtesy of Leyland Medical, Preston. 
Three sizes of cuff, Table A1.1., were chosen to give a good range of 
inflated diameters, without resorting to folding and rolling the 
cuff. The cuffs were covered in cotton material to give a 
comfortable surface for holding and to stop the rubber from 
stretching when qripped. If unconstrained, the cuff would tend to 
WIDTH LENGTH INFLATED DIAHETER 
(mm) (mm) (mm) 
57 108 36 
85 200 54 
120 277 76 
TABLE A1o1o Details of the cuffs used 
Inflated diameter = (2 x width)/PI 
where PI = 3o14159 
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balloon out in the ungripped areas. Prior to use, the cuffs wer~ 
inflated to a pressure of 20 mm of mercury • 
.£1.1.2. Results 
The mercury column was found to be unsatisfactory since it was 
susceptable to jerking movements of the fingers. Even at maximum 
grip, a sudden extra effort on one finger could result in a large 
pres~ure ct->anqe. The inertia of the mercury wros also a problf'm. 
Lnrne a~plitude oscillations were always nresPnt whenever there wns 
a pressure chan~e. These took a long time (sf'veral seconds) to 
achieve a steady state. The osriJlations also ~ade it im~ossihle to 
11se a tell-tale ~ince the maximum nressure recorded wnuld not be the 
strarlv statr conrlition. 
The dial gauge only covered a 20 to 300 mm of mercury rAnge, 
which was not ade~uate for henlthv subject ~ensurement. ~o tell-tale 
inrlicator w~s included to r"cnrd the ~aximum readinn, therefore the 
observer had to note the ~aximum as it haprenf'd. 
The pressure transducer was satisfactory as its output could be 
recorded directly, against time, on a XYt recorder. Therefore, a 
pressure-time curve of the complete gripping cycle was obtained with 
very little information loss. 
During the cuff diameter study, the subjects were all asked for 
their comments. Generally, they agreed that the cuffs were 
comfortable, but using the larger two baqs, at maximum grip, was 
painful. This was because the skin on the fingertips -was pinched 
between the fin~er nails and the cuff as the fingers indented the 
cuff. The female subjects also found the largest cuff to be bulky. 
With the smallest cuff, several subjects were able to make contact 
between their fingertips and palm. This was because the inflated 
cuff provided very little resistance and the fingers could fully 
flex. Typical pressure-time curves obtained as shown in Figure A1.1. 
The results obtained, cuff diameter against maximum qrip 
pressure, for male and female, left and ri!)ht hands, are given in 
Figures A1.2. to ~1.5. Table A1.2. gives the details of the 
measurements obtained. The maximum grip pressures have a large 
inter-cuff variation with the smaller cuff having the largest. This 
can easily be seen in the Figures and is indicated by the 
standard deviations. 
Table A 1.3. shows the student t-test comparison between the 
maximum (]rip pressure means for f'ach cuff diameter. The results show 
that the maximum grip pressures are statistically di ffer·ent, at the 
5~/. levf'l, hetw,oen cuff diameters. There was one exception, the left 
hand results of males between the small and middle cuff. 
Table A1.~. gives the results of a t and F-test comparison 
between the left and ri!)ht hand maximum grip pressures. These show 
that, at the S~ level of significance, there was no difference 
between either hands maximum grip pressure. 
A comparison between the male and female maximum grip pressures 
is given in Table A1.5. In all cases, except for the measurements of 
the left hand on the smaller cuff, there was significant difference 
between the maximal grip pressures of male and female subjects. 
A1.3. Discussion 
Primarily, this study indicated that the use of mercury columns 
and dial gauges was inadequate as quantitative grip pressure measuring 
devices. Both were difficult to reado The mercury column oscillated 
at every pressure chan!=Je, therefore hiding the maximum pressure. It 
was also susceptable to any sudden finger muscle contraction. The 
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SEX CUFF HAND MMP s DIA!-12TER USED n 
(mm) (mm.Hg) 
t·1ALE 36 L 13 485 159 
R 13 527 131 
54 L 13 437 72 
R 13 445 60 
76 L 13 273 61 
R 13 282 60 
FE~!:ALE 36 L 5 430 84 
R 5 436 54 
54 L 5 309 52 
R 5 327 43 
76 L 5 138 12 
R 5 151 27 
TABLE A1.2. Details of the maximum grip pressures 
obtained from each cuff 
n - number of subjects 
Mi'4P - mean maximal pressure 
S - standard deviation 
CUFF 54 76 
DIAMETER L R L R 
(mm) 
SEX 
HALE 36 L 1.8 
-
7.8 
-
R - 3.5 - 10.6 
54 L - - ~0.9 -
R - - - 11.9 
FSlv!ALE 36 L 4.8 
-
13.4 
-
R 
-
6.2 17.8 
54 L - - 12.3 -
R 
- -
- 12.,9 
TAB ,E A1.3: Details of the t-test comparison 
between cuff diameter 
At the 5% level of significance 
t = 2.2 (male) and 2.8 (female) 
CUFF t f 
SEX DIAMETER FACTOR FACTOR 
t~ALE 
(n=13) 
FEMALE 
(n=5) 
TABLE A1o4. 
(mm) 
36 1.3 1o5 
54 Oo6 1o4 
76 Oo7 1o0 
36 0.2 2.4 
54 1.0 1.5 
76 1o7 5.0 
Details of the t-test and f~test 
comparison between left and right 
hands. 
At the 5% level of significance, 
t = 2.2 (male) and 2o8 (female) 
f = 2.7 (male) and 6o4 (female) 
HAND CUFF t 
USED DIAI·iETER FACTOR 
(mm) 
LEFT 36 
54 
76 
RIGnT 36 
54 
76 
TABLE A1.5: 
1o3 
6.2 
8.5 
2.6 
6.9 
7.9 
Details of the t-test comparison 
between male and female. 
At the 5% level of significance, 
t = 2.1 
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The dial gauge had an inadequate range for healthy subject 
measurement and probably for a large proportion of patients with 
arthritis. It too was difficult to read the maximum pressure, 
relying on the observer to read the value directly. 
The transducer system was superior because the pres~ure was 
recorded for the complete gripping cycle, therefore the maximum 
pressure could easily be measur€'d from the recording, and any 
untynical responses could readily be seen e.g. impulses due to 
sudden finger contraction. 
Using the transducer system it was found that the grip 
pressure depends on the cuff size, the pressure reducing with 
increasing cuff size. This would he expected since the larger the 
cuff, at equal pressures, the larger the force per unit area that is 
acting on the c:11ff's surface to inflate it. Therefore, the hand 
needs to supply a larger force to compress the cuff to nrovide the 
saMe nressure chanqe i.e. using the same pressure, the cuff is more 
difficult to squeeze, the larger it is. Therefore, if the cuff is to 
he used, it is essential that its surface an:~a is constant for all 
comparitive measurements. 
It must also be remembered that the cuff is not a quantitative 
measure of grip strength. It does not measure the applied force, hut 
the pressure channe brouqht ahout hy squeezing the cuff. 
Tt wrts also shown that there was no significant difference 
between left and right hand measurements for both sexes using all 
cuff sizes. And that male and female maximum pressures wen' 
significantly different on all hut the left hand grip of the 
small est cuff. 
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APPENDIX 3 
D109 INTERFACE CARD 
0109 INTEHFACE CARD 
A3.1. Description 
The D109 interface card which slotted into a rear terminal 
connection of the Apple II microcomputer, enabled the transfer of 
information from external devices. The card consisted of thirty two, 
four 8-bit ports, bidirectional lines i.e. each line could act as 
either an input or output of information. The card had eight control 
lines which could either accept or transmit instructional signals or 
they could be used to provide a handshake facility with the external 
devices. A read handshake facility is where a 'Data Ready' signal is 
transmitted by the external device and a 'Data Taken' signal is 
transmitted by D109 to the device after the data has been collected. 
\vhen used the control 1 ines cause an interrupt signal which was 
recoqnised by the computer. The card also provided timers which were 
used to cause interrupts of fixed duration either continuously or as 
a single pulse. In one mode the timers could provide a square wave 
output, on a data line, of a pulse length defined by the timers. 
A3.2. Initialisation 
Prior to use the D109 had to be initialised to define its 
operational modes. This was accomplished via the software by giving 
the 8-bi t registers on the card a certain value behreen 0 and 255. 
For example the ADC provided an 8-bit input to the computer. A 
register had to be defined as an input by assigning 255 (all bits set 
at SV, TTL logic 1 (high)) to an accompanying register called the data 
direction register (DDR). If a register was required as an output the 
DDR was coded with 0, all hits low. All the registers used in this 
project are listed in Table A).1. together with their function. 
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ASSIGNED 
REGISTER NAi'1E VALUE FUNCTION 
0 INPUT/OUTPUT - KEY MULTIPLEXER SWITCHING 
1 INPUT/OUTPUT ADC OUTPUT 
2 DDR 255 ASSIGNS R1 AS OUTPUT 
3 DDR 0 ASSIGNS RO AS INPUT 
13 HITERRUPT - INTERRUPT TEST EOC 
14 INTERIWPT ENABLE 129 PREPARES EOC INTERRUPT 
16 INPUT/OUTPUT - CONDITIONER UNIT 
SWITCHING AND 
17 INPUT/OUTPUT ~ SC PULSE 
18 DDR 255 ASSIGNS R16 AS OUTPUT 
19 DDR 255 ASSIGNS R17 AS OUTPUT 
20 LSB COUNTER 1 1"" SC PULSE 
~ I 
21 t'lSB COUNTER 0 DEFINITION 
27 AUXILLARY 128 SETS TIMER MODE 
30 INTERRUPT ENABLE 192 PREPARES TIMER INTERRUPT 
TABLE A3e1: Details of the registeres used on the D109 
DDR - data direction register 
EOC - end of conversion 
SC - start conversion 
LSB - least significant byte 
MSB - most significant byte 
Of the four ports onlv one was used as an input, register 1. 
Registers 0, 16 and 17 were set as outputs and used to control the 
system. To opPrate, the ADC first had to receive a 500 ns neaative 
TTL pulse to initiate the conversion "rocess, a 'Start Conversion' 
(SC) pulsf>. This SC rulse was dPfined using n•9isters 20 and 21 and 
output on datA line number ]1. The ~r pulse was 97R ns long which 
meant re0i~ter 20 was set at 1 and registPr 21 was set at 0. 
When the conversion procPss was comnlPted the ADC transmitted an 
'End of Conversion' (EOC) sir~naL The EOC outnut line goes high, 
which "'AS sPnsPd hy control linE" 1 (CL1). lvhf>n the EOC was dPtected, 
the ADC output was latched to rPgister 1 which could he r0ad dirPctly 
using the software. Once rf>arl, another SC pulse was transmitted. 
sendinQ the 1:C)C 1 inP low and restarting the conversion procPss. 
The othPr rP<listers wpre all used to transmit logic signals to 
the vi'l.rious electronic units. Re(lister 0 used four linPs (bits 0 
to J) to switch the key unit bridges, three lines (hits 4 to 6) to 
selPct the multiplexer input. Hit 7 WClS used to control the up/down 
position of the recording pen, on the flatbed XYt recorder, when usinq 
the finqer arthrograph. Regi~ter 17 (hits 0 to 7) and register 16 
(bits n to 2) werf> used for bridge ~rlPction of the 10-channel 
conditioning unit. Figure AJ.1. shows a schPmatic diagram of the 
0109 connections. 
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f''LO\VCH.\Wf OF CO'\TRO!.LING SOFT\v\RE 
/N/rtAi-.tS€. 
tf'J(iE.R.F{lC£ 
CAf.<.6 
INI{i4I...IS~ 
SoFiw~~ 
lfARrll-&L..GS 
SET vP 
b£vc~ 
R.fr(vrf<£6 
Cot.../...£ c.. -r =c.a>o 
Oi= CftC.f{ 
TR.ftt.JSC>vc..-cl< 
CIV .... r P.>a4 ( E 
ltnPI...iFteR. · 
J 
LOAl> ~ RtJIV 
CAt..J~ArtoN 
SoFr~~VMe 
Ftt...€5 
l<f.Y:-

CAL.Cvt...AT~ 
F,.ut> l"\~)((t1vt1 
FU~ t'\£11'?V~Et> 
C. A L.C. u 1- A f"c 
oQ~IJ'.IFifc 
SPAU NG,- Fo 1<. 
£A-Ut A><t> 
COI-L-£ c.. "1' r>AV\ 
RZ"II 
T~ih-JSC>u e-el( 
cou.t::c.:r I'>PtTA 
Ro~ 
Sti'l Cr1. • .C F11JCrER 
/<.£:Y:-
APPENDIX 5 
CONTHOLLDIG '::OFTtv"ARE LISTI'JG 
~0 ~~M ====~============================= 
40 REM Q.R.JONES-UNI. OF DURHPM-07/08/bi 
50 ~~M ================================== 
55 REM TO FULLY CONTROL THE H~ND PSSESSMENT SYbTEM 
Sb ~~rl TG PLLON INOIUlQUqL SELECTiON OF PNY OEUICf ~NO 
~( REM THE COLLECTION OF OPT~~CQLCULPTION~ DlS~LHY ~NO 
·:~:::: r;t:..I·i ::1 f!_i~;Hi3E.( fit·~ [i l ~:,,_: Dh 1 f.)E 2) LII=' F:E~:;I_IL r~::; 
~~ L~LL - 936: U1~8 8 
iLl , i::..·; i 
~0 LLi::.HR : HOHE :L$ = LrlR$ ~4) 
:.0 F-'h 1 t·Ji THE:(. l ::: .'; n HH!·~D · 
l>.:.i>J r-·F:1rif" THt::( l::::_:o_p''===='·: FFU1T 
1 H.i HWUT "TO-OH'r'···:_:; DPTE?-l=-l::. D'r' .. ···t·H.-·''r'F:--.>'' ;D i:i=-
11~ ~~(! INiliPLI~HTION OF 0108 INTERFPCE CPRO IN SLOT 2 OF RPPLE 
120 0102 = - 16384 ~ ~ + 25~ 
130 ~ = ul0d + 2l:C = U109 + l~:J = Ui0d + 16 
140 E = 0109 + 13:FQ = 0108 + l:G = 0 
150 PG~~ Ul09 + 18~255: FOKE 0108 + 18.255 
160 POKE 0108 + 2~255: POKE 0109 + 17~254 
1~0 ~O~i::. 0108 + 0~143 
lR~ POKE 0109 + 16~255: PUK~ Dl~d + 3;0 
ldU PO~~ 0109 + 11;0: POKE 010~ + 14~129 
200 POKE 0108 + 30;18~: POKE 0109 + 21~1~8 
210 ~OKi::. U108 + ~0~1 
~20 DIH FlN$(9);SL(I3) 
230 0lh HC(13),k0(13},SEL(20.:0;NUM0::200) 
240 UlM FM0::8);TM0::9),RT<50)~ZE(l0) 
,'¥aC"t:. 
a::_._, __ ; CPLIBRHTION FHCTUR~ 
2?(.i 
2d~J 
2::tti 
3lJ(i 
-~;l(i 
~-~~J 
-· . ,,.... 
-~·-~,~-=! 
.~:4u 
~.'5lJ 
ut-ili-1 
UHTH 
l:.it-i"! ~ 
UHTH 
L)Hii-i 
DHTH 
LiH i H 
DHTH 
f':d-1 
DHTP 
UHiH 
3t:;O C!HTH 
-~; ,-·~::i UH I H 
.:..~::~j 
-~;d~~ 
.?.:j(i 
·:P.:.i•.:J 
UI-!!H 
r:d-i 
DHTH 
UHiH 
o ::!44 .P a ·;::;:;t, .P 2 a l-.t 
.- '/.:t.:; J1 a -/b~.J .P l a ~_:;t:.:::. 
~;o 31 J1 a 3f, 
;::2od.3.P~~-a ,:·2 
lNDEX~MIDULE;RlN0,LlllLl 
PHN bRIP;LI~l,LOhER MOUNl 
UPPER MOUNT;KETlLE GRl~ 
CuulS ~uR ~~-RRIN GHUGE BRIDGE SELECTION ON SCHNN~R UNITS 
2~54 .P .3 _, ~::,2:: 
24/ J' .:.IJl::::.:.a.j_p 
1:31; 3 ... 12? ... 
.·.~·(_: ·: 
.::,._l._i,. l 
.: _: _: ~ .. 
·-•1'.:-.~--·.P·-· 
. .., .···.' . 
.,:. • .P &:::::):_:: Jl.::: 
l p~:::,:;Jil 
:_.uut.::; FC;F; r i•JL! >::::F'LE;:-.;i::.P. itlFUT ::;ELE.C T Wt--1 
0,0~0;l43~0~0,0;0,0;i4j 
14~;0~1~~,i~j,l4~,1Jj~l~1~1~2.6.141 
405 REM SiOHE i-!800~ LOUl~ 
·+ l ~J r t_ir~ .i. - l i. iJ 12.: F:tJ-tLI ~:;L( l ) : t·4t.:-·:, i 
420 ~OR 1 = 1 TO 8: R~~D FIN$(1.:0: NEXT 
~j0 ~0~ l = 1 ro 13: R~~D RCO::I) ... RO~l)~ NEXT 
~40 FOR 1 = 1 TO 20: REHG SlL(i}: NEXT 
~:~;~J i-'r;.i.i·; i D Rri~'LI~· i.C:r:;: ;~:~LII:::r:H f IOH" 
4E;~J FFU t-ri "OF: ::;CHt·it-~E.h ZEF-:0 It·Ki hEI)I_I l F:EU, 'r'-·'l; -~·' 
·+/Ci i.J~! ·r'¥ 
4b~J ~·Fr; l f·i 1 
500 C~LL 836: UT~B 5 
) l>.::i ;}I} - tJ 
;: • .;::~::_i F·~; HH · PH ri t:t·H ·:; · lf:.::.T r·1Ut·it::E.~: COt-r3 E. T::; OF" 
530 FE l r·iT TRE::(. 1;;: _:.; "####:tt=!t#--<:- ' 
~·'+ti t-'fdr·~ I :: r-'fUr·~ ,. 'f·;rit:":~;t. "*~=!t#### = HCr:.F'l THL ~:ECOF:u t·4Ut·iBEF:" 
':•':•(; f'F: :nH " Rt·iD + = F'HT l fJH::; ·· R::.::;E::;::.t·lt:":t·1l hi_liBt.r; · 
:::_;t;i::) t=';U!·~r : Hif';_t! 'ft:::;i· iiUI·lt::t:J·:'--.> .Pi"N:f 
57'J F'F-:lr·H !;F'HTlEt·n<:;·· DRTI:. OF blf:~ ih.(" 
:~.:;::(1 ltit-'Uf "-·H·:; Lfr' .. ·'r·ii-· 'r'F:--.>" ;Db$: 
::.:30 HWU ·r "PRTl E:.t·n ::; ·· Dot·i lt-iPt-fi fij .. :H·iLi""i L .... h--.·'· • .. Uh~ 
b0U ~~l~T Gi;'·P~#0'": LHLL - djb: UI~B 8 
c .. .::;u f'r: l H i !Hb(. l ti ..' _.; '' 1.:.F: l r-·--------------·--bb:" 
fAli F'f.: 1 HT THE:( l(i _:. '' f'Rt·i (: t=:.E:. T f LE HHt·~LiLE. -F'H ;:., f: .. H" 
,:,;::,,.:3 r'r . .i. ;-1 T i RE/ l (i); "F. '"·' i_. LH! ERRL r-'1 tK .. ii -FLP ::., CLF" 
bE;(: F'r: I t-F 1 HE:( l ti ) ; "F ::., ~~: F'ULF' P l t"it~:H----F Ff-' '"·' u: .. ,_:·" 
-:.?(t t-.'f. . .i.t·d· !Ht:.:.. 1t1);"F- :: .. , ~~- t.:.C:'r' iHI::::l-----FKT t: Cr.!'' 
,:;:::o F'F:H-!T THE:( 10 _:.; ''L :i., ·:; TUbE. ft-H::;T----L i f :~., ::.! l 
:::.j~J r-·r:lr·'! iHC:~:. l~J..';=iFlr·~f~t..F: Llf-l---------E::-:; 11 
/(:.i~J 
;' l. ~~~ 
~· ~'-::l 
/ .~:~j 
74(.i 
,·.:..ii-..:.1 
(b(i 
·~:· /~J 
r::·hl>' 
~klN1 ·uR LU~1HUL LUu~~:-
r r~ l r·i! ! HE~.:. l ~.:.i) .P :: i'"it:.~·i t='H r l Ef·-f T ---------t-* :. 
Pf·d r·n : PF: HF ;• T;r'f'!:. lt-1 COD!:. for;; DE:.'...il U:. f..t.,)U l Ft.iX'; 
1N~U1 0~~~ I~ OR$ \ ~ lri!:.N ~30 
-.,=·;:.i~J t=·F: 11·4 r [t$:; ;, C.Lu~:;t.. : : f:J~U 
. -:.i•J 1 r- ut:::f. <. ·· t: ·· : t-1t:J1 .::d) 
:d~ H~M ~Ef~INb JF PHR~H~TERS TO ~LLOH SELECfiON AND SCHNNING OF REQUIR 
U BRIDbES Gf SELEC1EG ~EUIC~ 
.:; 10 r· .:i:· = ,; ;T;;; : i::.O T U 4'3li 
·:kU l. r. ut--::t < .· F" iHt::}i ;:::,>.J 
;:.:::·~~; f·j = 1 : !-; = l t;i 
:.t::t.i .i.r l.Ji--,1- < 
.::7\.1 [ll...i$ = "13HIF": r·i = 4: ~i :::. l 
;:;d(.i bUTG L:A~J 
:::;3~1 1 F" Ci~;$ <. .> 'TH" T;-n::d :320 
:3(10 L!i...J$ = "F'Ht·i Hhr·mLE '•: t·i = 4: h = :• 
3H~1 130 l U 1::::40 
32U l ~ uf.:$ < > "r.H · 1 HEr4 :35'-:.1 
'330 [Jl..J$ = "KETTLE:. t-n:.JI·iDLE '': t·1 = 4: H = ;:_. 
3 '::.!::.1 l r Ur::f <. ....- '' ~ Lf' ;; I HEH :3:::U 
:;:tf;~j H = lO:Di..J$ = ;'FHiE. LA1EHHL F-'lNl~W· 
3d~.:..1 l F U~::£ < ....- "C:LF ., :·HtJ1 l>j li:::1 
::f3(1 H = 11: [il.)$ = II COHF::::E. LHl E.f.:HL F H-!CH!! 
l i.j~J~J IJ!J [ 1J 124'.:) 
clilO lF L..i~::t < .· 'Fi-'f-'" IHt::":f-4 li-3*.:.1 
.W20 H = 10~[11.)$ = "FHit PULP FHjCH" 
i u.~:0 tjtJT •J 1240 
iU4U IF UR:f. < ... · · C~'r" i Ht.t·1 1(1/1::.1 
H.l~5t1 H = 11 ~ [11.)$ = "COH~:::;E F'ULF f'l t-KW' 
1 •Jbt1 ;_:;,~t iu 124lt 
>.:t"/0 1 r UF::f. <.. '' Fr=:T'' THt:Ji 1 HJ~.:..1 
10::::0 H = 12: [lt..J$ = "Fll··~t KE::'r' ·rHE;1" 
lU:.:i~:.1 i.JUIO l.24~J 
1 1 ~JO l r t:.Jf.::f. < .·· ' t_l: .. T;; THb·i 11-~;0 
1110 H = 13:[11.)$ = HC:OHFSE t::.f:'r' H-HST;' 
11;,:0 i.JL(i-U 10:::40 
11:30 .IF DF::f. < ..- ·'L T !" THE!·~ llJ::;!j 
1140 H = 13:[11.)$ - "LH~:ijE:_ lUE~t. Tf-1I:.:n•· 
1 L:i~.:.i l.:iOTU 1240 
i.lbO iF -o;:.:$ < "::.iT. fHt.t·4 lldt1 
ll?~J H = L~::[Ji.)$ = "::l!t=\LL lUbE:_ -!Hb!'' 
libti ,.:i,_iTU l24t.1 
il::t~J If- DF::t· .< "t:.>::'; iHEh 1.221::.1 
12lit1 H = H): [li.)$ = ·• E::<TEr-r3CF-: L 1 F ! ·· 
l210 t_:~OrU 1246 
1220 Ph l:·H : F'FU t·(i• "r·iU T Ut·iUEF·SiUOD! li ~ F-'ii nn II PLt:H:3E TR'i RGH H~ II 
~ .:::+.:.1 :;)':· :.: ::;t:.u. U:J·i •. L.!i.):f _:. .' ~ r'Ci~-:.t: Li HJ':t + •J .. ::)3 
124~5 F:Hi CHECk ::;;_ELECT ED DE'...! ICE E:H I DbtS fC!F: ZEE(t t:.f-.:F-:Uh 
L25U ~GR i = 0 fO ~ - 1 
1~78 ~UR J = 1 TO 20: NEXl 
~22U PUKf 8~1.3: HHIT E .. 1 .. 254:lE~I + l)- PEEK (FQ): NEXT 
1281 UZ = 0:TZ = 0: If- RIGHT$ ~UR$ .. 1_:. = · T' THEN I~= 128 
lO:::d3 l~ li::.(lJ < 12 + 5 HNO lt:(!) > rz j THEN 1288 
12:::4 UZ = 1 : F'Fd rff : ~·Fd tn n 2Ehi~i EFHCIF.:'' 
• .:::·:·::.• ,~,-,:111 i ~'Fdt-1 I ~~r-iH!"k~EL =!l";. 1 + H l; ·' lEEO = ";ZE( I) 
• .:~r i~ uZ - 0 !HEN l2d5 
1 ;,::;::;;:: ~·F::I t·n PF-:1 HT "PF:E::;::; -c:;f-'HL:E. > ·1 U L:ur(i 1 tiUE:. · 
ic6d ~~r Yi: 1~ ~6C ~¥$J > 32 lHEN 1238: GQfU b~6 
~ .j.;S':.:.i 
j_ . ..::;t.;.j 
1:3E;:; 
r-r:lii! '·HLL(H Hr=r-·f.;u;-.,. ~ t·iir·r:; FUR Df:J)f;.::E" 
f'h Hn "TO. HHF-;r-1 UF bEf- Clf.E ::; ! Hf(f l t·41.:. ·• 
PJK~ 0188 + liP~C\10): PUKE Di03 + 18.k0(10) 
EEH SET P~R~HETERS FOR MULTID1GlT~L OPEF~110N 
i.:~./~.:.1 u- Ur;i· = 'E..-= •. UF; FdGH1 $: •. OR:f..~ > -= ''F'F'" Trit::r-~ :.:- = 1 
L~·;::~tt CT = il:): IF Lih:f = "L<" Cif.: fdbt-!f:f. ~u~;:;r_..;:) = 'Fr'' ihi::r·1 LT = b 
l-.::::3u 1 t- f.; li.~H r :f. • .. ij~. ¥.. 1. --' ::.: · ·1 ' UR f.: l GH T $ .:. QfU .. 2 ) = '; LP" fHEt·~ CT = 4 
l48U Ff.: HH "t·iH/. DH fH C:ULLEC f ltA·i T lt-iE l ::. ' ; L r _;; · ::;l:.i_.Ur4l.!::.' 
l4d0 PRlNi : PRINT 
~:J~J~j \-'r:i~·ii : F:~:ll·~i : t:r:1i·fl" I·R2~;:. li.:,l)O 
1510 lNUER:3E ~ F'FUHT "Ei..JEE'r'THlt-ib I::; F:ERUr···: Nt;,_;J1HL f-'hud 
ljO:::G 1~ H l = 10 fH~N 00fU 8000 
1~;2.~] PFUrH "DEPF:E:::S El THEF-: f.:EU :::;THR i BUi.l Ur·i I u'· 
1~·4D ~·fdtH THe:(. :::; ).P • ru HH rli-iT!::: :3CHW' 
1 ~:.o:.c1 PF-:1 t-iT •i i<:.EEF DEPRES::;t:.D Ht-.JD RELERSE hrii:t·~ COt·1f-'LET i:. · 
1560 1~ ~~EK ( - l628SJ > 121 UR· PEEK ( - 18287) > 121 l"HEN 1580 
1~~~ KEM U~i~ LGLL~CilON ROUllNE 
1:~.:--b ~:t.r·i 
l ._.;:::~.:.1 r·4f-' .:..: ~:..i 
l :.:::ito HH = H 
l60tt ~UH Lrl = iU N 
1bl0 N~ = NF + : lF NP > PTS iH~N 1b8U 
ib~0 PU~l:. C~AC ~~)= PO(E OPRD~~~) 
18~0 ~OR l = 1 TU 1~: NEx·r 
370o 
lbj0 ~~ = ~~ + 1: ~E~l 
lbbJ r~ ~~~K ( - lb286J = 127 ~NO ~~~K ( - lb281J < = 127 TH~~ 1681 
lb/t.l i~U I"Ci l~,:~U 
1 ·,.:- 1 i-.J ;--r;' .. .i. _.~ .:.: ~.:.1: { r·l( i _:. = ~J: r·-ft:~:< f' 
1720 fkl = u:FRl = 0:1 = D 
1(~0 ~HLL - d3b: 0iH6 6 
1 ?f.ti F-'h ItH : F·F: HH II ChLCULHT Elt·(;:. F-'f.;l.)l_:t.t:Li lf-j;~ . 
.L //;) r·r:Hi ~- ; i-'r;.ir·j! "l· r1 ·:.Ci~:R'r' IHE ~-HLL TAKE HE H ::;HCJRT TH1E" 
110~ ~~0 LHLCJLHl.IUN Ui- ~~~Ll~U F0RC~3 
1 7:::b F:Et·i F Hm It-~13 t·if-J>:: OF EACH C HHt·H·4EL IN ~ iA~;C.E:. Ht-~Li ·11 i-1E 
J.,. .:;,. !:...c.rl r-l140iHb l·i1t·i UF TUHUUE Ht-40 finE o 
1!80 i-UH ~ - 1 lu N 
.600 ~u~ i = ~ fO ~T~ - l ~~~p N 
1810 NUH(lJ = (NUH(lJ- ZE(Jj) / SL(~ + J- lJ 
ld20 N0M~i) = !~1 (\NUM0:.1) * l00J + .5) / 100 
H::3u l f- H l(JH.T$ o:. DF::i-.., l _:. = "T '' T Hf:.t~ l ::::.~.:.1 
i84U iF- NwM~lJ ~ 0 ~H~N NUM(lJ = 0 
l :=:':,J It- t·iUt·i( l ) __ ,. F ti• .. ~~ .t -~ HEt-i 1 t·/ ._1 _:. = I 
ldb0 1r ~UMO:.fJ / ~M(JJ fHt.N FM(J) = NUrl(l) 
1871::.1 lF NUHO:.IJ FL TH~N TL- l 
1 ;;::;.::u .d- r·1ut·1•:. 1 _:. ~' i nEt-~ ,... L = t-~Ur·i< i _:o 
i ::::.:H::.i hE;-:; f 
i -::t~.:.u.J l. r- r- r··!• ... _i _:o ... r-i!-!.'·. : rit:.t·i t·1H::-:; = i-·t·i.:. ._i _:. 
ldi0 SUM - u:K = u 
.1 ~:i-~~~~ r:t:.r·i ·=·iJr·i Ci~ ~- 1l··h.:rt.~; t-= OFt:C:t:::; TCt t3 I 1)£ TO fHL f't}~~~F~ 1:;F:I F· FIJRC:E 
1936 R~M FINDING M~~ 0~ FORtE ~NU 1!~ 1IM~ 
J.~50 F0R 1 ~ 1 fU ~1~ - 1 Si£P N 
1960 ~Oh J = 1 10 N 
l ::;:~ i d :.:;u;-i = ::.Ut-i + t·ur·i( i -r ._; - 1 --': Nt:::-:: T ._i 
lSbU K = k + i:Rl(K} = SUrl:SUM = 0 
l8SU lr RTO:.KJ .. Mq~ 1H~N TRT = ~ 
2000 IF RT(K) > H~\ THf~ Mq~ = kT~KJ 
2l1l ~j i ~~;:-:; i 
d.:.i;;:0 J~i[l = ::.~.::; 
202~ Kt:M ~INDING u~ ~O~(E H~lS SPHCiNG 
.d)30 IF fUGf-iT:t (_[iF$..,.2_.t = uf-·f-'" CF: HibrlH· ([ih:i-..,l_.t = '·,:-:;" fHEN GC6ut:: ;'~.J0(1 
2040 ~~ MHX ( : ill fri~N 00 = l 
i0~U lF H~X > 20 qND M~~ < = 11::.10 IH~N OG = 1~ 
i060 lr M~X ? 100 HNU MH~ ~ = 300 THEN OD = 25 
20?0 NOD = INT (HHX / 00) + 1 
208l1 YM = NUO * 00 
2090 MY = INT ( - fLJ + 1 
21U~.:.1 .u- r:l6Hli- \. u;:;::f.., 1 > -:_ > '!" fHEH t·fr' - 0 
2110 XSC = 279 / CT:~SC = 1~8 / (YM + MY~ 
2114 t-:t.r·1 
~11~ REM RESULTS PLG~TING ROUliNE 
211b ;-.;Ef·j 
~1~0 HbR~ : riCOLOR= ~- ri~LUT ~.158 
2125 REM FORCE ~XIS PLOlllNG 
21J0 fOR I= 0 Tu NOO + lNl. ~t - fL / 00) + l) 
2140 Y% = INT tl + YSL * 00 + .5) 
21~0 l~ ~~ > 153 lHEN Y~ = 158 
218~ IF Y% < 0 fHlN Y% = 0 
2ii0 M~LUT f0 0.lj9 - ~~ 
2180 HPLOl 2.l5d - Y% 10 D.lSS - Y% 
2180 1~ i \ > MY i'hE~ ~280 
21~5 REM TIME ~Xlb PLUlTlNG 
~210 X~ = lNl tJ * Xbl + .~) 
~220 lf X~ > 2?~ rH~N X% = ~18 
22j0 IF X% < 0 lHEN X% = 0 
~~4~ rlPLOT 10 \~.1~8 - Y% 
2250 HPLo·r X%.157 - Y% lu X%.158 - Y% 
2~i0 HPLJT 0.!58 - Y% 
22:::0 t·it:.::-=: i" 
~~85 R~M ~ESULfS PLurTING 
~280 xsc = 218 / Prs 
2300 Y~ = !NT tMY + YSC + .j) 
2310 lF Y% > 158 THEN Y% = 159 
232U ~r Y% < 0 TH~N Y% = u 
2330 HPLOT 0.158 - Y% 
234~ ~UR J = 1 fO N 
2350 FOR 1 = J TO PTS 1 SllP N 
~360 Y = NUHtl) +MY 
2370 Y% = INT tY * YSL + .~J 
2380 x% = 1N~ ~1 ~ ~sc ~ .~) 
2380 1~ Y% > 158 THEN Y% = 158 
~400 lF Y% < 0 THEN Y% = 0 
2410 IF X~ > 2/8 THEN X% = ~rd 
2420 If X% < 0 THEN X% = 0 
2430 HPLOT TO X%~158 - Y% 
2440 Y1~ = 154 - Y% 
2450 lF Yl% < 0 THEN Yl% = ~ 
~455 K~M PL01 OUT H4XIMUH TIL~ 
24b0 IF I = TH(J) THEN HPLOf X%.Y1% TU X~.l5d - Y% 
~.:>+."i::J .i.f FdbHf:i: U.Jf.:t-.1 ,:r -:.. > ''T'' TrlEt-4 24:30 
2480 1~ 1 = TL THEN HPLGT X%~lj4 - Y% TO x~~I58 - Y% 
~~G0 Y~ = lNf tHY * YSC + .~) 
~510 HFLOi 0~158 - Y% 
;;:;:)~.u 1r L!F:$ <. .> '',iH'' .i.HEJ4 0::::{1~J 
2~35 kEM PLOT OUT OF POhEH GRIP 
~~48 ruK 1 = 1 ~0 P1'3 / 4 
2j50 ~~ = lNT (HJ(IJ * YbC ~ .5) 
2560 ~~ = 1Nr <I~ 4 * xsc + .5) 
2510 IF Y% < 0 THEN Y% = 0 
258U Yl~ = Y~ + ~:i2% = Y% - 2 
2590 lF Jl% > 158 lHEN Yl% = 159 
,)3L1U 
2t;llj 
2t;.2o 
if i2~ < 0 lrlEN Y~% = 6 
HPLOT X%~158 - Yl% TO X%.158 
•, I • 
i'r ~··a = ~~ - 3:Xi% = ~% + j 
2630 IF Xl% < 0 lH~N Xi~ = u 
2640 1~ ~2~ > 278 THEN X.2% = 218 
I ,.~I~.· 
- T~··'a 
2650 IF I = TRT lH~N HPLOf Xl%.158 - Yi% TU \2%.1~9 - Yl% 
2bb0 Xl% = X% + 2~X2% = X% - .:::: 
2670 I~ Xl% > 278 lhEN Xl% = 2id 
~68~ IF X2% < 0 THEN X2% = 0 
HPLOl Xl%.158 - Y% TO X2%.158 ., .... - y.-·. 
3'11o 
2/oo r-H:::-:;r 372o 
2?10 .i.t- f-:1Gi-(l:f •.:u~::t ... .;::.• = "f-'F'" OR f:.:IGHf$ ([.l~::f-.,1) = "~-:;" THEt·~ GOTO ?50 
.2?2,(i 
~ .. -41) 
.:::~-· :_:,li 
IF ~ = 18 lHEN 2840 
.i. r l.ih:f. < .> "I.) f.:'' T Ht:.r·i 
F-OF ._i = 1 TO t-4 
2.?;:'0 = It-iT < < T + 1(1(1) + • :; ..' . ...- lllti 
..::/.:;~J r-·F:.ifil r lh.t-( .J _:.; · r-Ir·l6t::~: r--iH;:<H1Ut·1'' _.; 
.:::.<:t~.:.i FUi<.t. 3t- .. 23 
..:.d~JU r:::-:.:Inr ··= ";r::t-1( .. _i_:.;'' r-~EHTOt·i3 ~~ ·;t;" ·:;ECONL•·:." 
2:.::::1 u t·1E.;:-:; i 
2d~0 r = ((f / (PfS / q_:._.~ + fki 
2830 I = lNT ((j + 100) + ·.5_:. / 10~ 
2;::.:.t0 t-·RHH 'TU fHL r·iH><II-1Ui·1 ;..JRIP"; 
2:::50 F'CW.E .:;:;;:; ... 2.3 
2dt::u t=·r:it-4! '= "_pr·iH.:-:.;" r·E~·iTUt·4:::; 1~";1_.;" :.:.t:C:Ot·m::O" 
268u t-uk J = 1 ru N 
:::.s~~ ·r = ~cr / p·ij ... * IM~J ... 
2~00 I = 1Nf ((f + lU0..' ~ .~..' / 1U0 
.:::nu ;-:·FdtiT FHU.:.H + ._1- I..';" t1~t<H-iu~1 =··.vFt·kJ>.o" t·JE~HOt·JS ~~ ";T;" ::;ECONo:: 
2:='40 1 r Fd i.3H f:*: 0:: Lifo: :f. .. .i. > ·· ,, i '' T Ht:.N .j>J20 
.:::850 T = (Cl / PTS) + lM(l) 
..:-:ibt:t 1 = 1 r·1 i • .. (_ f + :.. ~.:.iO _.t + • ::; ) ·· 160 
;;::3?0 Ph I t·H [II.)$; •• t·iH>=: I 1-iUt·i = li; F t·l( 1 } ; " t·iHfi Ot·l-t·iE T r.E.3 I~ '•; l ; " ::.f:.COt·m::; '' 
:_::j:j(l f = lt·jf (_(_"j + i~Ji::_i) ~ a~l) / l(i(.i 
3t,iU(1 i-'f-': I f"i T LJI.)£. j; io t-i.lf·il t·JU[·j =" .f FL .P ,; f·.jt)·4 fOt·i-t·JETRES I? ol iT j; II SECONDS II 
3~Jjfi T = lt·iT (('i" * lli~:.i..' + o~,_.~ llit1 
~;~.:.i·-H:1 ·-=·t--:un L:H.)$;! f!~;:-:,1f-1Ur·1 ::.:" ;F-"r·h. l ); II ~4E~~TOt·~:; I~ o! D i .ii II ::3ECO~mS" jO:•l1 t-·r-;; l t·n ()$; '' F·r-:;;#U ., 
:~,t!.:h.j l r 'r' .;: - :: r-1 :: ~·ht:J~ 3l·:tll 
~~;1i::.1(1 !f" 'r'~ = "'·(' THE.t-i 2·l3ti 
Sll u ;-·r-;, iN I ' t-4(1 r Ur·iOi:.~;:.; TCuJi.J ! I ! ! ! " 
~·l3U 
2;141.:.1 
'5ti~j0 
:;010 
::;o2o 
)~J::.o 
51::.140 
505U 
-::.i~Jt.(i 
=·~.J?~.:.1 
5t1b0 
::ltt::K.1 
jl(ilj 
'~•.i-30 
51:·0 
·~;166 
'::il?fi 
13U"i 0 bUO 
FHinr : r=-·r-ut-n 
e~:rt-n fHE:( 10 ); "LH::;C :;;·i-Of.:H!.JE ROUTH~E" 
F-'~:It·iT THE::•.. 10 );. "==== ======= =======" 
Di< :.:: 2 
r:·~HH : lr-4f'Uf "~-U-HUi l-1Ht·i0 USEU?L··R-->" .vl$ 
li- Df.:$ <. .::- "13~:" THEJ~ ::.~Jili 
I r: F I bi--tr $ (_ DE$ .d ) .::- <. "T II fHEJi 50:30 
F'FUt-H : INPUT "TllE-;T DIF:ECTIOt·F-U·-1-····HCH--.>" ;TD:t: 
UNiRR GOTO b060 
F'RHH D$; "k~F:l TE"; Th$ 
PRiNT Dk~: PRINT L$ 
IF DF:$ = "13~:~~ THHi PHHH Sl h$ ( ::; .J 
iF HliJH $ ( Df.:$.., ) = '· r·· I"Hft·l PRHH TO$ 
i->f.: Hrl· ::; ~;$ ( F-'T ::; 
1180 ~UR ~ = 1 TG N 
j19u FUk 1 = ~ TO PTS - 1 STEP ~ 
5200 ~Rl~r ~TR$ ~NUM(i)) 
-~·<:: lli t·4E.·:, T 
~·0::::2(1 r-'rU r1 i" ':;I r::f r:. f"t·1• ... _i .:r _:r ~ r'H lr·iT :::.TR:f. •. Tt-1( J ::0) 
::;z~;(1 It- ~:H3HT$ ( Df-.::f.P 1 _:r .> .. "l '· -, ht.t-i ::.2:::•t! 
:0.::.<-tid F'tiii·iT .:;TfU r:.f.L}~ F'H.Lt·11 ':,"TfU • .. fi_.! 
.:.2::.0 t-1E>;T 
:•2b~~1 i ;-:. L.tr;:f: "'·. > 'GR" li-it:Ji ::d l U 
j270 FuR 1 - l TO Plj / 4 j280 PRfN¥ SfR:f ~RT~l.!J 
:.:;.::~(1 r·~E:·n 
j300 fRINf STR$ (M~~): PRI~i SfR$ tfRT) 
~3lU ~OkE 2l6.P0 
:~r.32i.:.1 .:·f-.. .it·11 Ci$; '' Pf.;# i" 
.:·:~.Ji::.i Fh .1 t·n 
J340 u0 = OU + 1~ .iF QU / 1 fHEN 53b0 
373o 
534j REh PRINT OUT OF RESULTS M~XIM~ ~ND ~ILE DET~lLS ON SILENTYPE 
~iT~ .. ~~ r'Aihl RE.CURO FILE--.>"; Hl$· 
:52.60 t-'RHi r [li):f;" DEi..JlL:E U::ELI''; 
'53?0 r:·U;<.E 36 .. 4~.:.1~ F'FUt·~ f ''HHHU USEE..;-------->" ;L$ 
5380 I~ U0 ; 1 THEN 5480 
.J .. ::.:::tu i-'F:ir1i 'L..H!E ,_,i= Tt::::;T--:::·";Lif:f; 
:::•400 PCJt::.E. 36.P40~ f+:Hn "DHTE OF biFdt-i----/" ;Db-1:~ 
'~•4H.l HH = ;._IHL 0:: HltJHT:¥ ( OT:f ... 2) .J~ E•8 = UHL r:. RIGHT$ r:. 08:& ... 2)) 
54<::0 RB = URL ( HID:¥ (0Y:f~4~2).:r:HC = URL ( HlO$ (08i~4 .. 2)) 
3430 ~8 - ~C~ IF ~U > 0 fHEN 5~5~ HU = 
5440 C12- ~C::O + ~B:RH = H~- 1 HD = 
345U U~L < LEfT$ tOT$ ... ~)):RF = U~L C LEFT$ ~08$.2)) HE -
j460 R~ - ~F: IF Hb <. 0 fHEN ~U = ~0 - l p(:; = 
:..:+, ~j j-·t-.; H-f! · t-~i.Jc. = .. HH - sB.. 'it::HRS " .. HG .. •· t·iot-HH~ r; .. 
':i4C:0 F-OKE :::::& .P40: PF: Hn "DOtH t·H-~r-H HRt·1U---- .> ; UH~: 
: . .:A:30 1 F L;r:;;$ < .. :· "(:ir:;;" T Ht:.i"-4 55 li.:.1 
j50(1 PCW:.t:: 36~40~ F'RltH "Gf-.:lf' ~:WHr·i U::.ELJ--- .> ';:::; 
S;:iH3 u· F:i,jr-ir:f (L)R$ . 1 _:. ·:.. .> "T'' THtli 5::r30 
552'.:.1 f-'OKE 3b~*J: F'RHH ;,HH:3T t.:ll,=:;;ELTlLtN--.>'';Tl.!:t: 
'.:.:..3~:::, iF H .·'· -= 1(i i"ht:f·i :::;;-'4-i.:J 
5540 FOR I= 1 TON: PRJNI FHtl); SPCt 5);~ H~~i 
:j;:•:::•t: iF U~;:f = "i3F:" ft-iEr·i f'Fdr-(1 riP.>::; 
55f;(j PEl t·i f " CH~r·H·4EL t·1H>:; 1 r·1H ·' 
S5·{~j 1F. f-dl3H U- • .. iJRl:~ l) ·... .> "H" .iHtJ4 :5?46 
5500 UO = 0:11 = 3~IX = - 2~IC = 0 
'5::iEi~j iY UF-;:t: = ,;1<.1-i' lHE:Ji 11 = 2: l = ~ 
5600 FOR I = II TO PlS - l ~TEP ~ 
i610 I~ NUrl(l) = FM(iiJ lHEN 00 = 00 + NUHtl + l~):JL = IC + 1 
·~r/~~..:.1 i_iJ_i- lf·lT ( 1 .. • .. C;ij / i.i.J -:1:" l~j~j} + c~i} ./ l~J~j 
5?3l1 FfUtH 00; :3PC\ ::.);"Gf-.: ~~ t·1H>-: i..lf-=1" 
'5/4~j lr fdtiriT$ o:.CiF::t- .. 1) = "T" THEh F'RINf Ft-1(1); SPLr:. 5:.r.vFL.o SPC( 5);"t·1~ 
( t·il t-4 TUF-:OUE:. ' 
.::r / ·1-:::; 1 J- r; i i..JH 1 :$: r. Lf.;$ .. .2 ..1 ::.= '' LF'" THt:d f'h If'l i Ft·K 1 _:.; SF'Ij 5) .o "t·1Hi<:" 
::.?~•l1 IF F:IGt-iT:!: r:.Uf:.:t.Pc:_:r = "PP" Of.: fUbHH· <OH::t: .. 1.! = ";~=:" IHE:.N j??€.1 
'~,,·'6•.:.i ij;}fCi r:.~}LJ 
~?70 FCR I= 1 TU 4: PRiNf FMr:.l); bPC( ~);g NEXl 
::.;.;:::(.1 p,::;;Hfl "F HibEh hi-!>:;" 
.)( .jl::] t_:rf_i ll_i C.br::.1 
~000 COD~ = PEEK (~~2): POKE 216»0 
6005 REH DISC HRNOL1NG ERROk ROUllNE 
8010 I~ CODE < > b THEN 60?0 
602(1 F'FH t-H ~ F'FU t·n 1 t·4$; " l ~:; t·40H Ot-·t.t·J ~ Oh F 1 F:~:; i T Hit." 
t-030 t=·~: i rl r D$ .P '' OF'Et·i" ; ., i··i:f; '' J} D2" 
6tH·0 f'F: It-1 i U$; "Hf.: lT E II ; H{:f 
b0~0 P~1N1. Of$~ PRINi. JB$~ PRINT OH$ 
b060 GOTCI '::· i :30 
6U?0 1f LOO~ \ j 8 iri~N 6140 
t::o?:. f-·f.: rt-n D$; II CLo::;E. ·• ; 1t4· 
t:::.U::::t; r'k I r·j f ~ F'FU t·rl "D i ::;C 2 1::. FULL'' 
6t1:30 HU t-H "F:EF'LHCE H l TH H t·iEH It-H TI HLi ::.t.D [I I ~:;C" 
~.H}~J i-'fdi·-1 r : ~·fdr·H ''F'F:ES3 ·C:.f-'HCE.> ~-iHEt~ f.:EHD'-f" 
61H.1 GE.'1 'r'$~ IF t:-6C CT':f) < .> 32 THH~ t•llli 
'=·10:::0 ~·r:li·i r ~ 1.JWU! ''r-~d-4 F ILtJ4Ht·iE·:-·-->" .;;Tt-u;: 
f. i 2;(i 13UT iJ f;>J.3ti 
t•l"+Li F-r;lt-H ~ r'f·-:IH i '' Ef..F:O~. COOt:: = ".;;CODE 
c::i::•ti F-'RHH "FF:E::;s <::;PHCE.> 10 F:ETUF:t-4 TO DP.JlCE:. t-1Et-1U'' 
61b6 Gt.~ Y$: IF HSC (~$} , .> 32 fHEN 6160 
61 ;:-~j 131Y! u t.UU 
;0li0 F0k ~F = 1 iO 4 
:u0~ kEM fiNOINb rlHXiHH OF lNDiuiDUHL FINGER RESULTS 
·,: i.J.::.t.i r•_ir; 1 -= . .Lt·n (_ (_ ~ r·.:: -;:- ; __ r-·F - i} _:. / 4--' T'U HiT .:. .:. f-' i·:; -i Ff} / 4} 
~:-'((~JJ 1 F t·-1Ut·1(. l _:. ...- Ft-1( ~ f- -' T ht.t·i : t·1•-. i- i- _:. - l 
/U4L1 .u=· li!_id•-.1..' .> fr·i(r-·:-:·--' iHEt-i Fr-1•-.f-f-) = r·idt·l(l,:. 
:~u0 ~GR ~~ = 1 fG q 
{j~~ REM PLUlTiNG OUi iNDI0lOU~L fiNGER HRXIHR riC HRRKS 
7jl0 ~~ = INT (FM.:.FF_; + Y~L + .~j 
?538 Yl% = Y% + 5: lF Yl% > lj8 iHlN Yl% = lj3 
7jqU ~PLUl X%.158 - Y% lG x~~lj8 - Yl% 
,: ~;::;o hi:./. : 
{ .j::;li i ~;.·.: i 
1570 FOk ~ = 1 ru ~ 
,' .::;;::u r:·r.; i r·1 T FIr-a-(_ ._i >; ·· t- 1 j·~bt.S: . t·1t=i;:-:; 1 r·iUH = "-" Ft-1.:. J);." t·4EH rm-4:3" 
,.:·:::,:j(i hi:..=< 1 
:::O>J>J F~: I r·H '' Pf.:I:S::; E I THE~: F:ED BUTT Of~ TO STRF:T ~:;CHW 
8005 REH D~TR COLLECTION OF DEUlCES lN KEY UNlT 
6010 1~ fEEK ( - ib2d~~ > l~l UR PEEK ( - 16287..' ~ 121 THEN 8030 
·=;~J2U bUTU ::;;~il>::J 
:::; I.J ._::.lj r· f.: i r·n : ;:> ~: li-H ' U • ~::. " 
8040 NP = 0: POKE C»RC(~): POK~ 0~H0~H} 
8050 NP = NP + 1: iF ~p .> F''iS THEN 8150 
6060 lF NP = INT ((PfS + F> / 4J THEN 8108 
80/0 t-uk 1 = 1 ro s 
taJ:::o f'CWE B J} G: ~~H 1 T E. l • ~:;4: t·-!Ut·l( NP ) = F'EEr:.: ( FO _:. 
6100 f- ~ F ~ 1: 1~ ~ / ~ 1HEN 3150 
:::111::.1 F'Fi: I t·H : PF: I t-H "HHi..JE ;, ; F I t·i$(. F __.; " F I t~1.3lh HtJ.JU'r' i li 1 E::;-r " 
3i~t:1 rF::U·H : e~:lt-H 'F'F:t:S3 REO E:UTTOt-4 10 COtHU4UE" 
6l~U 1r FEEK ( - 16286J < = 12? THE:.N 61~U 
·314~.:.1 t-·r:li·fi : r-·~:HH "0. K •. , : i.JOTO :::~J::=itt 
;::1~50 PF:It-H ~ PFUt-H "SCRH COt·iPLETE[t'' 
::H8~3 ljiJTO 1 ?U0 
375. 
APPENDIX 6 
LISTING OF CALIBFL\TION SOFT\>AHr: 
s F:t:::-1 
1(1 F:U1 
15 REM ================================== 
20 REM H.R.JONES-UNI. OF DURHQM-07/08/82 
25 REM ================================== 
28 REM QUTOHPTICHLLY CHLLED BY HQNO HHEN SCQNNER AND QMPLIFIER 
27 REM REQUIRE ZEROING AND C~LIBRRTION 
30 CQLL - 938: UTPB 8 
. .::5 TE~=<T 
40 CLEAR HOME ~ UT~B 8:D$ = CHR$ (4) 
45 0108 = - 18384 + 2 + 256 
50 b = 0108 + 21:C = 0109 + 17:U = D109 + 16 
55 E = 0109 + 13:FF = 0109 + 1:6 = 0 
t;iJ F'R l r·~ T THE:( 17):;. "H~·1PCAL n 
t:;s PF: I t·n TAE:< 1 7 ::.:;. "======" : PF: I rH 
15 POKE 0109 + 19,255: POKE D109 + 18,255 
80 POKE 0109 + 2.255: POKE 0108 + 17.254 
85 POKE D108 + 0.143 
90 POKE 0109 + 16.255: POKE 0108 + 3.0 
85 POKE 0109 + 11,0: POKE D109 + 14.129 
100 POKE 0109 + 30,192: POKE 0109 + 27.128 
110 DIH RC(I3),RD(13) 
130 DATA 254.3.253,3.251.3 
140 D~TA 247.3.239,3.223.3 
150 ORTR 191,3.127.3.255.2 
160 O~TA 255.1.255,1,255,1,255.1 
170 FOR I = 1 TO 13 
180 Ri~D RC(I),RO~I): NEXT 
3000 REM +++INSTRUMENT CRLIB ~ ZERO 
3010 PRINT : PRINT 
3020 f'F:ItH "DOES Rt·1PLIFIER t·~EED CRLIBRRTIHG?'r'.·'l~":;. 
3030 GET 'r'$: IF 'r'$ = "r·~" THH~ 33:::0 
3040 CALL - 836: UTRB 8 
3050 PR I t-n "PF:E~:s R F:Eo BUTTOt·i PFTEF: EACH" 
30b0 PF: r t·4 r "I t-~~:;TRUCT I Ot·4 TO PROCEED" 
3070 PF>: I i·H 
.3~.Y::o PF:HH "PF:E~:;~:; H RED BUTTOt·4 t-K1~·4" 
3090 IF PEEK ( - 16288) < = 127 AND PEEK ( - 16287) < = 127 THEN 309 
3095 FOR I = 1 TO 200: NEXT 
3100 CHLL - 936: UTRB 8 
3110 PF:HH "Ot·i Rt·1F'LIFIER TUF:t·j: -" 
3120 PF: HH " tK!DE ~3H ITCH TO < C:>" 
3130 F'F:HH " F:Ht--113E ~:lHTCH TO <U.JDT>" 
::!:140 f•F:HH II :::;C:QLE FHCTOR DIHL TO <SOO>" 
3150 IF PEEK ( - 18286) < = 127 HNO PEEK ( - 16287) ~ = 127 THEN 315 
JI5j FGR I = 1 fO 200~ NEXT 
3160 POKE D109 + 17.RC(1): POKE 0109 + 16.RC(1) 
3170 t·10DE$ = "C" 
31:::0 J.::iC6UE: 370€.1 
3180 C~LL - 336: UTAB 8 
32~:nJ PF:HH "Ot4 Ht·1PLIF IEF: TUF:t·l: -" 
3210 PRHH " r·iUDE ~:;~-H TCH TO <R>" 
3220 PF:Hn " F:Ht·li3E ~;~-HTCH TO < 1K>" 
323t1 PF: HH " ~:;GALE FHCTOR D I RL . TO ( 480 >" 
324(1 t·10DE$ = II F: !I 
3250 l F PEEK ( 1 b2::.:s ) < = 127 R~m PEEK ( - 16287) < = 127 THEN 325{ 
3255 FOR I = 1 TO 200: NE~T 
3~60 GOSU8 3700 
3270 CHLL - 938: UTRB 8 
328~3 Go ro 335~:1 
377o 
32:::aJ i30 ro .335~~1 
32~30 PRitH "Ot·~ Hf-iPLIFIER fURt·~~-" 
33(1(1 F'F: HH II t·10DE 9·H T CH TO < z >II 
.3.31 0 t·100E:f = il: II 
3320 IF PEEK ( - 1S286J < = 127 ~NO PEEK ( - 16287) < = 127 THEN 332 
3325 FOR I = 1 TO 208: NEXT 
i330 GGSU8 3700 
3340 C~LL - 936: UT~B 8 
3350 FFUt·H "Ot·~ ~t·1F'LIFIIER TUF:t·h-" 
33f;O F'fU tH " t·10DE ~=;~H TCH TO < t·L>" 
3370 IF PEEK ( - 16286) \ = 1~7 QNO PEEK ( - 16287) < = 127 THEN 337 
337~ FOR I = 1 TO 280: NE~T 
i380 C~LL - 936: UT~B 8 
3390 F·F: I tn T~E:r:: f; ) ; "t=~t·1PL r FIEF: I~=; t·~m-~ c~L I E:f.:HT ED" 
3400 F'FU t-H F'F: I HT "Cot-HROL:3 SHOULD BE ~T: -" 
3410 PFdtH " SCHLE FHCTOF: DI~L ~T <480>" 
3420 F'fU HT ;; t·10DE ::;~H TCH ~T <.t·D" 
.3430 FF:HF II F:t=lt·JGE :=;kHTCH ~T <.1K.>" 
344(j f·~: I t·1T 
345(1 F'F: HH THB( 2); ., t·~OH TO ZERO HLL DEU ICES COt4t~ECTEO TO 11 
34E;o Pr.: I t-n T~B< 14 ) ; II :::;c~t·H·~Er-::: ut·~ r T ;; 
3470 PRiNT :CC = 8 
~:4 7':; PF: HH : PF: HH :3PC\ 5 ) ; u PF:ESS H F:EO 8UTT0~4 TO PROCEED 11 
3480 IF PEEK ( - 16286) < = 127 HNO PEEK ( - 16287) ' = 127 THEN 348{ 
3485 FUR I = 1 TO 200: NEXT 
3490 POKE 0109 + 17,RC(CC): POKE 0109 + 16~RD<CC) 
3500 C~LL - 936: Uf~B 1 
351 0 PFU tH THE:( 15 ) ; II CHHt·H·iEL #;; .icc: . PF: HF 
3520 POKE 0109 + 20,1: POKE 0109 + 21,0 
35.30 HRIT 0109 + 13,1,254 
3540 ~DC= PEEK (0108 + 1) 
3550 PF:HH "DEI..JICE OUTPUT=" ;~DC 
3560 F'F: I t-H lH8( 4 _:.; ;; TUF:t·~ EITHER SC~t~r~ER ZERO CONTROL" 
3570 IF ~DC> (1 THH~ F'~:HH THE:( 10);"0t·4 CH~t4t·~EL #";CC..o" ~c. .. ·W' 
35:::~j I~· HDC = 0 fHEt·~ PF:ItH TH8( 1(1 ); "ON CHHNt·~EL #" ..oCC..o II Cd-~ 11 
3600 IF PEEK ( - 16286) < = 127 ~NO PEEK ( - 16287) < = 127 THEN 350e 
.361~3 cc = cc - 1 
3630 IF CC = 0 THEN 3660 
3640 C~LL - 936: UT~B 8 
.3t350 GOTO 34:30 
3660 CRLL - 936: UTHB 8 
3E;?o PR I t-n THE:( 7 >; "::;ct=~t·~t·iEF: DE'...' IcE:.:: t·Wk~ ZEF:OED" 
3672 ~·RHH : PRHH ~3FC\ 5 )..o "PRESS H RED BUTTON TO PROCEED" 
3675 IF PEEK ( - 16286) < = 127 HND PEEK ( - 16287) < = 127 THEN 3675 
:36:.::1) GO·::;i_IB 50(10 
3E;:3o PF: I t-n CHRt .:: 4 >; "F:Ut·~ HRr·m" 
3700 c~LL - 836: UT~B 1 
3710 POKE D109 + 20,1: POKE 0109 + 21~0 
.3720 ~~iT 0108 + 13,1;254 
3730 ROC= PEEK ([1109 + 1) 
3?40 PF:HH "Ht-1PLIFIER OUTPUT = II ;~DC 
37~;o IF t-10DE$ = "R" THH~ 3:.::3o 
3?60 IF t·100E$ = II z H THEN 38?0 
3770 IF HDC < 255 THEt·~ PfUt-H "TUF:t·~ H[UHCEt-H F'OT C.···l~" 
37:30 IF ~DC = 255 fHEt·~ PRINT "TURN HDJ~CENT POT H C./~~" 
37:30 PFUtH "t·~EEC6 TO BE <25:;>" . 
3810 IF PEEK ( - 16286) < = 127 HND PEEK ( - 16287) < = 127 THEN 3700 
37~L 
.~;:::Jti IF ~0(: > 0 THEt-4 PF: t·4T 11 TUF:t-~ EITHER Rt·1PLIFIER ZERO CONTROLS ~ C/W' 
3:340 IF HOC = (t THEt·~ PF: t-H "TUF:t-~ EITHEf.: Ht·1PLIFIEF: ZEF:O COt·HF:OL t_: ... ··w 
5:::50 f'F:HH "t·~EEO~; ru BE 0>" 
."3:::60 GOTU 3:::H] 
3S7o r F HDC > o THEt·~ PH rt-rr "TURt·4 HD.JHCEtH POT R c.-··w· 
3::::::1::.1 IF HDC = (1 THEH PF: I t-H "TUF:t·~ HDJHCEHT POT C.-·--H '' 
2:::::30 r·~; HiT "t·~EED~:; To BE < o >II 
.3~300 (30TO 3::: lli 
::;o~J(1 D I r·1 T ~-it< 4 ) ~ nY 4 ) 
5005 POKE 0108 + 17~255: POKE 0108 + 16~1 
5010 OAT~ FINE PINCH.142.COARSE PINCH.141.FINE THIST.139.CORRSE TWISTa12 
)0~0 ~u~ 1 = 1 10 4: AEHU TN$(lJoKU(lJ: NEXT 
j030 FOR I = 1 TO 4 
5035 POK~ 0108 + 0.KU(I) 
5040 ME = 0: IF I > 2 THEH ME = 128 
..:.o::;~.:.1 CHLL - ~3.36: PFUttr THB< 11 ).P n~$( I >.o II DE'..JICE 11 
~060 PRINT : POKE 0108 + 20.1: POKE 0108 + 21~0 
.30?0 HRIT 0108 + l3~1.254:HDL = PEEK (0108 + 1) 
::;~J:::o PF: I t-n II DE'...' ICE o .. ·"F' = II; HDC 
50 aS F·~: HH "UUTPUT ::;HOULD BE " ; t·1E 
5ft30 IF HOC > t·1E THEt·4 PF: HH TPB( 6); I! FOF: II; H~$( I ) ; !I DEl.)! CE HC.--·li II 
:.:.1 Ot.1 IF HDC < = r·1E THEt·J f·fu r-H THB( s) .o II FOR II; H4$( I .o" DEU IcE C/W" 
j110 IF PEEK ( - 18286) < = 127 HND ~EEK ( - 16287 < = 127 THEN 5050 
':t120 t·~E>::T 
5130 F:E. TUF:t-i 
379o 
APPENDIX 7 
LISTING OF RESULTS EXTRACTION SOFTWARE 
·- . 
18 ?EM PROGRqHME===EXTRqCT===PROGRRHHE 
20 REM ============================== 
30 REH R.R. JONES-UN!. OF OURHRH-18/11/82 
40 REM ================================== 
:.\j REt·i 
55 F:Et·1 
:;t; REt·1 
TO RETRIEUE oqrq FROM DISC FILES 
COLLECTS PLL DRTR OF qLL DEUICES 
PND GlUES PRINT OUT OF PLOTS & DRTR 
57 F:Et·1 PRINTS OUT RLL RESULTS FROM Q GIUEN STRRTING POINT 
·-··=· F:Ui ONLY FOR USE ON FILES STORED BEFORE NEW LIFTING TRRNSOUCER INSTAL 
LED 
~~ REM TH~T IS RLL P~TIENTS 
t;O f.;t:Y 
70 ·r-r-1 . -:-! t../:, j 
~~ CLEqR :0$ = CHR$ (4)~LP = 0 
100 DIM NUH(250)~FH(9)~TH(9)~RT(50) 
110 OIH ~IN$(8)~GH$(30)~GN<30) 
120 DRTR INDEX~HIODLE~RING.LITTLE~PAN HANDLE.LOHER HOUNT.UPPER MOUN 
T ~KETTLE HRr·lDLE 
130 fOR I= 1 TO 8: RERO ~IN$(1): NEXT 
136 REH INPUT STARTING POINT FOR EXTRACTION 
140 HWUT "FILE F:EOUIF:ED?-->" ;HJ$ 
15(1 I t·W'UT II Ot·4 f-jH I CH [I I ::;C?-- >!I; DK 
18(1 TH:t = II r·~u" 
1:35 PF:Hn : PRHH ~~::;TQRTit¥3 POrtH FOR E:=<:TRACTIOW 
1 :jt;:; HWUT II I::; ~·H TH DEl) ICE-->";::;[!$ 
1::3? lt·~PUT "U::;HK; HHt·m------>" ;fU 
210 I=·F:IhT 
21~5 
22(1 
.-. -· .. -, 
~c.~ 
224 
.-.. -.,-. 
.:::...::·=· 
2.3(1 
240 
250 
26~) 
27(1 
2::::o 
2:3~:1 
300 
310 
3:20 
.:_,.~.t1 
REH ST~RT RESULTS EXTRACTION 
ONERR GOTO 5000 
PF:HH [1$; "OPHJII ;Hi$; II .D" ;DK 
PF:HH [1$; 11 REPD 11 ;TtH: 
INPUT OT$~OB:t.OH$ 
PF:INT [1$; 11 F:EAD 11 ;HH: It·WUT DF::t .. L:t 
REM SET PARAMETERS FOR EXTRACTION OF RESULTS 
IF DF:$ = "GF:" THH~ [II.)$ = II (3F: 1 F' I! 
IF DR$ = II PH II THUj [II.)$ = II F'Ht·~ HRt·KtLE II 
IF DF::t = "VH" THH~ [tl.)$ = "KETTLE HHt·4DLE 11 
IF DFU = "FLF' II THEt·j [!1.)$ = II F I t·~E LHTEF:AL pI t·K:H II 
IF DF::t = II CLP II THH~ [II.)$ =. II COAF:::E LATEF:AL pI t·~CH I! 
IF D:=;::.t = 11 FF'P 11 THEt·4 [!!.)$ = 11 FH~E PULP PIHCH" 
IF DF::t = "CPP II THHJ [tl.)$ = II COHFSE PULP F' I HCH II 
IF DFU = 11 FKT 11 THEJ~ [!!.)$ = 11 FHiE KE'r' HHST" 
IF DF::t = 11 CKT" THH~ [11.)$ = "COAFSE KE'r' HiET' 
IF DF::.t = II L TT II THEt·4 C!i..J:f = II LAF:GE TUBE nn sr II 
IF DF::t = ~~~:;TT" THEt·J [11.)$ = ":::t-1PLL TUE:E nn~:n" 
IF L.HU = 11 E::-:;" THEt-i [11.)$ = 11 E::<fEt·~SOF: LIFT" 
3:;o r·~ = 1: R = 1 o 
3b0 iF UF:$ <. > ., GF: II THEt·J 370 
365 N = 4:P = 2: GOTO 450 
3?0 IF DF::t < .. :· "PH" THEt-i :3:::0 
375 N = 3:~ = 6: GOTO 450 
:3::::u IF DF::t < > "f<H'' THEH 45(1 
381 N = 3:P = 7: GOTO 450 
440 REH EXTRACT FORCE RESULTS 
450 IF DF::t = II I3F: II THH~ I t·WUT :::;$ 
470 IF RIGHT$ <DR:t.l > = 11 T" THEN It.JPUT TO$ 
490 INPUT R:t:PTS = UPL (A$) 
:.00 CT = INT ((PTS / 16.0)) + 1 
510 FOR J = 1 TO N 
520 FOR I = J TO PTS - 1 STEP N 
530 INPUT R:t:NUH(I) = URL (P$) 
540 t·4L<T 
550 INPUT R:t.B:.t 
560 FMCJ) = URL (H$)~fH(J) = URL (8$) 
'560 FtK ._i ) = I.)~L (_ H$ ) : P·1( ._i ) = I)HL ( E:$) 
'5?0 IF F:IGHT$ ( DF:~t .. 1 .' <. > "T" THEt·l f;OO 
5~8 INPUT H$l'8$ 
580 FL = UHL (H$)~TL = VHL (8$) 
f;(i(1 t·~L<T 
t::;1(1 IF DrU < > "GF:" THEJ{ f;70 
620 FOR I = 1 TO PTS / 4 
630 INPUT H:t~RT<I> = UHL (H$) 
1:::40 t·~E>::T 
650 INPUT H$ .. 8$ 
S60 FRT = UPL (H$):fRT = uqL .:.8$) 
t;::::'~~ HOf·1E : F'F: I t-H [!!.)$ _;; ;! DE'.I I C:E u : F'S: I ~H 
f;:::2 F'F: I tH L$; " HPt·m u::;ED ,. 
1:;::::4 IF DFU = "(3F:" THH~ F'P FlT "::::PH~-4 = "; ::;$ 
f;f:f; IF F:IGHT$ 0:: DFU .. 1) = "r THH~ F'F:HH "HH::;T DIF:ECTiot·~ = ".;;TD$ 
888 IF LP > = 1 THEN 898 
689 REM CHECK IF OHTH EXTRHCTEO IS STHRTING POINT 
680 IF OR$ < > SO$ THEN 228 
682 IF L$ < > R$ THEN 228 
880 REM PLOTTING ROUTINE 
:::::to IF mu = "GF:" THEr-i ::t5o 
::too t·1P>=: = o 
810 FOR I = 1 TO N 
820 IF FM<I> > Mqx THEN HHX = FH(I) 
'33(1 t-J~ ':·:'T 
::!40 bOTO :j'::,5 
:350 t·1H>< = f= F: T 
:355 IF RIGHT$ (DFUl'2) = "F'P" OF: F:U3.HT$ ([IR$ .. 1) = 
:jf;~.:.i 0[! = 5'~' 
j?0 I~ M~~ = 20 THEN 00 = 1 
980 IF HPX ? 20 HNO MPX < = 100 THEN 00 = 10 
d90 IF MHX , 100 HNO MPX < = 300 THEN 00 = 25 
1000 NOD = lNT <MPX / OJJ ~ 1 
1010 YM = NOD * 00 
1020 MY = INT ( - FL> + 1 
10.3~.1 IF FUGHT$ (DF:::t- .. 1) < > "T" THEt·4 t·1'T' = 0 
1040 XSC = 278 / CT:YSC = 158 / <YH + HY> 
1050 HGRi : HCOLOR= .3: HPLOT 0 .. 159 
1055 REM F'LOT OUT FORCE PXIS 
1060 FOR I = 0 TO NOD + MY 
1070 Y% = INT (l * YSC * 00 + .5) 
1030 IF Y% > 159 THEN Y% = 159 
1090 IF Y% < 0 THEN Y% = 0 
1100 HF'LOT TO 0 .. 159 - Y% 
1110 HPLOT 2 .. 159 - Y% TO 0~159 - Y% 
1120 IF I < > HY THEN 1210 
1125 REH PLOT OUT TIME HXIS 
1130 FOR J = 0 TO CT 
1140 X% = lNT (J * XSC + .5) 
1150 IF X% > 2?9 THEN X% = 273 
1160 IF X% < 0 THEN X% = 0 
11?0 HPLOT fO X% .. 159 - Y% 
1180 HPLOT X% .. 157 - Y% TO X%~159 - Y% 
11::K1 r·lE>::T 
1200 HPLOT 0~159 - Y% 
1210 t·~E>=:T 
1220 xSG = 279 / PTS 
1230 Y% = INT (HY + YSC + .5) 
1240 HPLOT 0~159 - Y% 
1250 FOR J = 1 TO N 
1260 FOR I = J TO PTS 1 STEP N 
1270 Y = NUH<I> + HY 
I P.· -T···u - INT <Y * YSC + .5) 
1[ 1 •• 1 11 
.. ·., THEt·4 GO::;UB 600~3 
1280 X%= INT (1 * XSC + .5) 
1300 IF Y% - 158 THEN Y% = 158 
1310 IF Y% < 0 THEN Y% = 0 
1320 IF X% > 279 THEN X% = 278 
1~~~ IF X% < 0 THEN X% = 0 
1340 HPLUT TO X%,159 - Y% 
1350 Y1% = 154 - Y% 
1360 IF Y1% < 0 THEN Y1% = 0 
1370 IF I = TM(J) THEN HPLOT X%,Y1% TO X%,159 - Y% 
l3:::~j IF F; I r.:.;HT $ ( DF::t, 1 _:. ·=.. .> n T" fHEt-~ 1400 
1380 IF I = TL THEN HPLOT X%,154 - Y% TO X%~158 - Y% 
1400 j·iE:>=: r 
1410 Y% = INT <HY * YSC + .5) 
1428 HPLOT 0p15S - Y% 
1430 r·4E;:< r 
1440 IF DF:t < > "(3F:" THEJ~ 15:::5 
1450 FOR 1 = 1 TO PTS / 4 
1460 Y% = lNf (RT<I.:. + YSC + .5.:. 
1470 X%= INT (I+ 4 * XSC + .~) 
1480 IF Y% < 0 THEN Y% = 0 
1480 Yl% = Y% + 2:Y2% = Y% - 2 
1500 IF Y1% > 158 THEN Yl% = 158 
1510 IF Y2% < 0 THEN Y2% = 0 
1520 HPLOT X%,158 - Yl% TO X%,158 - Y2% 
1530 IF I = TRT THEN HPLOT X% - 3,159 - Yl% TO X% + 3,158 - Y1% 
1540 ~1% = X% + 2:~2% = X% - 2 
1550 IF Xl% > 278 lHEN X1% = 279 
1~80 IF X2% < 0 THEN X2% = 0 
1570 HPLOT X1%,159 - Y% TO X2%.159 - Y% 
lS:::~j t·H:::=< f 
382 .. 
15!35 IF F:l13HT$ ([t~:$,2) = •'F'F"i err: F:I13HT$ ([l~::t.Pl) = "::-:;u THEt·~ 13CISI_I8 640~3 
1585 REM PRINT OUf FiLE OET~ILS+RESULTS ON SILENTYPE 
1E;OO F~:HiT [1$; "PF:#1" 
1610 PUKE 36,10 
1620 FOR I = 1 TO 60 
1b.30 Pfdt-H !;="; 
1640 t·H:::<T 
1650 f'h:Ir·n 
16t;0 PF: I t·H II E:=<TR~C T!; _;; 
1 t;7o POKE 36 ,40 - I t-n (_ (_ LEt·~ r:: D'-..1$ + II TE~:;T II > ) ..... 2 + • 5 > 
1 f;:::0 PF: I t·H [11.)$; " TEST": Ph I r·f! 
l ?~.:.1D p,:;; I r·~ f "F:ECOF:D t·Wt·it:ER--> '' ; Tt-~$; 
1702 LP = LP + 1 
1705 IF LP > 1 THEN 1770 
1710 F'O!<:E 36 .. 40: F'FUt-H "DPTE OF TE~:;T = ";DT$ 
l ?1:· f-='F:It-H "D~TE UF BIRTH = II ;[18$; 
1720 R~ = URL ( RIGHT$ ([IT$,2)):88 = U~L ( RIGHT$ ([18$~2) 
1725 RB = UAL ( MID$ ([IT$,4_,2)):HC = URL ( MID$ (08$ .. 4 .. 2) 
1730 ~D = ~8 - PC: IF HD > 0 THEN 1740 
1735 ~0 = (12- RC) + ~B:RR = ~R + 1 
1740 RE = URL ( LEFT$ ([IT$ .. 2)):PF = URL ( LEFT$ (08$,2)) 
1745 RG - RE - ~F: IF RG < 0 THEN ~0 = RO - 1 
17:;o POKE 3t; ... 40: F'F:Hn 11 HGE = ";RR - 88;" 'r'EPF:S II ;HD; ,.· t·iOt·lTHS" 
1 ?t;5 F'F: H-H "DOt-H t·~Rt-H H~t-m = " ; DH$; 
177(1 POKE 36,40: PF:HH "HI=ft·m u~:;E[I = ";L$ 
1??1 IF DF:$ = 11 FG" THH~ 7tH2 
1? 72 f'Ut:::E 3f::; 1140: IF DF:$ = II GR" THEt·~ PR I HT II SPHN USED = "; S$ 
1?75 POKE 3t; .. 4(1: IF F:IGHT$ (DF:$,1) = "T" THEt·4 F'FUtH "HHST DIF:ECTION = 
. ; I Ll:f 
1::::10 F'Fdt-H 
1820 iF F~IGHT$ (UFU,1) < > "T" THEt~ 1870 
38_;0 1::(~;(1 F'F:HH "'r'-H>=:I::; r·il=l:"< = ";'r't-1;"W·1 Ht·m t·1H~ = ";- t·1'r';" t·it·1 It-~";0[1;" t·4t·1 STEF' 
·:; :~.: >=:-H:=<E; = 0 TU ";CT.;;" ·:;ECS It-i UNIT ::;TEF'::;" 
1 :::E;O I::.CiTU 1 ::::jC1 
ib70 F-'FdtH n.r;-R>=:I:::; = (1 TU ";;r't·i;" N Hi ";0[1;" t-i ::;TEF'3 RHD :=<-A:=<:IS = 0 ··o "; 
CT; II ::;ECS I t·l UH 1 T ·:;TEF·::: !I 
l6d0 PUKE - 12~25~~4: POKE - 12524.0 
1800 POKE - 12531~l 
1810 PRINf CHR$ (17) 
i :320 PR I r-!T 
1830 PUKE - 12525.32: POKE - 12528.0 
1:33:5 TT = ·· f:-;- . ...- FT:; :• + 1 (10 
1840 I~ ~ = 10 THEN 2145 
1 :350 IF [If:;;$ < > II !3F; '' THH~ 2i.:.i'3U 
1360 FOR J = 1 TO N 
1:385 T = I HT ( ( TT + Tt-l( J) > + • :; > 101::.1 
21::.110 r:·fdt·fl LEFT$ (FIt-~$( J ).1 ); "F=" ;Ft-i( ._! ); "t·~ ~~ 
2[i20 t·~E>-:T 
2040 r- !NT ((~fT + 4) + TRT> + .5) / 100 
2or:;o F-·F: I r·n 
2\J/>.:.1 ~·Run- "Cot·1=;;;f=~;T..;"t·i ~~ ";l;" :;:;" 
2080 ~OR J = 1 TO N 
2110 T = INT ((TT + TM(J)) + .5) 100 
212(1 F'F:lrH LEFT$ ( FrtH:.:: R + _1 - 2 >.3 ); " =" ;Ft·V ._1 ); "t·l '~ 
.::: 12:~.:.1 r-~E;:.::T 
21. :~::; ;--~~ 1 ~-~ r 
+"-.. . 
'*II -.. . 
.:::14':• .U: f-.:Ii3HT$ ;:_[IR:L2) = "F'P" OF: f:::IGHT:t (DF:$.1) = "i<" fHEt·l GOTO E;2~3£1 
21 :,u IF F: I i::.Hl $ ( DF::t ... l :• < > "T '' THEt-~ 223Ci 
21,· 0 1 = li1 i .:. ( T f .:,:. T!V l .I ) + • :; _:. . ...- 1 CnJ 
21 :::o F-'F: I t-n [11.)$ _;; I! t·if:!>:: I t·~Ut·i = !I ; F t·V 1 ) _;; II t·~EHTOt·~-t·iETFE·:; ~~ !I _;; T; II ::;ECOt·4U3" 
2180 T = INl ((TT + TLJ + .5) / 100 
2210 PF:Hn Cii.J:t;" t·1HHt·iUt·1 = "FL.;;" t·4EfHOt·~-t·iETF:E::; (~ ";T;" ::;Ecm-m::;" 
222(1 (3t_l T tJ 233(1 
22~:0 T = HH ( ( TT + TtV L') + • 5) ...- WC1 
22':;(j F'F: I t-n [il.)$ _;; !I t1H>=: I t·iUt·1 = !I _;; Ft·i( 1 ) _;; II t·4EiHOt·~::; !:t' !I; "T; II :::ECCit·![6" 
2:.:::3u t=·f.: HH "13F: IF DHTH ~- '' 
233~ IF ~ = 10 THEN 2430 
234U 1 F [if:;;$ = "I::;R II T"HEt~ 241:2 
2345 TE: = i .-, - 1.:: 
2Jj0 ~UR I = 1 TO N 
2355 POKE 36.TB + 20: PRINT FIN$(R + I - 2); 
2360 TB = TB + 20: NEXT 
2365 ~RlNT ~ GOTQ 2430 
.:::412 ._! = 1 
2413 ~UR TB = 10 TO 70 STEP 15 
2414 POKE 3t:. TE: ~ IF TB = 70 THH~ PF: I t-n II TOTPL": (30TU 241 t; 
2415 ~RINT FIN$(_!); 
2416 J = J + 1~ NEXT 
2417 I = l:J = 1 
2418 FOR TB = 10 TO 70 STEP 15 
2418 POKE 36~TB: IF TB < ...- 70 GOTO 2421 
2420 F'RINT RT(J):_I = J + 1: GOTO 2423 
24~1 ~RiNT NUM(!); 
2422 I = I + 1~ IF I > F'TS THEN 2425 
2423 nE:=<T 
2424 IF I < = PTS THEN 2418 
2425 GOTO 2E;SCi 
24J0 TB = ~: IF R = 10 THEN TB = 5 
2440 FOR I = 1 TO PTS 
2450 POKE 36.T8: PR!NT NUM(I); 
2460 lF ~ = 10 THEN TS = TB + 8~ GOTO 2465 
.24E;1 
24f;5 
24E;f; 
.247'[1 
24:::c; 
· .25L.:.H~1 
Tt: = Tt: 
IF H < 
IF H > 
TB = :::::~ 
PF; I trr 
Nt:.::<T 
+ 20 
10 t=!NO TB - 50 THEN 2500 
10 t=!NO TB ~ 75 THEN 2500 
IF H = 10 THEN TB = 5 
2520 t3UTU 2t:;~;o 
2b5Ct e~: 1 r-n ~ PF: r r·~ r D:t; "PP#0" ~ TD=T 
26bl1 t~OTO 22::: 
26./0 P~:HH "Hr·i'r' t·10FE [Jt=!TH D=:TF:t=!CT IOt·FY.•li" 
2f;:::0 GET 'r'$ ~ IF 'r'$ = '"r"' 1 HEt-4 14(1 
2b~3~~1 E:J·Kt 
5000 CODE = PEEK (222) 
5005 REM DISC HHNDLINt3 ERROR ROUTINE 
·:,UHJ PF:H-H "CODE=" ;CODE 
':·020 POKE 21 f;., 0 
5030 IF CODE < > 5 THEN 5070 
5040 F'F:HH "Et-m OF DHTH EF:F:OF:" 
5050 F'F:lt-~ r "DHTH F:EOUIREO t·KtT FOUt-m PLEHSE REIHPUT" 
5060 UTHB 1~ t30TO 90 
':·06':• .(;:: C:CDf = 5 THft-~ F'RHH ''Et-~ D OF DHTH"~ t=·F:It-H O$_p"CUJSE".PTN$g GOTO 2 
b(\_i 
50t~ IF COUE \ > 6 THEN 5110 
50:::o Ph I t-n II FILE t·lOT FOUt-!D EF:F:OF:" 
5l::t:3t1 F'fd t·H "F'LEH~::;E Rf It-WU T" 
5100 UTHB 1~ t30TO 140 
511l1 Et-~D 
8000 FOR FF = 1 TO 4 
f;t11 0 Ft-i( FF ) = 0 
6020 FOR I= !NT ((PTS + (FF- 1)) / 4) TO INT CCPTS * FF) / 4) 
6025 IF NUH(I) > FHCFF) THEN TH(~F) = 1 
8U30 IF NUM(l) > FH(F~) THEN FHCFF) = NUHCI) 
6l14U t·4E;<! 
'=; i.:i '::• i.:i r-H::>=; i 
6(if;5 t·it=f;:-:; = (i 
6U70 ~OR I = 1 TO 4 
6075 IF FHCI) > H~X lHEN HHX- FH(I) 
bU:::u t-~E,:-:; T 
f;0~30 f.ETUF:h 
6200 FOR J = 1 TO 4 
E;2i0 PF:It-H LEFT$ ( FitUC ._1 _:.J) 1 ); ;;F= ";Ft-1( ._1 )_p "H *"; 
b2:~;o GOTO 2330 
S400 FOR FF = 1 TO 4 
6405 REM PLOT OUT OF INDIUIOU~L FINGER M~XIHR TIC HRRKS 
6410 Y% = INT CFH(FF> + YSC + .5) 
6420 X% = INT (TM(FF) * XSC + .5) 
6430 Y1% = Y% + 5: IF Yl% > 158 THEN Yl% = 158 
6440 HF'LOT X%.,159 - Y% TO X%J)159 - Yl% 
64~·0 r·it::=-n 
~AbO r:.:E1 Ub:r-~ 
70(1l1 PF: I t-H [1$; "FF:# 1" 
?01U GOTO lt;~:)O 
7012 PRit-H 
7015 ~OR I = 1 TU 24 
7020 t3P I C! II FU~:'r' I ot-~ at-~13LE" 
/03(1 IF I > 12 Ht·m I < 1? THEt·~ t3P$ = "Ei<TEHSIOt-~ Ht~GLE 11 
7040 IF l .> 1E; Ht·m I< 21 THH~ t3P$ = "OFPOSITIC!t·l O.K. (t·iH:=O::='y'.,t-Ht~=t~)" 
io:.o lF I = 21 THt:J~ t3P$ = ··r-Ht-Ht·iUO OISTHt·K;E ( CJ. > = II 
lf1E;(1 IF I > 21 THH~ t:3P$ = "FLE:=<IOt·l Ht·H3LE" 
?0?0 P~:nn Gt·1:t( r ); " ";GP:t;" = .. ;t3t-v r )_p" DEGREE~;" 
/0?::; t·1L<T 
/u::;U F-·r=;:rt-H ~ F'f:Ut-lT [l$; "F'R#O'; 
?0~30 (30TO 22:::: 
APP::NrJIX 8 
PRINT-OUT OJ<' PATIENTS 0 RESULTS 
D~TF:ACT 
~:ECORD ~lUr·18ER-- >A 154440-6-HR D EI)ER ITT DATE OF TEST = 25/1)5/83 
DHTE OF BIRTH o::: .. -·1(1.· 33 AGE = ~·1 YEAF:8 7 ~10NTHS 
DOtHHANT HA~lD = R HAt·IO USED = L 
SPAt·l U~3EO = :=: 
'r'-A>:I~:: ~) TO 250 rl H-l 25 tl STEP'3 H~ID :X:-A><IS = 0 TO 5 SEC3 IN UHIT STEPS 
+ ... 
+ + + + 
+ + 
+ + 
rr-·=n.nH ~~ 4.4% ~t-1F='37.2'3tl ~~ 2.87S +RF=44.34t·l1~ 2.73:3 *LF=26.07~l (~ 1.88:3 * 
COH=232.26N @ 4.32 S 
,;RIP DATA:-
E:·:TF·.ACT 
INOEX MIDDLE 
13.4 8.85 
12.08 
25.47 
5t:.3 
s:::. '3::: 
t.(1. '32 
61. E-t· 
~.:::: • .'3t. 
t-:3 .. 71 
t::1. ?l 
~.s. t.::: 
E.9.7i 
72. 3'3 
73 .. 7'"3 
:::.04 
4~3. 2E: 
70.2 
75.12 
75. i2 
77. s·.j 
:::E:. 21 
'31. j3 
'37. 2'3 
'33. t· 
'32. 36 
·:<1. n 
':+3, 6 
7t:. "35 
RIHG 
7 02 
- 02 
23. :: ::: 
?:.:. ~· 
3E:. .:::---. -•C... 
]7 'j.2 
4::0:. 1:? 
42. 13 
44. '34 
~""t. ~34 
43. 54 
43. 54 
43. c.--~ ._l"t 
44. '34 
1:::. 2t: 
1 4 
(O'f::IP TEST 
~:ECORD HUMBER-- >·A 15444€1-6-HR D EUER ITT HHt-lO U'3ED = R 
SF'Htl USED = 2 
LITTLE TI)TP.L 
::·. 37 :::;· 64 
2. 37 "'30. 07 
13. 03 1 I I 64 
15. 4 174. 2 
23. 7 1'34. 32 
21:::. 0? 1'3'3, 4" 
2'3. 7 2l1'"3. (1.:: 
20. 14 ::0:16. :34 
20. 14 225. ·~2 
1:::. ~3E: 22:3. 55 
16. 5'3 :··:·7 '-"-·-·· 44 
17. 77 213. 35 
17. 7""' 222. 15 
21 33 23:::. 26 
2. 
·-·· 
170. 71 
0 
'r'-A:x:J·; = 0 TO 35f1 t·l Itl 50 tl '3TEPS AHD >~-A~:IS = 0 TO 5 SEC:3 Hl UNIT STEPS 
+ 
+ 
!F=76.41N@ 4.14S 
COM=30:::t·l I~ 4. 3::: ::: 
GRIP DHTH:-
I t·lDE:X: 
f .. 7 
8.7 
:::.04 
3t:.1:3 
4:3.2E: 
52.2:3 
73.73 
75.07 
73.73 
72. 3'3 
75.07 
7~ .. 41 
..... :'-1 
+ + 
·~ • + 
•HF=117tl (~ 4.223 *RF=66.01~l ~~ 4.3s *LF=48.58H e 4.06S ... 
tHDDLE 
7, ~·3 
? . 3~3 
17.24 
70.2 
~:1. 2::: 
'37 .2:3 
103.45 
102.22 
~0~1. '3'3 
103.45 
ll)4. 6:3 
113.3 
:::. .. .~.J:...:.. 
1. :-:3 
Rlt-lG 
4.21 
4.21 
lB. 2t: 
4:3.16 
53.37 
53.3? 
51. '37 
51.:37 
54.;::: 
54.7:3 
157.5:3 
5:::.8'3 
E-3.2 
.::·.:·. ::11 
<'.i-'1 
~) 
LITTLE 
(1 
!. 13 
13.03 
34.36 
37.81 
'36.73 
35. 5~5 
35.55 
43.84 
43.:34 
45.02 
45.02 
48.58 
-+:3 ~ .::;·3 
l.ll.il 
;; 
TOTRL 
18. :. 
13.4:3 
56.5? 
18'3. '31 
221).:32 
232.28 
24~5. 17 
263.16 
274.57 
274.6:3 
27'3.-78 
2:3!. 08 
300.15 
==================;======================================~== 
Ei<TF:RCT PRt~ HRt-JDLE TEST 
RECORD NUt18ER-->1=1154440-6-HR 0 EUER ITT HRND USED = L 
Y-t=IXIS = 0 TO 125 ~~ It~ 25 t~ STEP:::: RND :o<-Ri<IS = 0 TO 4 SECS Iti UNIT STEPS 
-~"" / '\ 
/ : \ 
I I' ~\.\ ~~~\ ~J \ 
,:·f.itl =11':1.5~3t-ll~ 2.74S +LO~l =53.47t-l (~ 3.28'3 +UPP =68.85N e 3.11S + 
•3F:IP [tHTH:-
E:<Tf::RCT 
PRt-l HHNDLE LOHER t!OUtH UPPER ~10UNT 
22. ~:. 
21.83 
22.:3 
4:::.-35 
~~~: i§· 
'jt:;. r:/3 
110. tO;:j 
IO:.::.H 
114.5 
115.7:3 
11 ~3. 5'3 
115.7:3 
106. :::? 
·:t:::.. 24 
t::3. t::J 
3f:. :j 
2.E:4 
2'3.04 
33. '3'3 
3~3 .. 27 
42.:3 
4f3.B6 
48.::"3 
':·l. lf: 
51.4:3 
53.47 
42.57 
lE:. 5 
.3::: 
• 3::: 
1. 53 
5.73 
28.83 
4t:. ~35 
51. 15 
s=-, .·,c 
·-·· . .::_._. 
82.3:3 
f:4.5 
84.5 
67.5E 
8:3. :::s 
E:8.7 
51.:31 
12.:38 
117 
=======================~==================================== 
PHN HHt~DLE TEST 
RECORD ~lUt1BER-->t=l154440-6-HR 0 EVERITT HH~!D USED = R 
Y-R:":rs = (1 TO 175 N IN 25 N STEPS HND :~-HnS = 0 TO 4 SECS It-l Ut-HT STEPS 
\ 
' \ Ur~(_. 
F'flt; =17t1,48t~ ~~ 2.73S +LOH =56.11t-l ·~ 2.:38'3 +UPP =66.03N e 2.86S * 
GF:IP DRTH:-
PHtl HHtiDLE LOHER t10UtH UPPER t10UNT 
6. ?f; 
t::.36 
7. t:3 
43.26 
:::~:...Of. 
111. '36 
132.32 
14:!.49 
15~3. 13 
155.22 
1E:1. s~:: 
16~3.31 
lEA. 12 
168.21 
170.48 
1813.31 
n::u:.::: 
143.77 
100.5l 
€ t. (~ ,? 
27.72 
4~3. 58 
46.2 
4:::.:::4 
4:3. 1:3 
51.82 
51. 4~3 
52.4:3 
54.46 
54.78 
56.11 
5~3. :?3 
;?4.4.2 
? ....... ~ 
0 
0 
(1 
1. 15 
9.54 
45.:3 
52.28 
54.% 
E:l. 45 
61. ~37 
61.45 
62.'38 
t34. 12 
66.03 
64.12 
61.83 
55. ·;3 
23.28 
• ...*j 
============================================================ E:·<TF:hCT KETTLE H~NO~E TEST 
r:ECOF:D t·4Ut1BER-->A154440-8-t1R 0 EI,JERITT H4~l0 u:::EO = R 
'r'-A:•:IS = (1 TO 8(1 t4 It' W t~ STEPS Rtm t':-R;.as = 0 TO 4 SECS IN UNIT ::.TEP::: 
i_r)H =iA. ~nN I! 3. 14:0: +UPP =8&. 2t:tl ~~ 3. 22S *I<ET =60. ::t4H t! 2. 59S + 
GF:IF' DATH:-
LciHt:R ~10UtH UPPER t·10UHT ~.ETTLE HAtlOLE 
7. :~;~ 
:..::E:.73 
5i.7b 
81. 3'j 
s~:,. 41 
t:o. 4 
t:l. 72 
t::3. 7 
t:4. 0?. 
t;;3,(14 
42.57 
0 
0 
. ::::: 
s. •j:_:• 
.3~3. t;:j 
t.5. t:s 
71.37 
77.1 
77.4:3 
77. 4::·. 
::.o. 15 
:::13.26 
:::3.21 
-.c c-, 
..:,_• ...... 
:::.o::: 
:::. o::: 
1 '3. ·j~~ 
55.~17" 
55.::: 
55.:3 
C'c:' .-. 
·-·-·· ·=· 
c:;:::. 74 
5':t.47 
C'C" .-. 
-·-·· ·=· f.0.84 
t::0.21 
t.0.84 
'53. E. 
41.:?.5 
f:l. :::3 
============================================================ 
KETTLE HHtj[JLE TE~;T 
r:ECOF:D HUt18ER-- >A 154440-6-tiR D EtJER ITT HAND USED = L 
't'-Hi<IS = £1 TO 1(10 t4 IH 10 t~ STEPS RND :":-R?~I~; = 0 TO 4 SECS IH UtHT STEPS 
I 
fv.·rv l 
.. /, 
LOfl =t;?. ;::f,t-j I~ 3. 14:3 +UPP =·:t?. 33t·4 I! 2. ::t8'3 +KET =44. 05N (~ • ::t4S * 
GF:IP DHTH:-
LOf4ER t·10UtH UPPER t·10UNT KETTLE HHNOLE 
3t:. ·jt; 
s·:.. 74 
65.35 
E:S. E.::: 
E:7 
6t:. E·? 
65. t:::: 
67. E;6 
E-E .• 3~ 
26.?3 
~3. '3 
34.35 
5:3.4 
:::2.010: 
·:H.22 
:31. ·:r::: 
~3;::.56 
~:t4. 27 
'35. :3 
:37.33 
9?. 33 
82.44 
24.:31 
:3.4 
27.·:t 
1 '3. :32 
34.51 
44.05 
40.3::: 
43.32 
41.85 
4(1, 3t: 
3:::.:31 
33.(14 
40. 3::: 
37.44 
.-,c ~ 
.:.:. -'· f 
31.57 
====:~~===================================================== 
E>:TF:HCT COHR3E PULP PHlCI-1 TEST 
F:ECORD NUt-lBER-- >R15444l1--B-HR D EtJERITT HHND USED = L 
'i-A~:rs (1 TO 5(1 t·J IN 10 rl STEPS AND :•:-R:<E: = 0 TO ~3 SECS Hl UNIT ~3TEPS 
f 
I 
~ ;---, 
r ~ 
I l ~, ,_1'"\ 1r-v1i\/ I .~ I \I 
[F= 41 i37t-l .,.r1F= 22 . 22r·l +RF'= 13. 44t·l *LF= •')7 .;...t. 7Bt~ 
* 
,_;f.:IP [IHTH: -
310::. 1 1 3t:. 1 1 :38. :3:3 38. :::::. 38. :3:3 3:3. 
0:,1 t:7 41 t:? 41 E:? 41 87 41 10::7 41 
41 t•( 38. :3·3 38. :3:3 3:3.8::1 3:3. :39 38. 
.:. .. .:. . 33 1:3. 44 :::. 33 2. 7::: (1 13. 
1:3. 44 1'3, 44 1'3. 44 1'3, 44 19. 44 1:3. 
18. 137 1t:. E.? lE:. E:7 16. 87 u::. E:? u;. 
18. 67· 18. 87 18. 67 19. 44 1'3,44 19. 
0 1 '3, 44 19. 44 1e .• 87 1t:. 87 1 E:. 
1:3. 44 1'3, 44 1:;t. 44 18. 87 16. t=:""" -'I 16. 
16. 67 16. E:? 18. 67 16. E:7 !E:. t=·7 
-·' 
16. 
13.:3:01 :3. 33 2. ~.-. 0 0 0 
.. ·=· 
22. 22 :::·2. 22 2::?. 22 22. 22 22. 22 22. 
·•c= 25 .-,r:' ~C" 25 :25 
.:. -· 
.::. _, ;;_ . .) 
25 .-,c .-.c::' 2'5 2':· 27 .:.·-' ;;__t 
:::. 33 I) 
:3'3 3:3. :38 3:3. :3~3 41 t=:""" ~· E:7 41 E:? 41 67 41 E.? 
:3::1 3:3. 89 38. 1 1 36. 1 1 
44 19. 44 16. f..., •I 16. E:? 
44 18. 44 1:3. 44 1:3. 44 
E:7 18. 67 13. 8'3 13. :39 
44 1 '3. 44 22. 22 ·')") .... ~. 22 
.=-7 _,, 18. E:7 16. 67 16. 6? 
b7 18. 67 16. 6? 16.67 
E:? 1E:. t:7 lb. E:? 16. 6( 
22. 22 22. 2.2 22. 22 
22 22. 22 25 25 
2.7 7:3 27 -,,-. 25 I•Jo 
7::: 27 7t: 25 1'3, 44 
============================================================ 
Ei<TF:P.CT COP.RSE PULP PI tKH TE:3T 
RECORD HUI'tBER-- >P. 154440-6-r1R D EUERI TT HHND USED = R 
iF~ 3t:. 1 HJ +ttF= 22. 221'1 .;oRF= 27 ?:3N *LF= 2~. 22H 
* 6RIP DHTH: -
30. 56 30. 56 30. 56 3(1. 56 30. 56 30.56 30. 56 3(l. 58 33.33 
33. 33 33. 33 33. 33 33. 33 31-3. 1 1 33. 33 33. 33 33. 33 36. 1 1 
36. 1 1 36. 1 1 33.33 .j.,;: •• 33 36. 1 1 38. 1 1 36. 1 1 38.. 1 1 36. 1 t 
38. 1 l 33. 33 27. -,.,:. I '-' 13. ::: ~:t 0 1E:. 67 18. 44 1:3. 44 18. 44 
1:3. 44 1 '3. 44 1''3. 44 1:3. 44 1'3, 44 19. 44 1:3. 44 1::3. 44 1 '3, 44 
l :3. 44 19. 44 t::<. 44 t:3. 44 22.22 19. 44 1:3. 44 18. 44 19.44 
1'3, 44 E!. 44 1:3. 44 1'3, 44 22. 22 22. 22 22. 22 22. 22 18.67 
0 27. 78 27 78 27. 7::: 27 78 27. 78 27 78 27. 78 27. "'Jr• ,;:-
25 .-,c .::,._1 -,J:.: .::,._1 ·:>7 ._,. 78 25 25 25 25 22. 22 
22. 22 22. 22 22. 22 ~.c- 25 .-.c::" 25 25 25 .::,._1 
.::. -· 
25 25 .-.c::" 25 25 0 22. ·~J . ,.., 22 22 . 22 ..:._, '-'- ........ 
22. .-,.-, 22. 22 .::..;: 2C' 22 .::..::. . 22 22. 22 .:..: . 22 22. 22 22. 22 22.22 
·:··~ 22 22. 22 22. 22 22.22 22. y:- 22.22 "'• 22 22. 22 19. 44 L...;... '-'- .:..::.. 
18.44 19. 44 22. 22 22. 22 22. ·:.·:-.:...:.... ").0:0 ·:-·:-'-'-•'-'- 22. 22 16. 67 8. 33 
2. 7:3 0 
=====================================~====================== 
RECORD ~JU~1BER-->R154440-6-HR 0 EUERITT HRND U'3ED = R 
·~-R>~IS = (1 TO 7 t~ HI 1 ~l STEPS Rt~D ><-R:,<IS = 0 TO 9 SECS IN UNIT STEP~: 
r 
:F= .3.2r·J +nF= t::.4~J 
i3F:IF' DHTH:-
2.tA 2.tA 
2.82 
3.01 
3.2 
8.21 
E:. 21 
6.21 
(t • 
2.64 
1.88 
4.14 
4.33 
0 
3.:2 
t::. 21 
6.21 
6.21 
2.45 
2.fA 
3.77 
3. ~:.s 
4.3.3 
+RF= 
2. 
2. 
2. 
·-·. 
t:. 
~:. 
'3. 
~·. 
·2. 
2 .. 
0 
3. 
4. 
4. 
3.01N +LF= 4. 
t-4 2. E-4 
:::2 3. 01 
::32 3.01 
.-. 1 .-.. -, 
·=··=-
21 t::. 4 
21 f: .• 21 
03 t1 
4'::~ 2. 45 
•::0·:0 ,_,._ . ., :::2 
:::? 2. :::2 
~) 
77 3. ~:<s 
14 ... 14 
33 4. 52 
52N 
* 
2. 64 2. 82 2. ,-,.-.. 2. :32 •:00::. 
3. 0! 3. 01 3. 01 3. [11 
"3. 01 "3. 01 3. 01 3.2 
0 E:. 03 b. (13 6.21 
E:. 4 8. 4 6. 21 6. 21 
E:.21 6.21 E:. 21 8.21 
0 0 0 0 
2. E:4 2. 64 2. E:4 2. E-4 
2.82 . ., '-• :::2 2. :32 2. :32 
2. 82 2. :=:2 3. 01 
-·· 
01 
0 0 3. co ·J·-· 3. 77 
3. ·~:. 3. '35 . : .. 95 3. 85 
:_ .. '35 4. 14 4. 14 4. 14 
:. .. ?7 I) 0 (1 
2.:::2 
·-·· 
01 
·~· 2 8. 21 
t::, 21 
.::.21 
0 
2. E:-1 
') :::2 
3.01 
-" 
77 3.::.:. 
4.T3 
0 
============================================================ 
E:<TRHCT D:TEH30F: LIFT TEST 
•:ECORO t JUt·18ER-- \R 154440-6-HR 0 EI..'ER ITT HRND USED = L 
Y-Ri<IS 
( 
0 TO 7 N HI 1 t·J ::::TEPS RND ~<-R~<IS = 0 TO 9 SECS W UtHT STEPS 
J~ I I I i r 
I ( ·~I I 
\ ! \, (-~~-1 Jl __ /w-111 
1
1 1 r 
ll (I \I 
\l !I I[ I [; I( , [I 
,: II I 
--~-...._jl-~----"--lo.L-~.....1...- l • 1 
I 
r i 
I 
' 
iF= 5.27t·j *MF= 8. ~37t~ *RF= 4. 33~~ +LF= 4. 52~~ 
* GF: IP ORTR:-
4. ~:. 4.9 5.08 5.08 5.0:3 5.€18 5.08 5.0:3 
5.08 5. ~3::: 5. (•::: :,. o::~ 5.0::: ~ •• (18 5. (1!3 5.0:3 
5.0:3 5.08 5.08 5.0:3 5. ~]:3 5.08 5.27 5.0:3 
5.(1:?, 5. (18 3. s~:: . 3::: 0 E::.4 E:. 4 E:.4 
t: .• 7:3 E:.:37 t;. ~:J7 8. ~37 6. ~37 6.87 8.:37 6. ~37 
i::.97 E:. 97 t:. 7:3 6. ~:.7 8.97 6.97 E:.9? 8.97 
6. ~:.? 6.78 t3.:37 8. 78 8.87 f;. 7:3 6.4 4.33 
0 3.3:j 3. 5::: 3.5:3 3.77 ?..77 3.77 3.77 
3.'35 3.85 ::.:35 3.85 4. 14 4. 14 4. 14 4. 14 
... 14 4. 14 4. l4 4. 14 4. H 4.33 4. 14 4.33 
4.33 4.33 4.33 2.64 0 (1 3.3'3 .3. 3:3 
3.58 3. 3'j . : .. 3:3 3. 3'3 3.3'3 3. 3~3 3.38 3.5:3 
3. ''!5 3.85 3 .. 77 3.:35 3.77 3. 77 3.85 4. 14 
3.95 4. 14 4. ~3 4.52 4.52 4. ~52 3.85 (1 
fl 0 
5.0:3 
5.0::: 
5.0:3 
E:. 59 
6.87 
8.78 
I) 
3 .. 85 
4. 14 
4 . 33 
3. 3:3 
3.58 
3.85 
0 
390o 
============================================================ 
CORF:SE LRTERRL PHKH TEST 
F:ECORD NUr!BER--:-,R154440-EH!R 0 E'-'ERITT HRt~O USED = R 
'r'-RXIS = (1 TO 100 N H~ 1101 t' STEPS RNO :•:-R:-:IS = 0 TO 5 SEC:3 IN UNIT STEPS 
r 
\-
' 
~------'-------~"----' 
.:-c,RF:SE :_RTERRL P It-JCH r-1R:o<: I t-tUt-1 = '34. 44 tlEHTOt-1~3 (~ 3. 5~3 :3ECOf-lDS 
GF:IF' [IHTR:-
2.. 7:3 
52. ?t: 
8(1. St;; 
:33.33 
84.44 
·:· 7::: 
61 l 1 
83. .:. .. _:, 
83. :::-3 
8:3. ::;::t 
91 E:? 
1) 
-,,-, 2 . ...,,-, 
-· 
1•:0 1':'> 
t::t;. 67 72. 2~ 
:3"3. 
·-· -' 
83. 33 
:?.3. 33 83. -5-!.· 
8:3. :3'3 :::::3. :3'3 
81 67 ~31 E:? 
I) I) 
2. 78 2. ?:3 c- 58 
-'· 
-,c-
- .. 
-,-, 
(f. 7::: 80. 5E; 
83. 33 :3"3. .:..~ :33. 33 
88. 1 1 t:E::. 1 1 ::::::. 88 
:38. 8~3 :3:3. 8~3 88. :3:3 
8:3. ::::·;) 72. 22 2?. -,,-, i C• 
0 ~) 0 
13. :::·3 38. 
t:0. 56 :::0. 
::::.. 33 :3"3 • 
:38. :::~j :: ::::. 
88. 8'3 ~31 
2. 7::: (1 
(t 0 
============================================================ 
E>:TF:RCT CORF:SE LRTERRL P INCI-1 TE'3T 
RECORD NU~!BER-->R154440-B-~!R 0 El.JERITT HRND USED = L 
Y-R>~IS 0 TO 80 N IN lC1 N STEPS RND ~<-R:>\IS = l' TO 5 SECS IN LltHT STEPS 
;-,----~ 
I . l ( \ 
I \ 
I j \ 
r____J L~ 
CORR:;E LRTERRL P HlCH MR:><: I ~1UH = 72. 22 t-lE~HO~lS 1~ 2 .1)3 SECONDS 
'-"RIP DRTH:-
1 1 
5t. 
.3"3 
:::9 
67 
2. 7:3 2. 78 2. ?:3 2. 7:3 2. 7:3 2. 78 5.56 1 ~3. 44 3:3.:3'3 
50 52. 78 58. 33 E:l 1 1 E:8. ~=""' _., 6E;.87 86.67 E:E:. 67 E:6. ,:::-
6:01. 44 6:01. 44 6~3. 44 8~3. 44 8'3.44 6~3. 44 68.44 72.22 72.22 
72. 22 72. 22 6'3. 44 72. 22 72. 22 72.22 E:8. 44 72. 22 72. 22 
?2. ·:··:· _,_ 72. 22 72. 22 72. 22 72. 22 72.22 72.22 72.22 68. 44 
69.44 68. 44 72. 22 72. 22 -,.~ ·J·:> 66. 67 41. 67 13. 88 2. ?:3 i.::. • .:_.;_ 
0 0 0 >3 ~) 0 I) ~::l ~::l 
0 
391o 
I 
============================================================ 
F It·lE KE'r' Hl !'3T TE·::T 
F:ECORO ~iUt·IBER-- >R 154440-6-l'tR 0 EI.IER ITT HRHD U'3ED = R 
THI"3T DIRECTIOtl = Cfl 
- 'r'-.:l>:IS t1R:< = 21-lt-1 RtlD HHl = -1 ti~1 ItH tit-! :3TEPS :!, >:-~:J:x;I:3 = 0 TO 5 SECS It-l UtHT '3TE 
~=·::: 
I 
l 
I 
i 
I 
! 
I i=,..-· 
\ 
\ ' 
r Irif •Er' TH I ·::T t·IR>o:I t·1Ut·1 = 
FINE I<E'r' THIST HWH1LIH = 
GRIP DHTH:-
1 • ::':2 tiEiiTOtHIETRES r~ 2. :31 SECO~iOS 
-. (18 NEHTOH-HETRE3 e 4. 06 SECONDS 
-.04 -.04 0 
. 35 . 48 . E:5 
1. 0'5 
1. 13 
1. 1::: 
l.D 
-. ~]·:t 
0 
E>:TF:RCT 
1. ~]5 
1.13 
1. 1::: 
1.0':· 
-.l):j 
1. o·:. 
1. 1::: 
1.13 
.74 
-.04 
-.04 1) -.04 
. 74 7::: .:::7 
1 . o~:. 1. 1] 1. 13 
1. 18 1. 1::: 1. 13 
1. 13 1. 1.3 1. 1:3 
. :::. 0 -. (14 
-.04 -. (1~3 - • .::•:3 
FINE KEY THIST TEST 
0 
• :32 
1. j'1 
-· 
l. 1:0: 
1. 1'" •J
-,ll'j 
-.04 
r:ECORO ~l1Jr18ER-- >R 1 54440-6-t·IR 0 EIJER ITT HR~iO U:3ED = L 
TIHST DIRECTION = RCH 
0 13 
1 l 
1. 13 1. 13 
1. t::: 1.22 
1. 22 1. 1:3 
-.04 -.04 
-.0:3 -.•)4 
'1-Ri<L:: t·IR:x; = Ul~1 Rt·iD tHN = -2 HH IN! N~1 '3TEPS ~' X-H:>\I:3 = 0 TO 5 SECS IN UHIT STE 
r:-·:. 
I 
I 
_J 
;:-HlE KE'r' HH:3T t·1H:<It1Ut1 = 1) tlEIHot~-HETRE::O: f? 13 SECONDS 
FINE KEY Til I:3T t·1 Hi H1Utl = -1. 08 NHHON-t1ETF:ES e 3. t. 7 SECONDS 
GRIP DRTR:-
0 0 0 1:1 0 0 -.09 
- 44 - 4::: - ,..., ,. - E:5 .., ?::: - 7::: 
- :33 - :::7 - :::7 - :32 - :32 -.'32 - ::u; 
-1 -1 -1 (15 -1 05 -1 -1 - :3r:. 
- ~38 - :36 - :jt:: - '3t; -1 - :3t:: -1 
-1 05 -1 0:3 -1 . ~35 -.'32 - E:5 - 26 - 04 
t1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
- 17 - 31 
- 8?. - :?3 
- :36 - 8E: 
- 81:: - 8E: 
-1 1 
0 
0 
392o 
SMRLL TUBE THIST TEST 
F:ECORO t-~UttBER-- >H 154440-8-~tR 0 E'.IER ITT HHt·lD USED = R 
THIST DIRECT!Ot~ = CH 
','-H:-:IS ttH>< = 7tln 4t·l0 tHN = -1 t·lH ltH t·lt·i :O.TEPS t :o<-H><IS = 0 TO 5 :;ECS IN UNIT STE 
F'':: 
:::ttHLL Tl_!f:E HH:3T t·tH>:HtUt1 6.22 r-~E~HON-~iETRES I!' 4.22 SECONDS 
St·iHLL TUBE HHST HINIMUH I) NE~HON-t1ETF:ES e 3.67 SECot·l[6 
GRIP DHTH:-
2.:::5 
5.31 
5.7 
"' c 
-'• I 
5.83 
5.44 
0 
E:<TRHCT 
0 
~- 37 
~ ~~ 
~. _lj 
~ ~ 
·-·· ' 
" 7 
-'· 
" 
-'· 
:::3 
" 44 
·-·· 
0 0 
..: .. 7~: 3. 
"" I'~ ~ 
-'· 
,_, 
-·· ~ :::3 ~ 
·-·· -·· 
" 
~ 
-'· 
' 
_,. 
" ~3t: " ·.). 
-·· 
" 
., 
" ·J· . 
·-·· 
(1 t1 3:3 
7t: 4 l12 4 E-8 4 t:t. 
05 ~ 1::: ~ 31 ~ 44 ~. 
·-·· ·-'· 
31 ~ 31 C" 44 " 44 
-·· -·· -'· 
:33 ~ :::::-3 " :31 " :33 ·-'· ·-'· -'· 
:::::::: " ~~t. .:; .. 0:3 t::. o::. 
·-·· 
-, 4. '32 3. 76 2. 48 
' 
F:ECORO NU~t8ER-->H154440-t3-HR 0 E'.JERITT HHND USED = L 
HHST DIF:ECT!@ = 0~ 
I 42 2. T3 
4. 92 4 • ::t2 
~ ~-, ~ ~~ 
-·· ~· ·-·· ._li 
" """' " 
"~ 
·-·· 
._ ... 
-·· 
_., 
" 7 " 7 _,. ~. 
E:. 09 6. 22 
I 3 13 
'r'-H:>,:I::: t·tH?': = 8t·lt·i HtiO Hltl = -1 t-lH ItH t·lt1 STEPS & :><-AXIS = IZI TO 5 SECS IN UmT STE 
F'':': 
::r-iHLL TU8E HIIST tiH:<IHW·i 5. 31 NaHON-HETRES ~~ 4. 14 SECmlDS 
SHHLL TUBE HliST t·HNHiU~i 0 NHlToti-HETRES I!' 3. 87 SECONDS 
GRIP 9HTH:-
2t: 26 2E: .28 52 7:3 I 17 I .55 1 '34 
2. 07 2. 33 .::.. 5'3 .::. . :::5 3. 1 1 3. 24 3. 1 1 .::. . 37 .. 3. 5 
.!•. 63 .,j. 76 3. ::::3 3. :::9 4. 02 4. 27 4. 27 4.4 4.53 
4. 4 4. 27 4. 7'3 4. 7:3 4. E:E: 4. 7:3 4. 82 4. 92 4. 79 
4. 7~3 4. :j2 4. :32 4. ;":j 4. :32 4. ?~3 -l. ~32 4. 82 " ·-'· 05 
4. :32 4. ?:3 4. ~32 " 1::: " 18 " 1 ·=· " 18 " 31 " 05 
-·· 
·-'• ~·· ·-· ·-'· ·-'· .J. 4. 7'3 3. l 1 2. ·:· 1. 17 7:3 3'3 26 13 13 
0 
393o 
!\I 'Pi!IID IX q 
RESL'LTS OJ<~ PATIENTS FHOM DRUG THIAL 
Days 
from POWER GRIP PAN KETTLE PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr Lo Up Mx In Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li 
48 L 58 35 45 40 171 59 13 13 49 97 25 28 84 35 32 23 16 2.92 6.43 1.47 4.99 
R 27 67 49 52 185 89 12 13 78 89 29 36 89 29 29 26 16 7.05 5.81 2.51 3-75 
112 L 58 112 49 36 246 51 23 28 50 73 35 l~3 59 33 47 33 25 2.45 6.40 1.88 3.20 
R 28 95 62 40 222 64 28 30 60 101 35 60 74 47 39 36 33 5.84 5.46 2.82 3-20 
140 L 52 125 59 46 279 75 32 31 75 91 42 62 66 31 36 28 25 4.14 5.84 2.45 4.14 
R 74 110 60 l~6 256 99 26 29 80 67 43 55 60 36 42 25 25 6.21 5-27 2.82 3.01 
161 L 39 96 45 28 206 79 25 29 69 93 38 40 82 31 39 19 17 3-39 6.59 3.20 3.77 
R 50 105 77 47 260 113 30 50 102 70 36 L~5 57 42 31 22 22 5.84 6.40 3-95 3-95 
176 L 52 95 55 34 227 64 23 26 60 93 44 48 74 36 44 25 19 4.52 6.21 3.20 4.33 
R 47 105 63 45 254 87 29 33 79 72 49 55 61 39 36 31 25 6.21 5.46 3e77 3.39 
Table A9.l Results of AHD 
PAN & KETTLE:-
Gr - maximum grip 
Mx - grip at maximum lift - These abbreviations apply in all subsequent tables 
Lp - lateral pinch 
Key Tube 
0 .. 91 3.76 
0.91 4.79 
0.87 3-76 
0.92 4.?7 
0.83 3.63 
1.00 4.92 
0.78 3-37 
0.87 4.4 
1.00 4.15 
0.92 4.27 
Lp 
50 
62 
67 
67 
67 
69 
69 
75 
58 
78 
\.N 
~ 
\J1 
• 
.. ~~ .. ~~~~--~~~~~~-~ ~ 
Days 
from POWER GRIP PAN KETTLE 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr Lo Up Mx 
28 li. 81 78 42 24 213 110 50 62 98 52 59 78 L~o 
R 73 120 81 69 341 121 53 64 116 46 60 81 26 
63 L 84 75 47 53 251 107 47 56 104 51 lvl 30 
R 66 112 59 70 304 140 51 61 132 57 t-1 I+O 
91 L 54 76 53 52 232 97 43 51 95 51 M 29 
R 71 102 72 59 301 143 54 62 1i+'1 73 H 32 
119 L 50 69 44 25 184 126 45 55 118 70 M 47 
R 64 99 63 53 269 144 52 65 144 43 M 33 
140 L 68 76 44 28 205 113 53 66 105 40 M 24 
R 5Lf. 90 63 41 248 158 56 66 153 43 M 32 
168 L 74 97 45 26 232 120 53 70 111 44 M 39 
R 76 117 66 4-9 308 170 56 66 165 61 M 53 
Table A9o2 Results of DE 
M - maximum lift( greater then 99N ) 
PULP PINCH 
In Mi Ri Li 
38 26 29 23 
47 41 38 19 
39 33 14 22 
31 19 19 19 
44 25 17 28 
112 ..... ~~ 22 ~-=-2 C:.\.-· 
44 28 25 31 
36 28 28 28 
42 36 17 25 
42 28 25 22 
42 22 19 28 
36 22 28 22 
EXTENSION 
In !'li Ri Li 
5.40 5.61 2.30 0.85 
2.30 6.13 3-75 4.57 
5o27 7.16 4o33 1.88 
2o82 6o97 3o58 5.27 
4.14 6.40 3o01 3o01 
3.01 (L :7 3.77 5.84 
5.27 6o78 3-39 4o71 
2.64 6.21 3o39 5.27 
4.90 7o16 3o95 4.14 
3o01 6o59 3o20 5o08 
5o27 6o97 4.33 4.52 
3o20 6.4 3o01 4o52 
Key Tube 
1.17 5.44 
1.17 6.22 
1.04 4.27 
Oo91 6o09 
0.83 3.50 
0.83 5o44 
Oo87 4o27 
1o18 5o70 
Oo92 3o76 
Oo92 4o92 
L09 5o31 
1o22 6o22 
Lp 
65 
71 
78 
92 
67 
78 
89 
89 
78 
89 
72 
94 
\.N 
\.0 
()"\ 
0 
Days 
from POWER GRIP PAN 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Hx 
56 L 24 16 8 lL~ 60 32 6 8 24· 
R 19 28 17 16 76 63 10 12 51 
102 L 32 41 11 11 91 56 9 11 51 
R 28 L~8 27 19 113 66 11 14 62 
140 L 29 27 14 18 80 42 8 11 37 
R 35 41 31 25 127 78 15 17 60 
161 L 32 38 11 23 93 46 7 8 36 
R 38 54 35 26 150 48 16 17 43 
196 L 16 23 13 15 61 25 8 10 24 
R 24 16 22 24 86 42 8 11 34 
TABLE A9.3. Results of IEJ 
KETTLE PULP PINCH 
Gr Lo Up Mx In tJJi Ri 
L~o 16 17 15 16 13 7 
45 18 16 17 19 23 13 
38 23 27 10 19 14 12 
26 24 26 16 25 19 14 
46 11 11 25 25 19 11 
43 22 27 i-!6 25 19 17 
29 20 24 5 28 14 11 
46 23 26 26 . 25 22 14 
23 24 17 9 22 11 8 
29 21 23 19 13 17 14 
EXTENSION 
Li In . Mi Ri Li Key 
4 2.09 0.44 1.27 0.44 0.57 
7 1.68 1.47 1.68 1.27 0.52 
9 3.20 2.07 1.69 1.69 0.65 
11 2.45 2.26 2.64 1.32 0.57 
8 3-0l 1.51 1.51· 1.69 0.52 
11 2.64 0.94 2.26 1.~3 0.70 
11 2.82 1.51 1.61 1.51 0.65 
11 1.69 0.56 1.32 0-75 0.70 
9 3-77 1.69 2.07 1.51 0.52 
10 1.45 1.32 1.51 0.94 0.44 
Tube 
1.81 
1.55 
1.55 
2.59 
1.55 
1.81 
l.94 
2.33 
l.94 
L30 
Lp 
32 
41 
42 
50 
47 
50 
58 
53 
44 
42 
'vJ 
\.0 
~ 
• 
Days 
from POWER GRIP PAN 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx 
14 L 23 16 14 13 59 23 '+ 2 23 
R 26 2'+ 36 21 89 27 6 4 26 
28 L 20 13 19 16 72 32 5 5 30 
R 24 20 17 13 69 21 6 5 19 
56 L 12 14 13 21 50 14 5 6 13 
R 19 35 25 13 83 26 9 9 24 
84 L 24 18 18 24 74 17 9 10 14 
R 46 23 32 16 103 39 16 20 37 
112 L 21 25:. 17 30 8L~ 22 9 10 18 
R 29 27 27 26 103 38 12 15 30 
140 L 16 26 24 12 64 24 7 7 21 
R 28 31 25 13 80 37 12 12 34 
168 L 15 32 39 17 100 23 10 13 23 
R 40 37 35 25 115 38 17 19 37 
TABLE A9o4o Results of LAO 
KETTLE 
Gr Lo Up l·1x In 
26 6 6 25 15 
20 6 5 15 11 
20 9 10 13 13 
13 8 5 4 19 
16 19 21 4 16 
14 18 18 2 23 
23 20 24 5 19 
15 29 32 12 25 
32 15 18 5 22 
18 21 23 12 22 
13 12 15 3 11 
25 15 17 16 19 
13 32 39 9 22 
29 35 39 4 28 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
Mi Ri Li In f•1i Ri Li 
12 6 6 3o54 2o30 lo27 1o4~ 
9 9 10 2o51 2o92 lo68 lo27 
14 8 8 3o54 2o30 lo68 2o09 
23 16 13 lo89 3o33 lo89 lo47 
16 11 10 3o33 3o75 2o71 lo89 
23 13 10 2o92 5o40 4o57 2o71 
19 8 6 4.14 3o20 3o58 3a58 
25 17 8 3a01 4ol4 3o39 2o45 
25 22 11 3a39 2a45 loSS 3o01 
28 22 11 2o82 3o58 3a20 2o82 
22 14 11 2o45 2o64 lo69 2o64 
25 19 11 3all 4ol4 3o20 3a39 
28 17 14 3o39 3o58 3a39 3o20 
28 22 14 3-}9 3o39 2o26 3o01 
Key Tube 
Oo31 L30 
Oo44 L55 
Oo39 L42 
Oo57 L68 
Oo39 L04 
Oo57 L30 
Oa52 L55 
Oa70 3.11 
Oo52 L81 
Oo92 3a24 
Oo44 L30 
Oo83 3ol1 
Oo61 2o07 
Oo70 3oll 
Lp 
39 
53 
44 
58 
31 
61 
44 
61 
\.J.J 
·D 
00 
0 
Days POV!ER GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up t1x 
84 L 19 20 10 8 55 1 6 0 
R 5 13 8 22 44 0 1 3 0 
105 L 22 35 13 14 71 1 1 2 0 
R 15 11 1 10 35 0 2 2 0 
147 L 12 20 8 13 52 1 2 2 0 
R 16 5 11 2 28 0 2 3 0 
161 L 19 16 6 9 46 6 2 3 4 
R 12 16 7 7 40 3 2 4 2 
217 L 13 25 10 5 49 3 3 4 1 
R 7 5 6 11 25 0 1 2 0 
TABLE A9.5. ~esults of DS 
a = no opposition 
KETTLE 
Gr Lo Up Mx In 
0 
.5 3 0 12 
1 7 5 0 8 
8 4 4 2 12 
0 4 2 0 7 
11 3 3 0 11 
0 3 2 0 10 
6 3 4 0 11 
4 3 3 0 8 
18 4 6 11 11 
1 2 2 0 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri 
11 6 7 
9 6 6 
10 5 6 No 
10 7 8 
6 9 7 
9 7 6 Data 
8 6 7 
8 9 6 
R 7 8 
a 
Li Key Tube 
0 .. 31 1.04 
0.26 0.65 
0.39 1.30 
0.35 0.78 
0.,39 0 .. 91 
0.22 0.65 
0.39 1.17 
0.31 0.91 
Oo39 1 e 17 
Oa31 Oo78 
Lp 
19 
26 
23 
32 
31 
31 
17 
17 
31 
31 
\.N 
.:> 
\.0 
0 
Days PO\'JER GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr 
42 L 15 23 11 5 53 18 5 4 14 36 
R 26 38 22 8 90 23 13 11 22 15 
91 L 14 8 11 24 55 18 7 7 9 26 
R 24 25 16 11 69 31 17 21 25 13 
175 L 3 5 4 2 14 9 5 5 7 36 
R 'l7 23 14 17 66 13 17 21 11 19 
203 L 7 5 6 8 24 11 4 5 8 9 
R 17 15 13 8 51 15 14 18 14 21 
TABLE A9.6. Results of ES 
a - lifted under~arm 
KETTLE 
Lo Up t1x In 
5 5 5 16 
16 12 6 29 
5 6 6 9 
22 26 1 32 
2 ? 4 16 
25 2~1 ,_, 14 
(17a 21) 4 16 
16 32 1 25 
PULP PINe:; EXTENSION 
Hi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li 
23 13 10 0.85 1.47 0 0.65 
19 10 7 1.89 2.30 1.27 0.85 
12 8 6 1e89 3.33 1.89 Oo23 
16 13 7 2.51 2.92 2.71 2.51 
15 6 3 1.32 1.88 0.19 0.38 
14 10 10 2.45 2.64 0.75 1.13 
10 13 10 1.88 1.13 0 1.13 
19 17 11 2.64 3.58 1e32 1.88 
Key 
0.44 
0.70 
0.65 
0.57 
0.44 
0.48 
0.39 
0.39 
Tube 
1.30 
2.33 
Oe52 
2.20 
0.91 
2.85 
0.91 
2.07 
Lp 
No 
Data 
+-
0 
0 
0 
401o 
,\PPENf:"J ·: 10 
HESIJLTS OF P.\TH \JTS FHO~l RHEI!?-1·\TOLOGY CLINIC 
Days POWER GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr 
0 L 10 1 10 41 44 14 3 5 14 5 
R 18 7 16 19 52 14 5 6 9 6 
28 L 11 4 7 8 26 18 3 3 <15 -
R 7 6 7 17 29 18 2 2 12 -
49 L 9 5 6 14 33 9 2 2 9 11 
R 8 0 3 11 18 11 3 4 11 11 
91 L 12 0 7 12 28 14 1 2 13 12 
R 11 4 4 12 27 15 2 4 15 15 
TABLE A10o1. Results of JC 
KETTLE 
Lo Up Mx In 
8 7 0 10 
10 13 0 11 
- - -
11 
- - -
12 
3 2 1 7 
2 3 3 8 
3 3 0 10 
2 3 4 10 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
JV!i Ri Li In Mi Ri Li 
8 6 6 0.65 0.65 0.65 1.06 
8 7 9 0 0 0.85 0 
7 8 7 - - - -
11 11 10 
- - - -
5 4 4 2.26 1.69 2.82 0.94 
5 4 6 1o32 0.38 0.38 0 
9 7 10 2.64 1.88 2.26 0.56 
6 5 6 0.94 0.19 0.75 0 
Key Tube 
0.22 0.65 
o. 17 1o42 
Oo09 
Oo 17 
0.57 0.52 
0.22 1.30 
0.26 0.52 
0.22 0.78 
Lp 
16 
23 
17 
17 
11 
19 
\, 
rv 
0 
Days POivER GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr 
0 L 18 65 40 0 121 36 6 5 33 34 
R 46 51 63 40 187 60 4 6 50 28 
56 L 5 40 33 10 84 50 7 6 49 23 
R 11 48 52 13 122 47 12 12 42 20 
91 L 19 48 35 18 114 53 13 14 53 23 
R 23 33 56 15 126 57 11 14 55 25 
119 L 5 54 25 13 95 36 13 16 34 19 
R 42 32 41 15 126 61 11 13 61 25 
TABLE A10o2o Results of ECF 
KETTLE 
Lo Up Mx In 
3 10 20 35 
6 9 16 32 
23 23 11 23 
23 24 15 23 
19 20 16 25 
22 25 10 31 
24 22 7 28 
24 29 10 25 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li 
19 10 7 3o95 4o37 2o09 2o92 
23 10 1 3o13 3o54 6.23 3o13 
16 10 4 2.09 2.71 1.27 0.65 
19 16 7 1 o27 1o06 0 0 
19 17 11 2o82 3o95 3o39 1.88 
28 28 22 3.01 4.52 0 2o07 
22 11 8 3.01 3.58 2.64 2.07 
17 17 11 2.64 2.82 1.51 1.32 
Key Tube 
Oo65 
Oo?O No 
0.57 
0.?8 
0.57 Data 
0.65 
0.52 
Lp 
33 
33 
42 
44 
+-
l) 
'vJ 
0 
Days 
PO\v'f~R GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr La Up Mx 
0 L 15 50 49 14 126 63 4 4 59 
R 
- - -
- 68 3 4 68 
28 L 23 50 55 68 153 83 8 3 56 
R 16 39 49 51 135 84 4 2 67 
119 L 70 73 48 44 213 80 19 22 80 
R 56 54 55 41 189 69 29 34 69 
140 L 52 92 69 20 226 88 18 21 83 
R 48 68 48 6o 214 78 26 32 66 
TABLE A10o3@ Results of GEL 
KETTLE 
Gr La Up Mx In 
54 2 3 45 26 
65 4 L~ 58 17 
47 8 6 21 38 
54 6 6 45 16 
76 39 44 58 47 
40 37 43 23 39 
55 44 50 29 50 
35 44 53 22 39 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
1'1i Ri Li In· Mi Ri Li 
23 19 16 3-33 5.81 4.99 4.37 
23 10 10 4.37 6.02 3-13 3-54 
29 19 19 3-33 2.51 2.09 2.92 
16 10 7 3-75 3-95 1.47 2.92 
39 17 25 3-20 4.90 4.90 4.52 
33 25 22 4.71 4.14 1.51 3.58 
28 19 28 2.45 4.33 3-77 3.95 
31 36 33 5.08 3-95 1.69 3.58 
Key 
0.52 
0.78 
0.92 
0.92 
0.96 
1.35 
1 .00 
1.09 
Tube Lp 
No 
Data 
+· () 
+-
e 
Days 
POVJER GRIP PAN KETTLE from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr Lo Up 
0 L 19 41 16 21 94 74 14 14 73 59 9 9 
R 27 12 10 8 56 84 6 8 72 40 26 26 
84 L 17 27 6 32 80 99 3 6 99 76 19 22 
R 27 28 20 5 78 93 5 6 86 11'1 22 24 
140 L 28 47 27 21+ 125 66 2 4 62 59 8 10 
R 28 31 25 9 92 So 6 7 79 57 19 23 
154 L 15 25 13 9 60 56 3 3 36 57 5 6 
R 15 10 7 6 38 74 3 3 73 93 5 8 
TABLE A10.4. Results of DWW 
X - no opposition 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
Mx In Mi Ri Li In Hi Ri Li 
56 13 32 19 10 1.27 2.09 1.06 0.23 
23 16 19 16 10 3-13 4.99 1.06 0 
68 11 39 19 19 2.07 3.58 2.07 0.19 
67 19 28 19 19 3.01 4.14 0.94 0 
52 8 11 11 10 0 1.88 0.94 0 
26 8 14 9 11 2.07 3-77 0 0 
53 8 9 12 14 0.38 2.07 0.56 0.19 
91 9 9 6 8 0.75 2.45 0 X 
Key Tube 
0.70 
0.35 
0.35 1.42 
0.26 0.78 
0.31 1.17 
0.22 1.94 
0.35 1.42 
0.26 2.20 
Lp 
44 
42 
25 
28 
14 
14 
+-0 
Vl 
• 
Days 
from POWER GRIP PAN 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up t·1x Gr 
0 L 30 53 46 25 149 57 10 7 54 39 
R 32 33 22 8 94 37 13 17 37 37 
56 L 39 29 51 30 147 42 8 12 39 55 R 40 55 20 18 132 40 9 11 38 18 
84 L 42 70 49 21 180 
- -
-
- -R 28 46 22 14 109 
- - - - -
168 L 23 53 48 33 155 69 7 9 63 29 
R 35 59 42 15 147 47 7 11 43 23 
TABLE A1005. Results of JW 
KETTLE 
Lo Up th In 
14 17 35 23 
14 15 30 35 
11 14 55 29 
11 11 10 19 
- - - 22 
- - - 39 
12 15 18 36 
7 8 12 31 
PULP PINCH EXT.E:NSION 
Hi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li 
29 23 19 5-19 5.40 7.05 6.43 
29 19 13 2.30 3.54 4.57 4o37 
16 16 16 3.54 3-33 3-75 1.68 
19 26 19 0.65 1.06 1o68 2~71 
31 25 25 - - - -31 19 22 
- - - -
36 25 28 2.82 3.20 2.45 1.88 
25 22 22 1o51 1.32 0.94 2o26 
Key 
0.52 
0.52 
0.52 
0.52 
o. 74 
Oo92 
0.57 
Oo39 
Tube 
No 
Data 
Lp 
+-0 
0'\ 
0 
RESl:LTS (\F PATIENTS F'Hm1 HIIE1 11'1\TOLOGY \o.':\RD 
Days 
from POVJER GRIP PJ\.N 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx 
36 L 7 26 21 L~ 56 32 4 5 27 
R 17 20 32 1 67 41 2 3 33 
38 L 7 18 27 17 66 41 3 4 31 
R 9 26 38 4 77 45 4 5 3G 
44 L R 2) ~2 1} 62 5:J 3 5 48 
R 16 26 29 6 72 51 4 4 42 
49 L 3 14 11 5 30 18 2 4 17 
R 4 4 10 2 20 51 2 4 46 
51 L 5 21 7 5 36 39 5 6 36 
R 9 15 15 4 42 56 2 3 49 
55 L 4 10 8 8 28 22 4 .4 ?.0 
R 13 16 18 14 59 55 4 7 51 
TABLE A11.1. Results of CWA 
KETTLE PULP PINCH 
Gr Lo Up l-1x In l>li Ri 
25 5 4 15 7 8 8 
26 2 3 15 9 7 7 
30 6 8 12 13 8 8 
21 4 3 13 10 1lt 12 
18 4 5 6 10 11 10 
23 Lt 4 11 9 10 12 
14 5 5 3 11 9 6 
21 6 6 4 10 9 9 
31 6 8 8 8 7 8 
18 6 8 9 10 12 7 
21 3 5 11 10 8 6 
23 5 7 14 11 10 8 
EXTENSION 
Li In Mi Ri Li Key 
8 2.45 2.45 2.26 2.64 0.52 
8 2.64 1.13 0,94 2.07 0.35 
7 1.88 2.82 2.07 3.01 0.35 
10 3-95 1.67 1.88 2.~4 0.35 
8 1.69 2.64 2.64 3-95 0.39 
9 3.20 2.07 1.88 3.01 0.52 
4 1.69 2.45 1.88 2.82 0.35 
8 4.33 2.64 2.64 2.45 0.39 
5 2.07 2.07 1.51 2.45 0.22 
7 3.20 1.69 1.88 2.64 0.44 
9 3.20 2.64 2.64 3.58 0.22 
8 3-58 2.64 2.64 2.82 0.44 
Tube 
1.BO 
1.30 
1.43 
1.55 
1.55 
1.94 
1.04 
0.91 
1.68 
1.55 
1.55 
1e30 
Lp 
19 
28 
28 
33 
31 
36 
22 
28 
19 
22 
22 
28 
+ 0 
():) 
0 
Days POWER GRIP PAN 
from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr 
0 L 9 20 18 15 Go 50 5 5 45 26 
R 20 30 25 12 86 28 5 4 20 21 
4 L 13 27 21 2 61 55 3 6 47 23 
R 12 27 32 13 80 52 11 9 50 15 
6 L 28 20 17 4 ·59 48 8 8 37 28 
R 35 23 39 18 61 64 11 13 36 18 
8 L 9 30 32 8 77 56 6 9 53 48 
R 28 32 42 20 121 33 13 13 32 90 
TABLE A11.2. Results of PMB 
KETTLE 
Lo Up Hx In 
9 12 9 19 
10 11 4 19 
13 18 13 17 
15 19 7 -
21 26 21 17 
36 48 18 22 
29 39 32 17 
34 41 42 25 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
Hi Ri Li In r1i Ri Li 
17 17 14 3.01 1.51 3.01 3-58 
14 17 14 2.95 1.32 2.26 4.14 
14 11 11 2.64 1.88 2.82 3.01 
2? 17 14 3-77 3.01 3-39 3.58 
14 11 14 2.64 1.69 2.26 2.82 
19 17 8 3.20 1.13 1.50 2.64 
19 11 11 2.45 0.75 2.64 2.64 
19 14 14 3-39 2.45 2.82 4.14 
Key Tube 
0.44 2.72 
0.52 2.72 
0.31 2.46 
0.57 2.46 
0.39 1.68 
0.52 2.72 
0.39 2.72 
0.52 2.85 
Lp 
22 
33 
22 
44 
22 
36 
25 
42 
+-0 
\.() 
• 
Days POWER GRIP PAN KETTLE PULP PINCH EXTENSION from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up lvJx Gr Lo Up Mx In lh Ri Li In Mi Ri Li Key Tube Lp 
1 L 9 26 7 5 46 67 8 13 53 63 12 15 28 19 11 6 28 Oo94 Oo56 Oo56 X Oo26 1o04 11 
,R 19 23 11 7 59 56 9 13 39 51 27 32 28 12 6 7 13 Oo56 2o07 1o32 lo51 Oo 17 Oo78 58 
4 L 21 59 38 9 125 76 5 7 65 104 39 48 37 31 19 8 22 Oo56 Oo75 Oo75 X Oo48 1o42 67 
R 21 42 29 14 104 65 11 16 52 79 24 27 40 17 19 14 17 3o39 1o69 1o32 1o51 Oo 17 1o94 69 
8 L 25 39 22 19 104 79 17 24 78 72 ltll- 55 26 33 22 14 31 5o08 2o64 3o39 1o51 Oo83 2o20 58 
R 16 25 20 15 76 76 15 22 60 59 24 44 30 17 14 6 28 3o39 3o01 1o32 1o88 Oo70 2o33 69 
11 L 23 65 37 31 154 85 18 24 85 81 38 45 25 36 25 8 25 4o33 1o69 1o69 X Oo78 3o24 69 
R 35 44 37 26 137 103 25 37 73 62 32 46 34 14 25 8 25 3o58 2o45 1o88 1o13 Oo83 2o20 67 
TABLE A11a3o Results of GB 
X = no opposition 
+:-
-" 
0 
0 
Days POVJER GRIP PAN KETTLE PULP PINCH EXTENSION from 
start Hand In Hi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr Lo Ip Hx In Mi Ri Li In !'vii Ri Li Key Tube Lp 
0 L 4 15 7 18 42 9 3 3 9 10 1 1 0 13 9 8 6 3-58 1.88 0.56 1.51 0.26 0.91 25 
R 20 26 28 24 76 11 2 2 11 20 2 3 7 904 11 7 10 2.64 3.01 2.26 1.51 0.39 1 .. 04 39 
2 L 5 6 7 13 32 9 1 3 9 10 3 3 0 9 9 6 6 3.01 2.26 2.07 1.13 0.22 0.65 25 
R 21 14 7 2 42 5 = = 4 11 2 2 0 13 9 7 8 1.R8 2.45 2.07 0.75 0.26 0.78 28 
6 L 11 2 0 19 32 8 4 3 8 0 7 6 0 14 5 7 7 2.82 1.51 1.69 1.51 0.39 0.91 28 
R 20 17 13 24 69 11 4 5 11 5 5 6 0 19 11 11 11 1.69 1.32 1.69 1.13 0.35 1.55 28 
8 L 16 10 4 11 41 14 4 6 12 5 7 10 1 14 11 11 13 - - - - 0.48 1.55 39 
R 23 26 15 15 71 17 6 8 16 6 13 18 0 25 14 11 14 - - - - 0 .. 52 1o04 36 
10 L 20 11 7 28 61 10 5 7 10 13 15 21 3 25 11 14 8 2.45 2.26'1.88 1.69 0.52 1.30 28 
R 9 15 18 26 67 15 8 9 15 12 19 26 0 22 17 11 11 2.64 3.20 3.01 2.26 0.44 1.42 28 
14 L 11 6 4 9 29 15 5 6 14 4 13 18 0 17 9 6 4 3-20 2.64 1.69 1.69 0.44 0.78 28 
R 20 21 17 20 75 17 8 13 16 12 15 18 0 22 19 11 14 3.20 2.39 2.26 1.69 0.57 1.42 39 
16 L 15 6 7 14 42 15 7 8 14 0 21 28 0 19 10 8 13 3-39 2.82 2.07 1.69 0.35 1.30 31 
R 20 14 14 20 62 17 6 8 16 2 10 15 0 19 17 11 11 3.20 2.26 2.26 2.07 0.44 1.17 39 
TABLE A11.5. Results of ENC 
+-
_. 
_. 
Days POVJER GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Hx 
0 L 23 5 4 2 30 18 1 2 14 
R 11 6 8 4 29 15 3 2 12 
2 L 8 11 6 6 29 26 4 4 17 
R 16 9 8 8 38 31 3 4 29 
6 L 4 4 7 7 22 22 3 3 18 
R 17 5 10 7 37 23 2 2 15 
9 L 11 7 4 7 26 19 3 5 18 
R 20 3 16 11 45 46 3 4 46 
TABLE A11o5o Results of EF 
X = no opposition 
KETTLE 
Gr Lo UP Mx In 
8 1 1 0 6 
2 2 2 0 7 
7 2 2 0 11 
3 4 3 0 1 
18 3 5 8 9 
16 4 5 10 8 
14 6 6 11 9 
4 4 6 0 11 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li 
6 3 2 1.32 0.75 0.75 0.75 
5 5 7 2.07 0.38 0.75 0.38 
9 7 4 2.26 0.56 0.56 1.88 
9 7 7 1.88 0.56 1.32 0.75 
10 6 6 1.13 0.75 0.94 0.56 
10 7 10 1.38 0.56 0.75 0.56 
11 9 X 1.69 1.13 0.75 0.75 
9 5 5 1.88 0.38 0.75 0 
Key Tube 
0.26 0.39 
0.09 0 
0.26 1.17 
0.22 0.52 
o. 17 0.78 
0.09 0.57 
o. 13 0.65 
o. 17 0.39 
Lp 
8 
8 
14 
11 
15 
16 
14 
12 
+-
....) 
1'\) 
0 
Days PO\·JER GRIP PAN KETTLE PULP PINCH EXTENSION from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr Lo Up Mx In Mi Ri Li In ~·ii Ri Li Key Tube Lp 
1 L 25 11 14 15 63 17 11 16 15 28 11 12 15 19 14 22 1 L1- Oo31 1o68 28 
R 7 15 28 2 51 1'+ 8 8 8 32 11 12 13 12 13 11 9 Oo 13 1o55 17 
4 L 34 25 28 17 101 23 8 10 19 26 10 13 15 25 28 25 19 No Oo48 2o59 33 
R 20 6 15 2 40 20 3 3 17 1 3 5 1 11 8 11 9 Oo 13 Oo91 17 
8 L 46 47 51 24 165 22 21 28 21 30 14 19 18 22 28 31 19 Oo48 2o85 33 
R 8 7 10 2 28 10 4 4 9 11 2 2 10 13 15 14 10 Data Oo31 1o04 22 
11 L 55 32 42 26 151 13 21 27 11 25 38 32 18 22 15 28 14 Oo48 - 31 
R 32 16 21 0 67 19 4 4 1S 19 6 6 10 12 11 15 9 - - 22 
TABLE A11o6o Results of GM 
+-
....l. 
\.N 
0 
Days POWER GRIP PAN KETTLE PULP PINCH EXTENSION from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr Lo Up Mx In Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li ~\ey Tube Lp 
3 L 21 60 88 24 190 84 36 45 76 46 I 'I 32 33 31 X 25 5.46 3.58 X 5.27 1.18 3-37 64 
R 19 23 15 7 62 33 14 17 32 13 M 0 33 22 8 14 3.20 3.95 1.32 3.50 0.70 1.30 56 
5 L 44 117 133 37 330 131 38 49 84 67 M 58 44 44 X 25 4.71 3.20 X _5.27 1.35 4.79 67 
R 48 34 34 27 140 99 40 45 87 16 M 7 42 25 28 25 4.52 4.90 3.20 5.27 1.09 3.63 78 
7 L 42 92 110 32 271 140 45 53 125 87 M 74 39 42 X 22 4.14 2.83 X - 1.35 5.70 69 
R 34 39 34 21 128 106 40 L~5 97 63 M 17 39 22 17 17 4.33 4.33 2.26 4.52 1.18 3.63 72 
11 L 44 115 121 38 316 99 41 56 95 59 M 38 42 47 X 19 4.71 2.07 X 4.73 1.26 5o 31 69 
R 34 54 35 23 135 83 36 41 79 26 M 18 42 28 14 14 4o52 3.95 Oo74 3o95 1.09 3.11 67 
TABLE A11o7o Results of RP 
Table Allo7 Results of RP 
M = maximum lift( greater then 99N ) 
X = ring finger distal phalanx amputated 
+-
_,. 
..j::-
0 
Days POvJER GRIP PAN KETTLE from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr Lo Up 
0 L 19 23 22 1 66 39 6 8 34 32 18 20 
R 9 23 10 6 47 53 11 12 53 23 33 35 
2 L 27 41 32 14 108 62 25 29 57 62 37 51 
R 17 59 45 14 132 61 26 30 60 73 40 50 
6 L 25 57 45 21 146 53 29 40 53 19 47 63 
R 15 66 44 1 L~ 137 74 24 32 73 55 41 52 
8 L 19 53 42 14 123 50 26 35 L~7 23 51 72 
R 15 69 53 23 158 84 24 38 83 36 L~6 68 
10 L 28 46 34 18 123 47 26 33 46 27 M 
R 39 63 34 14 136 71 23 29 71 17 M 
14 L 27 49 55 26 154 62 30 46 53 32 M 
R 21 79 49 20 168 76 30 36 76 12 M 
16 L 27 60 52 17 154 51 34 53 41 37 M 
R 32 58 51 25 155 84 31 40 79 57 M 
TABLE A11o8o Results of JS 
M ~ maximum lift( greater than 99N ) 
PUJ~P PINCH 
Mx In Mi Ri 
15 13 14 11 
1 18 21 16 
21 33 28 22 
15 31 42 28 
3 31 25 14 
19 33 36 22 
0 33 31 25 
6 33 33 31 
0 28 25 17 
0 22 31 28 
0 36 19 19 
0 33 33 19 
0 36 31 22 
2 31 22 19 
EXTENSION 
Li In Mi Ri Li Key 
10 3o77 2.26 1.88 2.26 0.44 
13 3.01 2.26 1.88 0.94 0.31 
14 2.64 2.64 1.88 2.82 0.61 
19 3.20 3.20 1.88 1.32 0.57 
14 2.45 3.01 2.26 2.26 Oo65 
17 3·39 3.20 1.69 1.51 0.44 
17 2.82 2.82 1.69 2.45 0.74 
19 3o56 3o39 2o07 1.32 0.65 
11 1.88 2.82 1.88 2.45 0.61 
17 3.58 3.58 1.51 1.32 0.57 
17 2.82 3·39 1.88 2.26 0.74 
19 3.58 3·95 1.69 0.94 0.65 
17 2.26 3·39 1.88 3.20 0.65 
19 3o39 3o39 1.69 2.26 0.61 
Tube 
1.94 
1.68 
3.76 
4 015 
2.85 
2.98 
3.76 
3.63 
3.24 
3.37 
3.89 
3.76 
3.63 
3.76 
Lp 
36 
36 
47 
39 
47 
44 
47 
44 
47 
42 
53 
50 
53 
44 
+=-
~ 
\J1 
0 
Days 
from 
start 
3 
6 
11 
14 
P01:1ER GRIP PAN 
Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up 
L 7 11 10 7 33 u 
R 8 9 7 8 31 u 
L 8 11 11 5 34 u 
R 7 11 11 6 35 u 
L 1 11 13 6 31 u 
R 15 15 17 15 59 u 
L 11 16 14 7 47 u 
R 7 12 11 6 36 u 
TABLE A11o9o Results of IW 
U = unable t9 lift pan 
X - no opposition 
KETTLE 
~1x Gr Lo· Up 
- - -
25 26 22 
35 13 16 
1 20 26 
18 34 45 
10 41 60 
23 29 39 
8 40 56 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
Mx In Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li Key Tube Lp 
-
L~ 2 X X Oo 17 Oo65 8 
3 7 5 2 3 Oo22 Oo91 17 
3 5 2 X X No Oo 13 Oo78 6 
21 8 6 4 4 Oo26 Oo65 11 
0 6 5 X X Oo 17 1o30 5 0 11 6 3 4 Data Oo26 1 o04 15 
0 5 2 X X Oo09 Oo91 6 
0 8 8 4 4 Oo26 1o04 12 
-r-
_. 
0'\ 
0 
417o 
APPE~DIX 12 
HESITLTS OF PATIENTS FROM PHYSIOTHEHAPY 
Days POWER GRIP PAN KE'i'TLE PULP PINCH EXrrENSION from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx Gr Lo Up Mx In Mi Ri Li In Hi Ri Li. Key Tube Lp 
0 L 28 28 19 25 93 28 7 8 28 15 8 9 5 13 13 7 7 2.30 3.13 2.51 2.09 0.31 1 .04 16 
R 22 19 25 31 93 24 4 4 19 9 9 10 0 1ti 16 11 13 2.51 3.95 2.71 2.09 0.35 1o30 29 
14 L 34 4 15 27 86 31 5 7 29 25 10 12 5 11 12 8 6 2.82 3.01 0.94 0.94 0.35 1.04 17 
R 19 30 32 24 93 32 4 3 28 19 6 7 15 14 12 8 8 2.64 2.82 2.45 2.82 0.31 1 .17 19 
28 L 24 10 8 30 .66 34 6 6 33 18 7 8 2 11 14 6 9 2.45 2.58 2.07 2.64 0.44 0.78 28 
R 25 26 27 24 92 27 4 3 26 18 12 13 7 17 12 12 10 3o58 4.71 2.65 3.77 0.52 1.42 31 
49 L 32 16 18 28 87 36 10 12 34 17 11 13 12 14 15 8 8 2o64 2.65 1.51 2.64 0.31 1.04 22 
R 43 36 29 25 122 38 9 11 37 19 15 18 8 19 17 11 8 2.64 3.39 3o01 2.26 0.57 1.81 33 
TABLE A12o1o Results of FB 
+-
..... 
00 
0 
Days PmJER GRIP PAN KETTLE PULP PINCH EXTENSION from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr La Up Mx Gr La Up Mx In Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li Key Tube Lp 
7 L 56 65 48 33 195 55 17 21 51 34 23 32 23 29 32 19 10 Oo48 
R 11 6 13 19 47 42 4 5 38 4 7 9 0 4 7 11 14 Oo 13 
21 L 35 70 48 13 158 44 18 21 -36 21 11 12 11+ 19 16 19 7 No Oo39 No 
R 15 2 64 21 99 42 5 6 42 12 11 11 4 5 10 10 14 0 013 
30 L 36 86 61 16 188 32 11 12 30 32 12 15 21 26 19 13 10 Oo61 
R 15 17 25 28 79 41 10 11 38 16 17 14 0 10 15 15 17 Data Oo48 Data 
49 L 40 59 66 36 195 24 11 12 23 30 13 17 22 26 26 19 10 Oo78 
R 20 24 32 31 101 35 6 7 26 9 9 11 3 10 13 12 15 Oo31 
TABLE A12o2o Results of JB 
+ 
..... 
\.0 
0 
Day.:s POVJER GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Hi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up l'-1x 
0 L 30 35 33 45 153 58 17 19 78 
R 12 11 4 11 38 u 
14 L 32 20 60 49 160 88 22 26 85 
R 5 9 7 13 35 22 0 1 21 
35 L 33 44 33 39 145 85 20 23 81 
R 7 12 9 9 35 36 2 3 31 
56 L 31 64 34 31 159 65 25 29 57 
R 9 11 14 19 53 45 7 8 19 
TABLE A12o3o Results of AGM 
U = Unable to lift pan 
KETTLE 
Gr Lo Up Mx In 
33 15 10 33 29 
2 7 5 1 3 
37 17 19 23 13 
13 9 7 8 9 
51 32 37 24 25 
17 17 19 12 8 
48 35 41 37 22 
13 25 27 6 7 
PULP PINCH 
lH Ri Li In 
26 4 7 
3 3 1 
29 16 16 
10 6 2 
22 8 14 
6 5 2 
25 8 11 
8 4 3 
EXTENSION 
Mi Ri Li Key 
Oo92 
Oo 31 
No Oo48 
Oo26 
Oo57 
Data Oo26 
Oo57 
Oo22 
Tube 
2o85 
Oo54 
1o68 
Oo39 
2o59 
Oo52 
2o33 
1o17 
Lp 
47 
8 
56 
28 
+:-
rv 
0 
0 
Days POWER GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up Mx 
14 L 30 27 10 22 88 52 0 2 52 
R 19 12 8 11 45 14 0 0 -
28 L 23 23 28 2 74 59 4 4 58 
R 20 9 16 18 59 22 0 1 13 
42 L 47 25 31 11 98 55 2 3 51 
R 12 14 8 16 43 17 1 2 14 
56 L 24 33 11 27 95 37 4 5 36 
R 14 4 4 21 38 39 4 2 37 
70 L 43 29 22 2 90 33 3 3 29 
R 28 16 5 8 56 29 2 3 28 
TABLE A12o4o Results of DM 
KETTLE 
Gr Lo Up Mx In 
45 0 7 39 19 
5 0 0 - 10 
26 2 2 19 20 
12 2 2 11 11 
30 4 3 16 29 
21 2 1 20 15 
62 4 3 47 26 
31 5 3 17 1l~ 
31 3 2 21 23 
14 2 2 10 13 
PULP PINCH 
rH Ri Li In 
19 7 7 
4 4 7 
23 7 10 
6 5 3 
26 10 7 
5 6 6 
23 7 7 
4 8 6 
26 16 13 
6 6 5 
EX'rENSION 
r1i Ri Li 
No 
Data 
Key 
Oo57 
Oo22 
Oo35 
Oo31 
Oo57 
Oo31 
Oo39 
Oo26 
0-39 
Oo22 
Tube Lp 
No 
Data 
+-N 
....J> 
0 
Days POWER GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up 
84 L 46 39 L~9 28 143 42 4 6 
R 4'+ 35 22 10 109 49 0 2 
98 L 26 55 63 28 167 57 11 11 
R 24 27 27 8 83 43 7 6 
112 L 30 3() •,) 28 5 99 4G 12 11 
R 31 33 19 8 89 42 9 10 
133 L 26 54 33 24 132 47 13 15 
R 64 45 23 18 143 54 14 16 
198 L 16 42 22 6 84 47 12 13 
R 27 31 24 9 90 59 7 10 
TABLE A12o5o Results of FS 
KETTLE 
Mx Gr Lo Up Mx In 
37 31 3 6 27 38 
49 49 2 5 49 ' 32 
51 41 17 19 32 32 
35 45 8 9 45 19 
42 44 8 9 38 23 
40 47 9 9 42 16 
45 54 12 14 42 38 
50 55 7 8 56 32 
41 43 10 13 36 33 
49 41 9 10 41 33 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
Mi Ri Li In l1i Ri Li 
38 26 16 3o33 3o13 1o89 3o13 
32 19 4 2o92 3o33 4o16 2o71 
35 16 7 2o51 2o30 3o54 3o13 
15 4 0 2o92 Oo85 1o47 1o27 
26 13 7 1o47 2o30 2o30 2o30 
13 9 4 Oo85 2o92 1oG~ 1o68 
38 29 16 3o33 3o13 2o30 3o33 
26 13 10 2o30 4o37 3o13 3o13 
28 19 17 2o64 3o39 2o82 2o26 
11 11 8 2o64 3o01 2o45 2o45 
Key 
Oo91 
Oo39 
1o05 
Oo83 
Oo65 
Oo48 
Oo83 
Oo65 
Oo96 
Oo74 
Tube. 
No 
Data 
Lp 
~ 
1\.) 
1\.) 
0 
Days POWER GRIP PAN from 
start Hand In Mi Ri Li Tot Gr Lo Up 
0 L 60 35 40 41 177 
R 105 121 90 101 413 
14 L 102 45 63 60 263 
R 109 183 120 65 515 
28 L 71 80 67 58 278 
R 85 165 110 106 456 
42 L 84 118 90 69 361 
R 129 135 115 59 463 
TABLE A12p6~ Reaults of AGR 
KETTLE 
Mx Gr Lo Up Mx In 
41 
71 
No 38 59 
51 
Data 59 
53 
81 
PULP PINCH EXTENSION 
Mi Ri Li In Mi Ri Li. 
41 23 29 4.57 0 0 2.09 
89 77 50 6.02 6.43 5.61 2.71 
47 32 26 3.31 0 0 1.06 
62 47 35 3.95 5.19 4.99 2.30 
51 51 40 4.70 0.93 0 2.06 
65 54 45 5.27 4.70 4.89 2.25 
67 69 50 5.44 1.13 0.19 2.45 
86 67 50 5.46 5.27 4.71 3.20 
Key Tube 
No 
Data 
Lp 
+-
N 
\.N 
0 
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